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Career
Education in the
Academic Classroom.

One of the key concepts of career
education is that it is not a separate
course or system but an emphasis within
all courses. Career education encom-
passes ea of the academic disciplines
insofar as 't41hey relate to functional uses
in work. In turn, the academic disciplines
incorporate career education in their
curricula because each discipline has
relevance to a multiplicity of careers.

The purposes of career education are
the same as the purposes of all edutation
to prepare the student to understand'
the society and the self in relation to the
society, and to develop the necessary
skills to function successfully and with
satisfaction in that society. However,
career education limits its focus to one
fulttion of self and societythat which
relates to work and the satisfactions of
work.

But career education should not be
viewed as a narrow concept; there is
nothing antihumanistic, illiberal, or anti-
intellectual about it. It offers a way, in
which academic studies become not only
important in themselves but part of the
entire enduring fabric of people's every-
day lives.

This book is designed to explore the,
various relationships between the tradi-
tional academic disciplines and the con-
cepts of career education. The book-is
the product of a conference sponsored by
the National Foundation for the Improve-
ment of Education which brought to-
gether classroom teachers and their
representatives from seven national
associations:

American Alliance for Health,
Physical Education, and
Recreation

American Council on the Teaching of
Foreign Languages

National Art Education Association
National council for the Social

Studies
National Council of Teachers of

English
National Council of Teachers of

Mathematics
National Science Teachers

Association
These representatives worked to-

gether to produce statements which dis-
cussed (1) the relationship between the,
educational goals of their disciplines and
the goals of career education, (2) the im-
portant issues hreach discipline, as they
relate to career education, (0) techniques
for incorporating career education into
classroom activities, and (4) specific
activities for including career education
without compromising the goals of the
discipline.

This book offers teachers in each of
the academic disciplines the opportunity
to examine the thinking of others
regarding these issues. Hopefully, this.
will encourage more extensive discus-
sion of the relationship between career
education and the academic classroom.

put the worth of the book will ulti-
mately be determined by the extent to
which it motivates teachers to include
career education as part of their class-
room techniques and content, and by the
degree to which it provides illustrations
and examples for implementing career
education without watering down course
content.

Career education does not begin or
end in the academic classroom, but it
does reach its maximum significance
there.

LYVPUS
PUBLISHING COMPANY

Jacket design
by Linda Stevens,
Bailey Montague & Associates
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1

Career Education
in the Academic Classroom

"Every classroom teacher in every course at every level
should emphasize the career implications of the substantive
-content taught." One of the key components of career educa-
tion, this statement was made by Kenneth Hoyt and his co-
authors in various books which have helped to develop the
concept of career education into a workable tool for the nation's
schools. Every teacher in the school is vital to the achievement
and the objectives of career education. The teacher of academic
subjects mathematics, science, English, social studies, fine
arts, foreign language, physical education, and others is as
much a career education teacher as is the teacher of the prac-
tic..al arts and vocational education.

This does not mean that career education expects teachers
to subordinate the objectives of their disciplines to those of
career education. The primary responsibility of the mathe-
matics teacher is to teach mathematics. The same is true for
teachers of English, science, and all other academic subjects.

Career education offers as much as it asks. It asks teachers
to pursue as a first priority the effective teaching of their sub-
ject matter. But it also asks that teachers contribute to the
long-term career success of their students in ways that are not
destructive of good teaching or good learning in each subject.
Career education offers something in return for the teacher's

7
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help in furthering career goals. It motivates students to more
effective learning by demonstrating to the student that subject
matter is closely related to deeply held personal goals.

The purposes of career education are the same as the pur-
poses of all education: to prepare the student to understand the
society and the self in relation to the society, and to develop
the necessary skills to function successfully and with satisfac-
tion in that society. However, career education limits its focus
to one function of self and society that which relates to work
and the-satisfactions of work. The goal is well expresSed in one
of career education's many definitions.

Career education is the total effort of public
education and the community to help all individuals
become familiar with the values of a work-oriented
society, to integrate these values into their personal
value systems, and to implement these values into
their lives in such a way that work becomes bossible,
meaningful, and satisfying to each individual.

Career education's goals and objectives in no way conflict
with those of the various academic disciplines, which contribute
to education's broader goals by focusing on those aspects of self
and society that relate to their own subject matter. Career
education is not a separate course or system, but is an emphasis
within all courses. It encompasses each of the academic disci-
plines insofar as they relate to functional uses in work. It does
not restrict the teaching of these disciplines to work relevance
and leaves-teachers unbound wherever their own internal goals
relate to culture, citizenship, personal welfare, or abstract
truth outside the work context.

However, career education should not viewed as a narrow
concept, and thefe is nothing antihumanistic, illiberal, or anti-
intellectual about it. It offers a way in which academic studies
become not only important in themselves but part of the entire
enduring fabric of people's everyday lives.

A career is more than a job or even a vocation. It is the
totality of what one accomplishes in a lifetime of efforts
whether paid or unpaid to provide goods and services for the
benefit of oneself and others. Career education, then, is all of
that education which makes available the values, attitudes,
knowledge, and skills needed to choose, prepare for, and pursue

8



CAREER EDUCATION IN THE ACADEMIC CLASSROOM 9

a successful career throughout life. This calls for far more than
job skills. It requires a complex and lengthy set of prerequi.
sites:'good mental and physical health, human relations skills,
a commitment to honest effort as the preferable source of in-
come, a willingness to accept the discipline of the workplace,
and the motivation to achieve in a work setting. Career success
entails all of the basic skills of communication and compu-
tation, familiarity with the tools and ideas of science and tech-
nology, and sufficient knowledge of the workihgs of the economy
and the labor market to make possible appropriate career
choices. Obviously, familiarity with all of the standard academic
subjects, plus in-depth knowledge of some of these subjects,
is essential..

But few students at any age will avidly purue learning in
any subject unless they see its relationships, direct or indirect
to their own deeply held values and objectives. For some, an
objective may be the intensive satisfaction in mastery of knowl-
edge or the development of personal talents. Some may take it
on faith that subject matter of otherwise vague significance
will somehow ultimately be relevant to their long-range goals,
such as meeting college entrance requirements. Others may
demand evidence that what is taught is truly relevant to them.

If students and teachers are to find satisfaction and worth
in their relationships, the students must be motivated to learn
in many different ways. Highlighting the career implications of
subject matter will not interest every student, nor is it the only
way to get students absorbed in academic?, study. But it will
motivate many, and no teacher is wise to neglect its motivating
power.

The academic teacher is not of course the only actor on
the career education scene. In thb world outside the school
there are =fly others who have important roles in the career
development process. Hoyt and his coauthors have identified
five basic components of career education through which indi-
viduals move during their lives.

The home and family is the first school and the first faculty,
and it is there that most children and youth develop their
beginning values and attitudes toward work. Later, influences
outside the home can make important contributions to the
letirning and development process. As the individuli seeks to

t.
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understand self in terms of values, interests, abilities, accom-
plishments, career alternatives, and educational and skill
prerequisites, there is an enlarging role for others.

There is the classroom in which learning of academic sub-
jects can be linked to broad career applications to motivate
learning and to enable students to see some relationships
between their studies and possible future careers for themselves.

There is the acquisition of productive job skills in the class-
room, on a job, or in other kinds of experience. In the school
setting, the courses in which skills are learned are not only
those generally described in the curriculum as vocational edu-
cation. Music is vocational training for the prospective musi-
cian; art is vocational training for the artist; and mathematics
readies the engineer.

Next, H.uyt and his coauthors point to the role, of various
career development programs that expose individuals to occu-
pational alternatives and work ethics and values, and help
them to visualize themselves in different occupations and to
make well-informed career decisions.

A fifth component of career education is interaction among
schools, business and industry, labor organizations, and indi-
viduals in varied occupations to provide and enrich the learning
that takes place in the schoolroom.

This means that to be effective career education must link
home, school, and institutions of the working world into a
mutually reinforcing network that forms a comprehensive
learning environment.

But career education is not limited to those years of school-
ing in which academic subjects are emphasized. It is a process
which takes place, whether by design or by chance, from birth
throughout the active years of life. Schools can participate
during those years when people pass through their nets in
early childhood education where it exists; in parent effective-
ness training for an intergenerational impact; in- elementary
and secondary education; and in post-secondary, higher, and,
adult education for those who choose to travel these routes.
But because elementary schools, junior and senior high schools,
and institutions of higher education are the sources of most
academic instruction,tit is in these sectors that much career
education must be concentrated, although not confined.

10
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In the development of the career education idea, numerous
admonitory-works, have been...published. One series in partic-
ular, published by Olympus Publishing Company, has empha-
sized the practical elements with such books as: Career
Education: What It Is and How to Do It; Career Education
and the Elementary School Teacher; Career Education iethe
Middle /Junior High Scho' ol; and the forthcoming Career Edu-
cation for the High School. However, it is all very well Tr
educational theorists, administrator, counselors, economists,
policymakers, and others to admonish teachers of academic
subjects to emphasize the career implications of substantive
content in their studies, but none of these persons can speak
authoritatively on the possibilities, problems, and .methpds
involved in doing so.

On the classroom level, career education activities are nu-
Merous, primarily in the fugitive, unpublished literature ex-
changed among practitioners. Missing, however, has been a
concerted effort by academic classroom teachers to explbre the
consistencies and inconsistencies between the goals and objec-
tives of their disciplines and those of career education. For
that, teachers of the appropriate academic background and
educational experience must develop and promulgate the
curriculum and technique. This book begins to remedy this lack.

In December 1974, the National Foundation for the In).-

provement of Education a nonprofit corporation created by
the National Education Association, using funds provided to
Oklahoma State University from the U.S. Office of Education
convened a working conference on Career Educatiol for the
Academic Classroom. The conference was held at the Adult
Education Center of the University of Maryland. Of the na-
tional associations representing *classroom teachers in the
various academic subjects, seven participated:

American Alliance for Health, Physical Education, and
Recreation"r

'American Council on the Teaching of Foreign Languages

National Art Education Association
National Council for the Social Studies
National Council of Teachers of English
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National Council of Teachers of Mathematics

;. National Science Teachers Association

In addition, the National Recreation and Park Association
later supplied valuable information for the recreation section
of chapter 8 on health, physical education, and recreation in
career education.

For the career education .conference, each national associ-
ation chose a five-person team that was led, with one exception,
by the association's staff, director and supported by four expe-
rienced classroom teachers. Each participant was given a
variety of books and offered U.S. Office of Education issuances
on career education, which they were urged to study carefully
in advance. The seven teams then were assembled simultane-
ously for a three-day working conference during which they
were asked to provide for their association a statement encom-
passing these elements:

(1) The generally accepted pedagogy of their discipline

(2) The educational goals of their dtseipline

(3) The relationship, betWven those goals and the goals of
career education, including Conflicts or inconsistencies

(4) Important issues in each discipline which might affect
its relationship to career education

(5) A description of teehniques-for incorporating career
education into classroom activities

(6) Examples of activities useful for incorporating career
education without compromising priority goals of the
disciplines

`This book is the product of that conference. We editors
were the staff of that conference, but the content is the con-
tribution of the teams. Their productivity; imagination, and
breadth of experience vV'ere outstanding. Substantial editing
was necesairy, because of the pressure ottime and the diversity
of styles, but the contents philosphy, concepts, instructional
strategies, examples, and most of the words are those of the
participants. The edited material was resubmitted for their

1 a
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approval. None was authorized to bind an assooiation, in
endorseihent of this content, and tly book was riot .subinitted
to the official_ governing Bodies of the associations.,But in every
case, the chapters represent, the considered judgment ofta team
consisting of a staff officer and carefully chosen teacher repre-,,.
sentatives froM members of that association. The material
on each discipline does not always confine itself to the borders

-of that -discipline. For example, the sections- or health:and'
- recreation might be read with profit by all teachers. They can

do much to expand career awareness and exploration `in. theSe
fields because there often are 'not.. special classes available in
such subjects at the seciondary level.

The Foundation Bar. the Improvement of Education was
represented. by Executiye Director.James ,Becker and
Deputy Director Dr;Margaret J. Joneg, lint the positions taken
do not necessarily represent those of the Foundation; Olympus
Publishing Coinpany proNiided at its own expense most of the
conference staffing and logistics and all of the transcribing,_;
copy editing, printing; -and-publishing--costs.-Oklahorria-State
University and the U.S. Office of Education supported the con-
ference but not the publication. Everyone.involvecl assuMes-
personal r,ather than institutional responsibility,-with justifiable.
pride for individual con-tribiations: But the worth of the effort
must be determined by, the .extent that each chapter proves
useful by:

. .

(I) Motivating teachers across the land in that diScipline
to Undertake career education as part of their classroom
techniques and content.

(2) Illustrating for them "how Ao do it." If appropriately
done, teachers will be able to add an emphasis on career
implicationS, without watering down course content or
violating their priority assignment to teach the disci-
plinary subject matter. They will be able to give a
greater depth of career knowledge to their students and
-receive in return the stimulation: of a more eager and
highly_motivated student body, '

Career education does not begin or end in the academic class-
room, but it does reach its maximum significance there:
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Career Education
in the Science Classroom

In the 1950s and 760s, one-response to the demonstration
that the,Soviet Union could follow us into the world of nuclear
weaponry and precede us into space exploration was a call for
rapid increases in the production of scientists_The competitive
edge Previously 'enjoyed in science and technology by the
United States seemed to have slipped precariously, challeng-
ing our ability to survive as a major political power in the
world.

In the search for something to blame for this embarrass-
ment, the schools became not only the scapegoat but also the
center where change could be made most rapidly and effec:

`tively. No incentives were needed to stimulate the production
of scientific manpower other than =the expression of national
need and vidence of available jobs in science. It then remained
for the schools, arid particularly teachers of science, to review;
the content, methods, and processes of their studies to deter,

..

mine where and what chainges were needed..
The federal government supplied the funding for change

by injecting huge amounts of capital thrqugh the National,
Science Foundation into the development of new curriCula and
to retrain and update science teachers. The nevrcurricula and
teacher retraining accomplished the goal to produce more
'students Who would chooSe a Science career. The chief appeal
in the new curricula was to the, most Academically oriented

17
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18' ,,cAREER EDUCATION IN THE SCIENCE CLASSROOM

students because the curricula were theoretical in approach
ankrid-ahnOst disdained any practical application. One outcome

such an approach may have been the neglect of specific needs
'and.interests of a large number of school youth. To the extent
that these students were neglected and they now are adults
they are likely to have a lesser degree of appreciation for
science and lack the functional capabilities they should have
inthis field as citizens and as workers.

Historically, the science teacher's career emphasis has been
alinost exclusively aimed toward two areas: careers in pure
science and careers in which these .sciences play a major part.
For elcample, in careers that draw heavily upon pure science
medicinnursing, allied health occupations, agronomy, agri-
culture, and the -like teachers have long made students aware
of the linkages between what, they teach and career goals. The
career foci's for these stiidents has been present not only in
course. Content, but also in library research- assignments, in
field trips to-see scientists at work, in visits from guest speakers
who stimulate high school youth with information and insights
about their work, and to a lesser degree, through on-the-job
-training for a few high'school students.

Most chemists, biologists, physicists, astronomers, oceanog-
raphers, and other members of the scientific community began
their pursuit of adult careers in the high school classroom. In
this environment,- they learned to adopt an attitude of inquiry,
to manipulate the-tools of their trade; to use its terminology, to
perform scientific experiments;and to get their first glimmering
of scientific; problem-solving techniques. It was their first
penetrating insight-into the life of the scientist.

. There still is a need to prepare future scientists and engi-
neers. The importance of progress in these disciplines is well
established. Science teachers must continue to expose students
to science careers as a way of life and to help students with
problems of career selection. Teachers must continue to de-
scribe the nature of scientific careers and to make students
aware of the rewards,' the responsibilities, and the step's to be
followed if they want do become scientists.

13ut the 1970s Nave brought some new goals to science
education. Today, the teacher Must do more to open up the
world of science to all students. -One reason for this is the fact'

1r



CAREER EDUCATION IN THE SCIENCE CLASSROOM 19

that society's needs have increased for scientific technicians.
In order to motivate a larger segment of the student population
to pursie careers in science and in science-related fields, the
teacher must find ways to make the study of Science relevant
to these students' interests and needs. More students might
choose health careers, for example, if they were made more
aware of the immense range of occupations in thehealth field.
But health is not the only science or science-related field with
wide occupational options. The various science disciplines offer

a host of opportuniti fonnonscientists in the marketing and
distribution of produc and in various administrative and
supportive jobs.

In today's science instru ion e teacher must explore
activities and instructional met odologies designed to meet
the needs of greater numbers of students than have been at-
tracted to science and science-related careers in the past. Far
too many students who could make outstanding contributions
in these areas have not been guided or encouraged by teachers,
counselors, and other school personnel; nor have the learning

' style and the learning rate of these students always been taken
into account. The inclusion and encouragement of more stu-
dents in science programs offer important means of solving
problems for, individuaYsludents and of dealing with many of
our societal requirements as well.

It also is evident today that the nation needs a scientific-
ally literate population. All youth must have a background in
science so that they can ipterpret their world adequately, make
decisions about its future, and use this knowledge in many
other,aspects of their lives. It is hard to conceive of a future
citizenry that can afford ignorance about genetic manipulation,
computers, pollution, energy shortages, extreme population
growth, poor nutrition, and other science- related problems.
There are even simpler daily -confrontations with life which
present a need for some understanding of4sdience. Among them

are questions like these: What kind of fabric is this? What kind
of fabric do I need for this purpole? What shall I do about
insects in the greenhouse or garden? What about additives in
food? What diet is best? What kind of fuel should- v'e -use? Why
shouldn't I use a cyclamate? What are the effects, in terms of
energy, of superhighways as compared to mass transportation?

16



20 CAREER EDUCATION IN THE SCIENCE CLASSROOM

What are the relative effects in terms of the environment?
What do I rated to develop my own film? What can I observe
while backpacking?

On :till another level, science is needed b`y the lay person
less for its information than for its methodologies. In the study
of science, attitudes and methods are developed which guide
the student to gather related facts, organize them, select and
try a procedure to solvt the problem, and evaluate the results..
This approa(h, uniqueio science, is useful in dealing with prob,lems of all kinds.

Needs of this nature demand that careful attention be paid
in school programs to every student so that he or she will ac-
quire scientific knowledge and understanding of seientific
proepdures, We no longer can afford, nor is it now seen as
inhffently fair, to select a part of the school population
for%ecial attention. Science must be for everyone, and what-
ever means can be used to bring it to all, students in a meaning-
ful way should be explored. Literacy in science for all students
means that each one should be helped to acquire learning skills,
the freedom to pursue knowledge, and the ability to solve prob-
lems with confidence by knowing the processes to go Through
in the pursuit of solutions.

Science teachers face still another imperative in the 1970s:
to interrelate the knowledge in subjects that have long been
taught as separate units. biology, chemistry, physics * and
to show students the linkages between science and subject
that are not part 'of the science curriculum social studies,
mathematics, engipeering, the arts,- and English. Knowledge
in all these areas, although acquired in units, is intricately con-
nected 'and integrated, Somehow, students must become aware
of this in functional ways. Today's world and its problems
demand responses which address total concepts and employ
interdisciplinary attitudes and approa6hes. If integration of
this kind cannot be. ithplemented in the present, classroom
structure or administrative unit, some means of cooperation
With ether disciplint8Aniist be sought 86 that youth will under-
stand complexities and unities of the world in which they live
and begin to use this information in their workiand in decision-
'Making functions as citizens.

19
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But why should, science teachers devote time-and effort in
their science classes to career education? The Answer lies in
understanding career education's nature and purposes. Career
education emphasizes the instrumental N"alue of school* for
all students. It is a new focus in the classroom and not a new
unit to be covered by each discipline. When it permeates regu-
lar classroom activities, it enhances the teacher's awareness of,
the lifetime needs of students, and it tends to heighten class-
room interest in studies that (ince may have seemed dull and
irrelevant to many students. The strong motivational power
of career education stems from its.applieation. of learning to
potential uses in the future work and other lifetime pursuits of
students, and from its democratic recognition of each person's
need to be recognized, considered, and readied for the responsi-
bilities of adulthood. . ,-

In the sTience classroom, career education is an important
tool. It can help teachers develop student interest in science

,.e... careers and in the myriad careers related to science. It can
motivate students to learn scientific procedures for use in other
occupations and in their nonvocational pursuits. It can demon-
strate the linkage among science studies and between science
and other 'disciplines.

However, if science. educators are to address themselves
in an expanded way to the needs of 4 generation that -faces a

they must begin to widen, their own knowl dge of possible
fr.demanding future in terms of change , and v ed life-styles,

careers for students and-of the ways in which the requirements
for those careers can be fulfilled: As a practical matter, they
probably should devote a portion of their time to acquainting
themselves with careers related to their subject content. Even
the introduction of newspaper and magazine articles tibout

. a variety of careers which should become part of the way of
life in a science class means that the teacher must dev'elop
an awareness of all potential career possibilities whether they
are in a scientific or in a related field.

Application of the career education principle to science
education requires the use of a wide variety of career examples
to stimulate interest in science and scientific principles, and it
necessitates use of career education as a part of the educational
process rather than as an' additive. For example, the teacher

., ..
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must pull together career information about the specific skills
that students will learn in science classes and relate these skills
to a broad array of career requirements. Within the science
program, teachers are asked to identify, and then make knoWn
to their students, inherent skills and good work habits. Devel-
opment of a sense of order, sequence, unity, and a recognition
that things haye beginnings, middles, and ends underlie the
accomplishment of all work skills. Satisfaction in a job well
done should get attention as an attitude worthy of emulation.
Opportunities for self-motivation should be offered. recognized,
and encouraged. The mastery of scientific skills should be put
forward as a way of improving student opportunities in work
or in the enjoyment of avocational interests. But !hese presen-
tations must not be made in the form of abstract theorems or
as bulletin board supplements. Career education must become
a practicum in order to motivate most students.

Teachers should also be aware of the powerful influence
their attitudes have upon students. There is little real value in
giving lip service to a wide variety of appropriate work oppor-
tunitleS, then behaving as though the academic arena is the
only place to spend one% life. The teacher's attitudes should
reflect and emphasize that all kinds of work are praiseworthy
and that, within each type of work, there are a number of
avenues for continuing education and continued progress. In
other words, teachers should demonstrate an open mind, be an
informed resource, and offer positive encouragement and rein-
forcement in the career explorations of their students.

As for the uses of science in nonvocational aspects of life,
teachers do not always clarify for students the pathways which
science offers in the solution of problems or the relatedness of
science to many everyday concerns. These relationships should
be established by the teacher and not left to the chance that
some students will discover a connection between solving class-
rooin science problems and the methods they could expect to
use in other situations, or the information they may need to
make intelligent decisions as consumers or as citizens.

The question, then, about why science teachers should put
any effort into career' ducation resolves itself in these terms:

arSpecific skills related to careers and to career selection
will be identified.
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(2) Identifying community resources as an element in ca-
reer education can help to improve the educational
process by bridging gaps between the school, the world
of work, and the family. gt

(3) Teacher awareness of careers will,inerease as a result
of thinking about a wide range of possibilities and in-
volvement with a variety of student needs.

(4) Better relationships with students will result front a
teacher's. interest in contributing to the careers of all
students, whether they plan to become scientists or to
enter other occupations.

(5) The quality and amount of information about careers
will be increased, giving students wider career options
and better information about the choices they make.

(6) Student attitudes toward science will improve as a.
result of learning about the occupational and problem-
solving aspects of science, which relate to many personal
needs.

(7) For all students, the development of scientific reasoning
processes and good work habits will carry over into a
wide variety of careers.

(8) Science literacy can be achieved when students learn
that knowledge of science is intimately related to their
own well-being, and when they see for themselves in
their career preparations some of the ways in which this
is so:

Careers Directly Related to Science

To open up to more students the career opportunities in
science and science-related occupations, and to help students
decide whether they might like such careers, it is necessary to
do some in-depth career exploration. The skills needed in
various occupations and at different levels in those occupa-
tions ,should be identified. There are a great many other
aspects of careers that also should be examined, among them:
the satisfaCtions and disadvantages of an occupation, the life-
style that an occupation will entail, the demand for workers
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in an occupation, the most common work sites for different
jobs, the likelihood of constancy or change in an occupation
duringlhe student's working years, the promotional possibili-
ties, and the students own interests and capabilities in relation
to career requirements.

In addition to speakers, library materials, brochures, field
tripe, and other typical means of providing career information,
the science teacher should plan student activities which will
integrate career education into their courses. The following are
some exemplary activities that may be used for this purpose in
giving students a good exposure to existing and future careers
which are almost wholly dependent on a science education:

(1) Isolate a problem specific to your area of science. An
example might be: Should Congress appropriate Money
to construct a sea-level canal across Central America?

(2) Spend some time with students in outlining different
approaches to the solution of the problem.

(3) Identify the experts needed to solve the problem.
(4) Have students choose research tasks as part working

toward a solution. Cooperation with a government class
on this project might call for the government clas.s to
conduct a mock congressional hearing in which testi-
mony is heard from students in the science class.

(5) Finally, bring all students into a discussion of solutions
that were arrived at and whether they ,think the deci-
sions that were made are sound.

Another, approach might be to have students study some aspect
of the man-made world, such as the science or science-related
careers involved in traffic safety. Students could gather data on
the width of intersections, speed limits on approaching streets,
the timing of each light, and then make decisions regarding
"go" times, "stop" times, and whether a light is necessary.
During this study, they could consult experts and learn how
they make decisions and what kind of scientific preparation
they had. If a particular intersection proves to be unsafe, stu-
dents might also extend their activity into learning about the
governInent and political implications involved in getting the
situation corrected.

2;
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(1) Have chemistry students do a study of labels on con-
tainers in the kitchen, the cleaning closet, the medicine
cabinet, the garden shed, and the home workshop. The
assignment would be to learn something about a limited
number of these substances. This task requires con-
siderable detective work, for dot all ingredients can be
fully identified. However, those that are identified will
fall into a number of chemical categories and will open
many channels, for discussion. Students will find out
about the interrelatedness of chemistry with everyday
life and with a wide variety of. products. Their needs
to learn more About chemical nomenclature will also
be identified.

(2) Laboratory activities can be developed to show the
specific role of career scientists. Some examples are:
(a) Fingerprinting, blood sampling, and drug analysis

- to find out about some of the common tasks of the
crime laboratory scientist.

(b) A study of food adulterants, improper labeling, and
poisons in various products to demonstrate the work
of the Food and Drug Administration scientist.

(c) Soil sampling and study of drainage patterns to
learn about the work of zoning engineers.

(d) Blood sampling, urinalysis, and other laboratory
techniques to study the work of scientists in the
health field.

(3) Occupations in the community might be studied by
science students. What do a pharmacy, a grocery store,
a photographic studio, the highway department, a hear-
ing aid dealer, a television station, the parks depart-
ment, a print shop, a hospital a petroleum refinery have
fo do with chemistry? Or biology? Or physics? Students
should make their own arrangements to visit some busi-
ness or industry in the community individually or in
small groups. Then they might present what they have
learned to the class.

(4) Have students, with the help of family and friends,
make a list of local practitioners in various science fields
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who are willing to correspond with, students on an
individual basis to help students learn more about the
nature of science careers. The information can be shared
in the classroom and used by students to decide whether
they have the inherent resources, interests, and atti -.
tudinal characteristics needed in the- specific careers.

(5) Make arrangements for students to get srne released
time from school over'a reasonable period of time to
work with science practitioners, and to gather data and
firsthand'information on a particular career. (This
should be a school-sanctioned program.) Schools can
help students gain access to practitioners by deVeWping
an awareness of career education needs among parents
and the local business community, and by maintaining
lists of student 'sponsors and government programs
through whith some of these efforts might be funded.

(6) Give students a synopsis of the characteristics, con-
straints, and economic implications of various science
careers. Have students decide what new careers might
evolve from a particular career by the year 2000 Also,
they might try to decide which existing careers will be
defunct or of lesser importance by that year. This type
of activity not only helps students determine their
career options, but also to become aware of career link-
ages and opportunities for retraining.

(7) Provide students with a comprehensive problem that
might be typical of a particular career. Ask them to try
to solve the problem by communicating with people in
different scientific areas government, industry, and
business which relate to the problem. This activity
;will provide students with insight into the problems of
communication within and across disciplines and will
emphasize the interdisciplinary nature of many science
careers.

(8). Have students make presentations speeches and dis-
plays at meetings of service clubs and other groups to
relate what the students have learned about different
careers and the contributions of workers in those fields.

or
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This kind of activity gives students an opportunity to
improve their communications skills and to enlist the
community in their career exploration and skills ac-

..
quisition efforts.

Careers Indirectly Related to Science

For those youth who are not heading into scientific careers,
scieitce needs are concentrated in three areas: it1 citizenship,
in leisure activities,- and in occupationa in which science is only
kuelernent. Among the youth now studying science are some
who take science courses simply to meet high school graduation
or college entrance requirements. Too often this group passes
through the study of science in a pro forma fashion. And when
science teachers are overly concerned with developing special-
ists, they may perceive these students as peripheral to science.

Because career education is an integral part of teaching
rather than a special course or a new unit, it enables the teacher
to motivate and develop scientific literacy among all students
without drawing time and resources away from the preparation
of tomorrow's scientists. As huynankind leaves the era of the
industrial revolution and enters the postindustrial, techno-
logical age, the needs expand in detirly all aspects of life for
scientific knowledge.

As citizens, all students will have to make many critical
choices in complex issues revolving round scientific knowledge
and affecting our planet. As consumers, they will be faced with
making knowledgeable choices as to product content, content
in relation to costs, and quality in relation to fuctional require-
ments. As workers, today's youth will need to be scientifically
literate in order to function adequately as politicians, govern-
ment workers, homemakers, plumbers, electricians, attorneys
dealing with such matters as maternity suits or mineral rights,
piano tuners, and acoustical engineers, and in many other
occupational pursuits.

The homemaker, for example, should know about additives,
preservatives, antidotes, chemicals marketed under a ifewilder-
ing array of product names, and a host of ether things used in
the modern home.
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Leisure time activities also call for scientific literacy. The
gardener's hobby is a -richer' one, and carried-out-with greater
efficiency, if the'gardener understands the properties of various
soils, the natural proclivities of plants, plant variations, insect
functions iirthe plant world, fertiliiers, and the like. A potting
hobby is,enhanced by knowledge of pigments as chennic:als. The
leisure time artist employs skills to better advantage with
scientific use of acids, 'inks, dyes, metals, visual effects,' and
optical illusions. Many other leisure activities also are science
related camping; hunting, bird watching, rock collecting and
polishing, Metalworking, building a stereo, system, and the like.

The alert teacher should know about these interests and
try to relate them directly to science studies and activities. Not
only does this-emphasis-help-to-focus-the-content of high-school
courses on career education, it also helps to capture- student
interest.

The following are some specific ways in which the science
teacher can help students learn the relevance between their
studies in the science classroom and their lives outside the
school.

(1) The music instructor might bring a number of musical
instruments to science class during a study of acoustics
in physics. A comparison of stringed, woodwind, percus-
sion, and brass instruments in terms
produced and modulated opens up many fields of discus-
sion and investigation. It also shows students how
science is related to leisure or occupational interests.

(2) Student research into the construction of football hel-
mets and the evolution that has taken place in their
design will have special interest for some students.
They might explore the answers to these questions: Are
modern helmets made of more protectivelnaterials than
in the past? Are they protective enough? What are the
characteristics of the materials used? In doing this re-
search, students might ask the football:.coach to lend
them a helmet now in use and samples of helmets used
in the past. If the coach has a damaged hehriet he is
willing to discard, students might devise a series of tests
on the helmet to get information on its resiliency, hard-
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riess, brittleness, and other characteristics of the mate-_
risk 'They mig- so ask tie Co a-Ch Why he chose a
particular helmet, and get specifications for the helmet
from its manufacturer. fri addition, they should relate
their findings to broad areas of science the use of
plastics, testing, and the effects on the brain of sudden
blows.

(3) The geodesic dome has become a popular structure for
the construction of a shelter, Some of these domes are
simply, aridinexpensivelv made. Students might build
one and;: ill :doing so, find answers to these questions:

(a) What is a geodesic dome?

(b) Where` does one get information about these domes?

(c) Why are they considered a good form of shelter?

(d) What are their disadvantages?

(e) What is the dome's relation to such elements of
science as gebnietric design, stresses, strengths of
materials, cements, expansion and contraction, and
the effect of sunlight on plastics?

The exercise may be of particular interest to students
who are planning careers in construction, in real estate,
assembly-line work, and a number of other fields which,
although not irr science itself, benefit from the appli-
cation of scientific knowledge. The inquiry process also
will help students learn how to handle difficult questions
that they may not be able to answer unless they do
some research.

(4) A major environmental problem, which has yet to be
solved, revolves round oil spills in the oceans from
tankers and from offshore drilling rigs. These spills do
affect birds, sea life, and seashores. In investigating this
problem, students might do these things:

(a) List the effects of oil spills,

(b)- Select one specific life form and study the effects
on that form. For example, if seagulls are selected,
students should find out how oil harms a seagull,
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study the functions of feathers, learn if there is any
way in Willa a gull cadVelPitseltif sdi

spikand find out if there is any way that people can
help seagulls caught in such ch.cumstances. The
students also might construr `. a model seagull with
feathers from a poultry pre,cessor, fastening them on
a cork base and then wilearing oil on the feathers to
learn firsthand -..hat happens to bird feathers in
this situation.

(c) Relate what has been learned to .all applicable
scientific principles.

(5) Motorcycles interest many of today's students. Although
their-maintenance-can be delegated-to-experts-wbo-will
keep a machine in good running order, a basic under-
standing of the working principles of a cycle allows even
a novice to maintain the machine. Students in a motor-
cycle maintenance project might bring one of their
cycles into the classroom where all students could help
to:

(a) Identify, the parts of the cycle and discuss their
functions

(b) List these functions alongside pertinent scientific
principles

(c) Investigate how each part can be adjusted to accom-
plish different results in the operation of a (*Ile

(d). Relate what has been learned to scientific knowledge
(in terms of fuel, oxygen mixtures and combustion,
metal parts vs plastic parts for certain purposes,
purpose and function of lubricants, and the-hike)

The class might also invite someone from a local motorcycle
repair shop to the classroom to explain the cycle parts, their
functions, and-how one knoWsWhartOclo in repairing motor-
cycles (hypotheses) and the reasons (experience) for making
these decisions (facts).

Strategies of these kinds can bring into the science class-
room a multitude of experiences that will enable students to
feel the pulse of science and examine its insides in Ways that
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largely were possible for only a few students those heading
-into-scierie-e-oareers--befoke-the-advent-of-tareer-edueation,

In chemistry courses where there is a good career orienta-
tion, students can learn not only that the food they eat, the
water they drink,, and the water they swim in are chemical .
compounds, but that they haNe roles to play As consumers,
workers, and citizens. These are roles that call for knowledge
of compounds and other forms of matter.

In a biology course, students will learn not only more about
\the flinctiOning of their own bodies, how they have grown, and
how to influence theirown development, but also about biology,
as an occupational component andas a bodS, of knowledge that
is vital to their decision making as citizens. Moreover, they will
learn-mareLabout-the-interdiseiplinary--r Oationships-of-knowl
edge and how they can employ this information in their daily
lives.

These funetions meet the imperatives of science today
that it became part of-people's lives and not be an isolated body
of knowledge, that it is able to encourage interestin its content
among people who eventually will make many of the final
decisions about its findings, and that it is able to demonstrate
the vitality needed to draw into science and science-related
pursujts a bioad band of students who will bring with them
rich resources of varied cultures- and varied 'life eiperiences,
and an earnest search for meaningful life roles.
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Career Education
in the Mathematics Classroom

Mathematics is concerned with ideas, processes, and rea-
soning. It is a way of thinking, of organizing logical proof. It is
an 'organized, structure of knowledge with well-defined terms,
symbols, and.procesSea which 'dever9p its own beauty with its
harmony, order, and consistency.

Commissions on the teach* of mathematics have iden-
tified the appropriate stuant goals' s (1) knowing how mathe-
matics contributes to understanding of natural phenomena.
(2) knowing how to use mathematical methods to investigate,
interpret, and make decisions ln human affairs, (3) understand-
ing how' mathematics, as a science and as an art, contributes
to our cultural heritage, (4) preparing for vocations in whiCh
the individual uses. mathematics as a producer and consumer
of products; services, and art, and (5) learning.to communicate
mathematical ideas correctly and clearly to others.

The classroom goal' of a mathematics teacher is straight-
forward: to teach students mathematics. Mathematics teachers
are constantly faced with decisions on how to'teach the subject
and how much emphasis to place on different topics. First, they -
must have a thorough knowledge of mathematics. Then they
must determine which materials and activities are appropride
for the needs, interests, and abilities of their students. Many
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teaching techniques, applications) anecdotes, and even tricks
and puzzles are used to heip-Sttidents learn mathenuitical con-
cepts and skills. There must also be effective means for evalu-
ating what has been learned. Interrelated among all of these
decisions are the problems of managing the classroom and
motivating students as they continue their adventure in
matheMaties.

Mathematics teachers have the ,opportunity not only to
teach their disciplinary knowledge but to.guide the learning-of
future scientists, engineers, craftworkers, people in the trades,
and artists.,1Vlathematicsais involved in almost every problem in
science, government, industry, trades, education, and the pro-
Jessions. New uses of mathematical ideas have furthered the
development of science, the humanities, and the arts. Psycholo-
gists use mathematics to build learning nAodels; social scientists
use probability And game theory to study different aspects of
society and the economy. Computers have extended the use
of mathematics into space, politics, recreation, and educational
instruction. Today all fields of knOvvledge are dependent upon
mathematics. Probably no others itiloject has more universal
application.

The good mathematics teacher therefore develops mathe-,
matical ideas and skills that students can use for further study,
for, everyday pkoblems, Wand for personal satisfaction. Some
students will be charmed by the logical consistency and beauty
of mathematics. Others will enjoy the manipulation of numbers.
However, for most, if the teacher fails to show how mathe-
matics applies to other studies and interests, students are
unlikely to transfer their knowledge of mathematics to other
settings and will have less interest in the subject. Thus a major
role of application is to motivate students. When students are
shown how specific mathematical facts' and skills can solve
problems in the home and the community, in industry, in
recreation, and in endless other ways, they are likely to try
harder to learn. Career education is one way to, motivate stu-
dents and to provide linkages between the classroom and other
life situations.

When concepts, skills, and real experiences are related to
career education, they also provide opportunities for teachers
to teach mathematics more effectively. The world of work is
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rich with mathematica lei hat can becomZ laboratory
exercises for students to learn mathematics-and-problem
solving. What better sources are there-than those in the world
around us?

For example, to help students understand vectors, the
leacher could relate mathematics to'vectors involved in an
airplane flight and used by flight controllers. If students are to
learn to interpret statistical graphs, they might use data and
newspaper graphs which encompass" current public issues. If
students are to learn probability, they might look at how this
applies to the work of insurance companies. Examples from the
world of work can also help in the teaching of mathematical
topics such as computation, measurement, statistical data,
percentages, equations, geometric-relations,-ratio-and-prop
tion, estimation and approximation, and the use of computing
machines. Another excellent way' that career education can
help in teaching mathematics is to have students identify
mathematical problems related to the work of their parents,
friends, or relatives.

Still another way in which career education can provide
examples of mathematical applications is in the use of resource
persons who work in the community engineers, computer
specialists, scientists in business and in trades. Field trips to
local businesses, industries, transportation centers, community
institutions, or government agencies can enrich student knowl .
edge of mathematical applications. Hands,on career education
experiences with computers and calculators can alsoghelp teach
mathematical concepts and skills. All of these career education
applications in mathematical instruction, are a means to an
end, They serve to motivate new learning and to illuminate and
clarify mathematics studies.

The main-objective of mathematics teachers still is to teach
mathematics. Career ethication can help the teacher do a better
job of teaching by improving student motivation, satisfying
student needs, providipg application examples, and .using com-
munity resources to reinforce clarooni work. If the =the-
matics teacher is convinced career education can contribute
to the principal objectives of the subject, then the fact that
career education also helps to prepare students for success iu
the world of work is a highly attractive. by-product.
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Contributions of Career Mathematics

Mathematics is the entry gate to many occupations and
professions. Knov.ledgeof mathematics and facility in its appli-
c7ation can enhance or limit the freedom a person has in making
career choices. If a student wishes to become a scientist, a
physician, an economist, an engineer, an airline pilot -or navi-
gator, for example, a thorough knowledge of academie high.
'school mathematicsis essential.for entry into programs leading
to these career goals. A knowledge of basic mathematics skills
also is essential for success in many other careers that may not
require post-high school education, such as restaurant wait -
resse, waiters, cashiers, or managers; insurance agentS; retail
cletkA; sales representatives; , machinists and pattern makers;
carpenters or masons; nurses; and homemakers. In fact, dis-
charging the responsibilities of an intelligent citizen is ex=
tremely difficult for anyone who lacks mathematical skills and
concepts.

Occupational interests of the typical ,student begin to
crystqllize at approximately the, ninth grade. At this point,
the mathematical interests of learners and their perceptions
of the mathematics competencies needed for occupational
specialiiation begin to suggest some learning alternatives.
Before the ninth grade, formal mathematics instruction wag

- devoted chiefly to producing the basic computational skills for
citizenship. But in the high school years, matheinatics educa-
tion begins to assume the mantle of occupiltional relevance for
the individual learner.

For most people, a career exits only in retrospect. It repre-
sents the sum total of productive activities of the individual
up to that point in .time. To complicate matters further, the
National Advisory Board for Vocational Education has found
that; on the average, a worker in the United States can expect
to change jobs about six times in his or her lifetime. In this
climate, it is unlikely that Any educational discipline can afford
to be so specific as to prepare each individual perfectly for a
particular niche in life. Rather, eductition must serve individual
needs by helping to *late subject interests, learning exivri-
ences, and career alternatives to lifetime as well as immediate
needs. This is particularly true of a subject area as pervasive as
mathematics.
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Career-relevant mathematics instruction should start bake-
high school, Ideally; it .m.111- be offered from the child's first
exposure in the primary grades to formal mathematicsinstruc-
tion. Beginning then, mathematics teachers should relate
examples of the use of mathematics skills and their importance
to work, in addition to teaching (,)Jtnputational skills. But
career-relevant mathematics should^be emphasized at the high
school level because this ends formal education' for four out of
five students. While the integrity-of mathematics ass discipline
is maintained, there must also be Maximum consideration of
the applications` of mathematics in a wide variety of poSsible
career chokes.

Levels of-Mathematics-eompeteney-in-Careers

0

At least three levels of mathematics competency are identi-
fiable in terms of the career relevance of mathematics as taught
in the high school. These are, not totally "' discrete levels. but
tend to blend andrsmere as they approach one another. The
lowest acceptable level of mathematics competency should
include mastery of at least the basic computation skills needed
to function as intelligent consumers and citizens. These com-
petencies should also include the skills needed in the creative
use of recreation and leisure time.

The second level- of mathematics competency has more
4 than just a tint of individuality., it embraces both an under-

standing of mathematical concepts and capability in performing
mathematical operations needed for satisfactory accomplish-
ments of an occupation such as bank teller, physician, or physi-
cist. In mathematics education at this level, teachers and
learners both profit from understanding the learners' interests,
capabilities, and ambitions. This knowledge, coupled with
realistic -occupational information which is available from a
-variety of sources, will enhance the opportunities for mathe-
matics education to become relevant to individual careers.

The third level of mathematics competency relates to
mathematically oriented professions Mathematician, actuary,
statistician, mathematic's teacher. These professions require
extended study ormathematies and a high level of performance.

Even a cursory view'of the situation indicates that making
the teaching of mathematics relevant calls for attention to

37
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individual needs. Teachers, learners, ,niathematics programs,
,-and-society-will-benefit-whetrthke-factors-are-recognized and

internalized by those involved in the teaching and learning of
mathematics.

Guidance Role of the Teacher

A study of thexocational choices of .students who had high_
scores on the Indiana Mathematics Contest Examination
turned up the fact that mathematics courses taken by these
students were the most influential factor contributing to voca-
tional choices of able students when they entered college.
Parents were the second most influential factor in these choices.

--School-guidance-counselors-exerted-only-a-minor-influence:
These findings underscore the fact that mathematics teachers
have a significant influence on the vocational choices made by
students. Furthermore; if Voctitional guidance for students
interested in mathematics is "to take place, the high school
mathematics teacher probably is the best prepared and most
likely person to give it. This is an important but often neglected
responsibility of the mathematics teacher.

It is easy to say that vocational guidance should be pro-
vided. 134 how can it be done? The remainder of this chapter
will present some goals and Strategies for accomplishing this
objective. The focus is on Career education to reinforce and
Motivate the learning of Mathematical. concepts, skills, and
problem-solving strategies rather than on orienting teaching
toward specific careers.

Teaching Models for Career Education

Career goals,can be developed in many ways. This means
that a teacher 'can be flexible in adapting a personal style of
teaching to the implementation of career education. Not all
topics will lend themselves to the same kind or degree of sup-
port of mathematics and career education goals. Some of the
instruction may be most suitable for the development of career
options. Theli,Nthe listing of possible career applications can
help in teaching a given mathematical topic, concept, or skill.
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At other times, there may be direct application of what is
taught-to specific careers.

Three:possible models that teachers might wish to use to
integrate career goals into the mathematics curriculum are
given below: Model A relates mathematics at many levels to a
variety of careers. In Model B, the exploration of occupations
provides a stimulus to the student to seek an answer to the,

..inevitable question: What mathematics skills and concepts, are
needed for these careers? Model C offers an example of how
one feature of our society can be the stimulus for examining a
number of career fields (the example used it the automobile).

Model A Relating subject or topical matter tt career
These :whole exercises include the use of geometry and algebra

in the world of work.

Saniple Exercise,1 Geometry: Preparation for a career
This exercise is designed to help students sip that geometry and

its basic` principles can be applied in their everyday: lives and in prepti-
ration for their career aspirations.
A. Objectives and C'tin cepts

7)1G eneral objectives

a) To give the student experience in application of geometry
skills in occupationally oriented learning activities

b) To encourage the student to analyze personal abilities and
interests as these relate to occupational areas studied

c) To aid the student in working with the basic constructions
in geometry

d) To help the student tie basic, constructions of geometry to
design concepts

e)To increase student awareness of possible work roles in the
community relative to his,,,or her characteristics

1) To provide opportunities for they student to participate in
the decision.making process 9

1g) T ipdrease studeneawareness of reasons for taking geometry

ehavioraI objectives
a),The student will summarize, in Written form, occupational

- 'information on at least one career area that uses geometry
as a- job skill.
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b) Given a set of problems, the student will be able to make
eonstructions-with straight-line-segments-to-fin accuracy-
of SO percent.

c) Given a set of problems, the student wil)De able to solve,
problems using angles to-an accuracy of 60 percent.

d.) The student will show reasoning and creative abilities by
doing a project related. to geometry. The project will be
illustrated in either a .physical or graphic construction.

e) At the end of this unit, the student will be able to name
at least six career fields that use geometry as a job skill.-

f) At the 'end of this unit, the student will be able to identify'
six geometric concepts or skills and apply these to the 'occu.

siationalarea of hi or her choice.
3) Concepts

a) Geometry is tied directly and indirectly into many
careers, especially those of an industrial and engineering
nature.

. .., ,b) Geometric principles can be used in organizing information
to soh"& everyday problems.

.

c) Geometry may be used to aid in logical thought processes.

d) Geometry is an indispensable tool of humankind.

e) Geometry originated in ancient Greece.

fl In 350 B.C., a Greek mathematician named Euclid compiled
a set of rules concerning sp(I Fe and shapes that seemed so
basic and true that no one seriously challenged it for nearly
two thousand years.

g) The simplest concepts of geometry are points. line, and
plane.

B. Subject Mattel I
Academic skills

l ) English

2) Vocabulary-terms-in geometry:
point chord
line concentric circles
plane adjacent
finite perpendicular Jines
infinite set triangles
mill set equilateral ,

'-k . 11'
- 6

6, :
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subset
intersection
union
assumption
collinear
bisector
radius

C. Occupational Information
Fields using geometry skills:

Navigation
Automotive design
Architecture
Surveying
Engineering
Clothing design-
Military service
Astronomy
Arts
Sheetmetal work
Map and chart making
Drafting
Construction
:Sports
Lumber industry

isosceles
scalene
right angle
obtuse angle
acute angle
reflex angle
undefined terms

Furniture design
Tailoring
Medicine
Oil drilling
Computer technology
Electronics
Landscaping
Communications
Scientific research
Interior design
Statistician
Law enforcement
Chemistry
Physics

D. Study Activities
1) Motivational activities

a) Have each student make a list of at least ten occupations in
which geometry can be applied.

b) Conduct a class discussion on how geometry relates to dif-
ferent occupations,

2) Research activities
a) Have students bring clippings from magazines and news

papers showing how geometry is used in different occupations.

b) Have a resource person engineer, builder, or sheetmetal
worker, fpr example visit the classroom to talk to the
students.

c) Have each Audent,prepare a written report on an occupation
and tell how it relates to geometry.

d) Allow time for students to use occupational materials such
as the Occupational Outlook handbook, SRA kit, Consumer
Education Kit, and so forth.

'11
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3 Culminating activities
a) Have the students interview an individual in the orpation

they researched and prepare a summary of the interview,
telling at least one 'thing hot known before the interview.

b) Encourage the students to become involved in the jobs they
are interestedin------potaps helping a worker for a week ---
and prepare a report on this activity.

4) Evaluation techniques
a) Teacher self-evaluation

1. Did I plan effectively, using methods and materials
wisely?

2. What degree of participation was generated by this unit?
3. Did I plan activities effectively to include each student to

the best of her or his ability?
4. Did I cover all objectives set out at the beginning of the

unit?

b) ObserVatiOn of the student

1. Observed students' use of geometric skills as an individual
and as part of the group

2. Observed, for evidence of individual research and task-7.7-_.
completion

3. Observed for e'35hig4ed.'-changes in student attitudes to-
ward the subject, iitea,and the world of work

c) Written evaluation
The students will write teborts on a vocation of their
choice, using geometric skills.

2. The students will conduct a job interview and prepare a
report after the job interview.

E. Resource Materials

1) U.S. Depaitment or,Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, Occu-
pational OutlOok Handbook (Bulletin No. 1650), Washington,
D.C.: U.S. GoVernment Printing Office.

2) Science Research Associates, Inc., SRA Occupational Explo-
ration Kit, 'Ckhicago,

Sample Exercise 2 Algebra and careers
. In business occupations, there is a broad use of mathematics This

example is one in which office supervisor needs to find an'algebraic
solution to a problem:
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It often is necessary in printing, manufacturing, and other
kinds of production work to do cost analyses of various methods
of turning out some particular product, publication, or item. For
example, suppose that an office supervisor needs to provide copies
of a noncopyrighted booklet for the staff. Copies of the booklet
cost $1.00 each. A duplication service will make copies of the
booklet for 15 cents ($0.15) per origintil page-plus 112 cent ($0.005)
for each sheet of paper. There are sixty pages in the booklet. At
how fnany copies does it become more economical to use the
duplication service? (Set up algebraically and graphically.) Glue:
let x equal the amber of copies desired and express the cost of
the two different options (purchase or duplication) asy, a function
of x.

Solution: number of copies desired
Cost (purchase) = y (1.00)(x) = x dollars

Cost (duplication) y (0.15)(60) + (0.005)(60)(x) = 9 + 0.2x

The equations to be graphed or solved simultaneously then are:
y

{y = 0.3x +_ 9
x 0.3x +

a!ai
0.7x = 9

X = 124/7
Thus, after twelve copies, the student should duplicate:

Dollars
20

15

az) 10
c.)

v5

t alai
10 15 20

Number of Copies

43
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Model B Explorihe the mathematics requirements of particular
occupations

The* sample exercises profnpt the student to look at the mathe-
matical prerequisites that certain jobs require.

Sarrtge Exercise 1 Interior designer
A love of beauty has been a part of the -human race since its

earliest beginnings. One way. this love is expressed is in home decor-
ation. In the United States, the demand for interior designers has

s increased as we have achieved a more prosperous life-style.
Formal training is important, and it is required for membership

in professional associatiZms for designers. The designer must know
historical periods and how to combine the contributions of each.
Coursework consists of art, history, drawing, painting, architecture,
sales ability, and-business mathematics.

t
More than fifteen thousand men and.women are engaged in full-

tinre employment as interior designers. According to the "Career_
Guide" published by the. National Society of Interior'Designers, it is
"almost impossible for soneone to enter the profession of interior
design wit/taut formal education at an accredited college or university
or professional school of interior design. Correspondence or' home
study courses are not considered adequate formal educatv" (em-

phasis added).
The mathematics one needs to become an interior designer

depends upon the area of interior design a student wishes to enter and
the school he or she plans to attend. The training may be at a two-
year design school or in college work done that isaimed at a degree in
engineering or tine arts. One should check the college or design school
for entrance requirements..

To work as an interior designer, an individual must have the basic
computation skills of addition, subtraction, multiplication, division,
fractions, ratio and proportion, decimals, scale drawing, areas, and
percentages. If students plan to enter an architecture of engineering
school, the mathematics requirement will be greater, and they should
plan to take two years of high school algebra, geometry, ,and any

`other advanced coursed that are offered in mathematicg.

Example prze:iThe designer must be able to calculate.the wall
area in order to know how much material is needed for decorating.

- Estimation for first problem: You are to estimate the cost of
painting_the_four walls-and-ceiling-of-aroom 30-by-26 feetrwith
a picture window 9 by 6 feet in one wall and two door spaces 3 feet
by 6 feet 8 inches. The paint to be used costs $10.49 a gallon, and
each gallon will cover 400 square feet. (Fractions of a gallon
cannot be bought.) The ceiling is the standard height of 8 feet.

+4,
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Estimation (Or second problem: The room is 29 by 17 feet, but
the long walls Are 12 :feet high in the center, sloping to 9 feet at
the ends: How mu& will it cost to paint The room? (All other facts
are the-same as for the first problem above.)

. Example two: An industrial designer for an office'furniture corn=
parry compiles a specification sheet for a client. After talking to the
client, the designer nmakes a rough sketch of the floor plan to scale,
showing all wall placemonts orremovals and' the locations of all pieces
of furniture necessary for the smooth operation of the business. Given
a scale of 1/4 inch to 1 foot, find the following:

Item
Actualtt

Measurement
Scale

Measurement
-.

Desk "48" by 6" 3,

'Desk
.

52" by 42". .'

Chair 24" by 18"
Chair 28" by 22"
Table -72" by 36"

File ' 14"-by '36"

Bookshelves 20" by 92"
Couch 36" by 7'6"
End table 36" by 18"

&ample three: Often it is necessary for an interior deglgber to
decide-how to cut fabric for an item to ensure thinimum waste-and
the lowest cost in construction. This could include fabric for redoing,,
furniture, for making draperies, or fur any number of itemeto be
placed in a home.

Problem: A customer wants a red, crushed velvet, hanging
lampshade with gold swirl chord. The shade, is 10 inches in di-
ameter and 18 inches tall. The bolt of velvet fabric is 4,4 inches
wide.and costs $3.75 a yard. Should the shade be cut in one piete?.'
Or would it be cheaper to cut it in two pieces ancj.have two seams?
Allow 1/4 inch on each piece for each seam and 1/2 inch at the
top and at the bottom to form an overlap to secure the fabric to,
the frame of the lampshade.

Before cutting the fabric, the designer should draw a plan or
make a pattern of less expensive material (bunting or broadcloth,
foxexample) or-of paper. In this problem, the designer should
visualize the fabric as "unwrapped" from the cylindrical shade
and would therefore need a rectangle Of pattern material to begin
the mathematical calculations of the exact dimension he or she
will need when cutting the velvet fabric.

4
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Sample Exercise 2 Electronics technician
Today's electronics technician is as much a specialist as are doc-

tors, lawyers, or engineers. All electronics technicians must, reach a
high degree of skill in fundamental concepts of the profession and the
ability to manipulate the tools of the trade. They must be able tot-
' a) Identify component parts and determine their value

b) Read plans, blueprints,.and schematic drawings
e) Read and use instruments such as ohmmeters, volt meters,

ammeters, oscilliscopes, and fre9uency and time indicators
d) Analyze meter indications and ccn&pare them with calculated

values to determine whether equipment is working properly
The electronics technician °may be involved in production-line as7.
sembly and procedures, repair of existing equipment, prototype
construction, of new equipment, anti installation of hundreds of
different types of equipment, sales, and public relations.

,rumple Exercise 3 Other mathematics needs'
iDuring student interviews, it was noted that various mathematics

skills were used. Different jabs had different mathematical require-
ments. These ranged.from skills used by someone. who repairs tele-,
vision sets to thbse used by lab technicians and circuit designers.

Many jobs required , strong mathematics background. Very
simple problems involving' addition, subtraction, multiplication, and
division of integers and.r4jonal numbers often were used. Some 'areas
of work involved percentages and units of measure. The metric system
was Often employed. Perhaps the chief mathematicld tool used by
a worker was basic algebra. Higher math skills were used by other
workers, but these weie in areas where additional training at a tech-
nical school qr colle0 would be required.

Example one: Computing voltage drops in a circuit
In a de circuit, the sum of the voltage drops must be equal to the

sum of the applied electromotive forces (emf). How much ernf in the
form orbattery voltage must be added to a circuit which now con-
tains ends totaling 12 volts to meet requirements of the following
voltage drops?

6.3 volts 3.2 volts 2.5 volts 3.7 volts

Example two: Computing total resistance in a series circuit
The total resistance of a series circuit is determined by the fol-

lowing formula:.:

Rt Ri + R2 + Ra
Where n is the number of resistors.
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In a college electronics experimental circuitry, the resistors of a
circuit in serie* Were t'otind to be 1,500. 1,200. 1.472, and 570.63 ohms.
What was the total resistance of this series circuit?

R 1 (1.500 ohms)

R.,
(1.200 ohms)

1.420 ohms)

R. (570.63 ohms)

Example three: Computing illumination of a surface

The illumination on a surface that is not perpendicular to the'
rays of light from a source of light is given by' the formula:

E = Leas

Where: E = illumination at point on surface (ft. candles)
luminous intensity of source up (candlepower)
distance from source
angle between incident ray and a line perpendicular to
the surface

A certain 100 watt lamp has a luminous intensity of 108 cp.
Compute the illumination at a point on a surface 10 feet from the
lamp if the plane of surface is at an angle of 20 feet from the incidence
rays.

cos 20' = 0.9397

Model C Exploring the mathematics requirements in the auto.-
mobile industly

These sample exercises give the student an opportunity to learn
the mathematics needed in a number of career fields that have devel-
oped as an outgrowth of a single phenomenon of our society the
automobile.
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Sumple,Exercise 1 `rite auttanobile industry
A consideration of the automobile industry with its related

occupations, problems, and benefits L will show that the industry has
greaCmany activities in which mathematics is needed, The level of

mathennitics-competencies,that are used ranges from those acquired
in high school to those acquired in college, Following is a list of occu-
pations related to this industry:

*Filling station attendant
Gasoline truck driver - -
Car sales agent u

Auto mechanic
Body shop worker
Parts manager in repair shop

,Truqk driver
Bus driver
Race ear driver
Car painter
Stare highway 'patrol officer
City traffic control officer
Traffic engineer
Artist and designer
Pattern maker
Assembly-line worker

Punch, press operator
Tool and die designer
Chemist
'Quality control expert
Statistician
Electrical engineer
Metallurgical engineer
Chemical engineer
Mechanical engineer
Industrial engineer
Xceountant
Actuary
Mathematician
Computer specialist
Automotive engineer

The following learning activities will help students in thekinves-
tigation of careers related to the automobile industry,

a) Choose one of the occupations related to the automobile in-
dustry. Find out all you can about the occupation by reading,
interviewing, and observing persons working in that occupation.

b) Ask yourself these questions:

I) Do I qualify for the job? If not, what will I have to do to
prepare myself to qualify?

4 02) What is the pay?

-0 3) What are the fringe benefits, such as insurance, retirement,
and so forth? P,

4) What are the personal satisfactions?
c) Interview two or three people working in the occupation. Also

interview the person who does the hiring. 1,
d) Ask -yourself-these qnestions:

1) What chances are there for entry into a position with greater
responsibility?' For advancement in. pay?

2) What 'service does, the oecui.)ation'-offer to society?
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3) Why is the job important?
e) Write a report on the information you learned about the occu-

pation you chose.

.Sample Exercise 2 Automobile mechanic
The U.S. citizen, it has been said has a love affair with the auto-

mobile. Working on ears to make them "come back to life" offers many
personal satisfactions to anyone who likes to work with tools and
machines.

In a survey by the Labor Department in .1974, skilled automobile
mechanics employed by auto dealers in 34 cities had average earnings
of $5,16 an hour. Mechanics- are detectives who work with their finds.
They .have to diagnose problems then do the necessary repair work.
A great variety, of testing equipment is available to the mechanic.
-Among these are a motor analyeer a spark plug tester, and a com-
pression gauge.

Car mechanics usually work independently, without direct super-
vision. They must therefore have a sense of responsibility and the
patience to stick to a job until it is done. Although most mechanics
do repairs of all kinds, some become specialists. They may specialize
in one type-of work such as repairing transmissions, clutches, engines,
generators, carburetors, electrical systems, air conditioning, or
'tuneupg.

The following: learning activities are designed to-aid students in
learning how mathematics is related to other aspects of the occupation
of automobile mechanic.

a) From the accoMpanying price list-, calculate the "bill" for a
customer who has brought her car for a chassis lubrication and
oil change (compute sales tax only on supplies and not on
labor).

Labor Cost

Chassis lubrication $3.00
Lubricating wheel bearings (2) 5.50
Install oil filter 1.25
Oil change (No charge)

Supplies
Oil, brand x, per quart $0.80
Oil, brandy, per quart 0.95
Oil, brand z, per (lima 0,85
Gear lUbricaiit,-Per pifft 0.65
Oil filter 3.85

1) Chassis lubricatibn; oil.change (five quarts of brand x); sales
tax, 6 percent

4 it
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2) Chassis lubrication; oil change (six quarts brand y); pint of
gear lubricant; sales-tax, 6 percent

3),,Chassis lubrication; oil change (five quarts brand z ; lubri-
cation, front wheel bearings; two pints of gear lubr ant in
transmission; one pint of gear lubricant in rear ei ; sale4
tax, 6 percent

b) Many other mathematics exercises relating to the automobile
can be developed a study of road maps, the cost of owning a
car, and the like.-Information can be obtained from automobile
companies and the U.S. Departments of,Transportation and of
Labor. The teacher will .need to develop current, up:to-date
data in these exercises. Teachers are encouraged to use their_
own ingeimitY and imagination in efforts to visualize mathe-
matics instruction by creating career relevant instructional
materials.

3

Sample Exercise 3 Mathematics applied to driving an automobile
The following data were collected on an automobile- stopping

distance at air auto test track:
II 10 20 30 40 50

rl 5.3 22 50 86 139

Where:

s = the speed of the car in miles per hour (mph)
d = the sliding distancin feet

a) Plot thu paints on a rectangular coordinate system and then
draw a smooth curve that seems to fit the data best. One:
The curve of best fit may or may not paSs through any of the
plotted points.

b) Determine a formula, d = f(s), for the curve drawnin (a)
above, Clue: if s = 0, then d = (what)? What kind of curve
does the graph appear to be?

c) The normal driver's reaction time between a danger signal and
the application of brakes is 3/4 second, the reaction time of
the driver. The distance the car travels in this time is called
the reaction distance. Write a formula r = f(s) for the reaction
distance if a car is traveling mph.

d) Combine the_answers from (a) and (b) above to write a formula
for the total stopping distance, T, of a car traveling at s mph.
T will include both the reaction and the sliding distances.
Express T as a function of s.

0
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e) Use the formulas to find d and T:.
1) At 70 mph

2) At 35 mph

3) At 80 mph

4) At 100 mph
5) Do the answers in (1) through (4) above seem reasonable? If

nbt, which do seem reasonable?

f) What is the approximate ratio of the sliding distances?
1) At 60 mph as compared to 30 mph
2) At 80 mph as compared to 20 mph

g) You are traveling at 70 mph and ready to overtake a car trav-
eling at 50 mph. As you get within 100 feet of the car ahead
of you, the driver suddenly slams on the brakes (because of an
accident over a small rise in front of him).

I), Can you stop yoUr car in time to avoid crashing into the
rear end of the ear preceding you if the driver stops it as
quickly as possible? (Assume the information in this set of
exercises to be correct and that because of traffic conditions,
you cannot get out of your lane of traffic.)

2) If you can stop in time, how far will you be from the ear
ahead when you stop?

53

3.) If you cannot stop in time, appmximately how fast will you
be traveling when you hit the rear of the car ahead?

I)) Write a formula for the approximate relationship between f
(feet per second of ear) and s (speed in mph). The formula
should be simple enough that a driver-can easily use it as he
drives along the highway.

Summary

The' role of the high school mathematics teacher is truly
significant when the nation's students are attempting to.make
career choices. Many girls gave felt that careers in which
ughematica-is--basi a i ys

:Today, more than ever before, there are widening opportunities
in these careers for both girls and boys, and to those from
minority groups. And as teachers work to develop high school
mathematics courses that are relevant to careers for today's

01
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yo h, they will widen the interest of youth in mathematics
rses. In addition to being a mode of thought Lind reasoning,

n thematics will take on a newer dimension a system of
t ought and reasoning that has important,-direct relationships
ti the- lives and careers of most students.
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4
Career Education
in the English Classroom

English teachers and others in the profession are constantly
in the process of defining the discipline that we Americans call
"English." Indeed, the subject with the highest program pri-
ority at the next convention at the National Council of
Teachers of English is "What Is English?" During the last
decade, definitions have included (1) academic proficiencies
language, literature, and composition; (2) fundamental skills H
listening, speaking, reading, and writing; and (3) basic corn,
rnunication competencies literacy and verbal skills.

By questioning its own purposes, the English profession,, ,
recognizes that work must continuously be reassessed, re-di,
rected, and reviewed as its living context changes. And as the
profession dexelops and employs this capacity for selflassesS-. .
ment, with its implied dimension of freedom and courage tb,
make changes as a result of new insights, the process of defini,
tion becomes a significant element in any-truly comprehensive
description of what "English" is.

But changes in definitions have not altered the profession's
core concerns. A primary concern is to give learners at the high
school level an opportunity to achieve language communication
competencies. that will equip them for the responsibilities of
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adulthood. A major responsibility of the -adplt, is to do work
that yields both personal fulfillment and service tO the common_
good. Further; program seeks to prepar'e lea viers
to participate creatively. in the life of the world community.
These are career purposes, add they are the purposes of the
teaching of' English.

Yet as English teachers consider the career-oriented teach-
ing of English, theyhave been trying to resolve for themselves
at le'ast Iltree major professional questions:

-:(1) What is the relationship between the humane and the
practiCal uses of English?

(2) Wier% is the balance between the obligation to teach
standard English and the importance of .valuing
guistic difterences?

(3) What are implicatiOns in the teaching of English
varSing career_ goals?

The task, of reenciling the humane uses of English with the
practical applications of English is basic in the profession. The
huinane uses are to help students define and enhance the self
and achieve healthy interaction with otherS. The practical
uses ate the means by which the self is presented and by which
dynamic interaction with others is achieved. These are specific
skills.. 'needed for functional, practical literacy job applica-
tions, employment resumes, interviews, public speaking, and
other forms of informational and persuasive communication:
A career education emphasis in English can help clarify the
interdependence that unites these humane and practical
functions.

A related professional concern of English teachers is main-
taining the necessary balance between the obligations to teach
the conventions of `standard, written, Americanized English
and the importance of valuing varying linguistic styles Of
learners. English teachers increasingly are -recognizing the
interdependence of these two aspects of language that it is
only on the underlying structure of each learner's unique "lan-
guaging" power, with its special style and content, that the
learner can build a ,,widening range of sophisticated linguistic
strategies.
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Bat the teaching task is not a simple one. If too much stress
is placed on one side, the richness of various cultures and the
interest of many pefsons in English studies maybe closed off.
If to much stress is placed on the other side, students may fail
to learn skills that will enable them to communicate well with
other people and that they may need to get certain types of
work and to progress in their careers. obviously, the profession
must find ways to open access to standard Americanized En-
glish for learners from all language communities without
denying the value and strength of linguistic styles emerging
from their own cultural heritage.

A third 'concern of the profession is how to open career
options to students in a new perspective, one in which the
preparation for higher education and the preparation for tech-
nical and other occupations stand on equal footing. Past im-__
balances and the valuing of classroom work for the college
bound over that provided for the general or terminal student
were the result of the differential status historically assigned
these groupS in society and of the fact that schools are run by
people who themselves are products of higher education. But
increasingly, financial rewards are being equalized among dif-
ferent types of employment, and greater regard is accorded the
societal contribution of each. Some of the factors that have
helped bring these changes about are the numbers of middle-
class high school and college dropouts, welfare recipients' and
prisoners' rights movements, fair employment practices, legis-
lation accompanied by affirmative action requirements, efforts
to provide compensatory education, more sophisticated labor-
management negotiations, and the extended participation cif
people...hi the process of government.

As the English teaching profession addresses these ques-
tions of content and student needs, it does so in full awareness
that high schools as they now exist often seem to fail in their
services to the young. English, as a humane and liberating
discipline, can make major contributions to the education
profession in achieving a clearer sense of the equal dignity of
all students and in helping young people find ways to achieve
personal growth and motivation in -the English classroom.
Career education is one of the important means by which these
contributions can be made.

r P-4
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What Is Career Education?

Career-education has brought about a new perspective on
what a career is. In the context of education, a career no longer
connotes a job that has a particular societal stature, or one in
which people have special training, or one that is likely to be
a person's livelihood for an entire lifetime. It does not even
mean work for which a person gets paid. Instead, the concept
of career now embodies at least in the minds of career edu-
cators far:reaching consequences of life-style, commitment,,
involvement, and self-fulfillment. VVhtle some people still re-
gard careers as limited to that part of life connected with work,
career educators see a career in terms of a continuing search for
a satisfying and fulfilling life.

For the high school English teacher, these redefinitions in
no way conflict with the intuitively perceived values under-
lying the work in English classes. In tact, if_tareet _education
ii-the process by which individuals shape and control their
destiny with some concurrent rnoaSures of personal satisfaction
and societal contribution, English should 'become a valuable
resource to everyone because of the povvei it bestows on indi-
viduals to see into themselves and others and to manage their
affairs with competence and affability. English also contributes
in a more specific way to career education through its emphasis
on communications skills. Most pr' oductive activities involve
communication among human)eings. Mok instructions in
paid employment must flow through spoken and written lan-
guage. All human relations is communication. And all jobs that
are not primarily manual are almost entirely_communicative
the transmission of ideas, m:ders, and messages.

To determine whether these career education needs of
students actually are being met in the English classroom, one
must appraise present teaching methods and content. Then
the teacher can 'decide what should be perpetuated, what
should be altered, and what should be eliminated. Some ques:-
tions that should be raised in the course of this appraisal aie:

(1) Is the instruction elitist, and_ does it tend to favor a
group of students, or does it serve a broad student

population well?
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(2) Does the teacher, by acknowledging and developing
natural linguistic proclivities, help students develop
their vocabularies: learn the subtleties of words, perceive
relationships, stretch their minds, and engage in a va-
riety of ways of thinking so that they can fully explore
their potential, their options, and the world in which
they live?

(:3) Is the instruction pertinent to experiences and events
in everyday life so that it is relevant to student con-
cerns and gives students a way to interpret and express
their own experiences?

(4) Does the classroom develop skills which will enable
students to argue ideas with themselves and with others
in order to clarify their thinking and values and to re-
solve problems?

tints achieving functional literacy the ability
to read and write according to their functional needs in
school and in the world of work?

(6) Is the English classroom helping students know them-
selves and know others not just as casual beings Who
pass this way but once, but as-human beings with whom
there are shared exOriences and understanding?

) To cultivate such knowledge, is full use being made not
only -of literature but also of role playing, theater, and
expressive areas such as journalism, speech, debate,
film, and dance?

(8) Is English more than a simple tool for other subjects
is it a base on which students can build realistic ap-
proximations of their social, vocational, and environ-
mentgl roles, and will it help theni make choices leading
to satisfying and fulfilled lives?

When these questions can be answered in the affirmative,
English becomes not a device for screening out students ac-
cording to some prefabricated notion of winners and losers in
collegiate or in classical career terms, but a means for instruct-
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ing all students in a purposeful, pleasurable classroom which
uses the past and anticipates the future. However, to say all of
this does not assure that English will be well taught or that
methodology and content will always mesh in such a way that
they will be perfectly and immediately clear to all students.
But it is a probability, if not a certainty, that energizing stu-

. _dents round their perceived interests. and needs (even when
these are self-centererk or ultimatelS, erroneous) will motivate
students, help them fi iittmatters of consequence to themselves-
in Me English classroom, and develop in larger numbers of
students greater linguistic competence.

Career Education Goals

In incorporating career education in English studies, cer-
tain goals should be established which are, aimed at helping
students achieve economic independence, appreciate the dignity
of work, learn about the satisfactions of work, and acquire the
ability to make wise decisions about career options and choices.
The Following goals are stated in terms of students who com-
plete the high school English program. These students should:

(1) Have the linguistic eknowledge and, skills necessary to
become erriployable, to continue education throughout
Ufetime, and to pursue developing vocational and
avocational career interests

(2) Have increased self-awareness and direction, expanded
career awareness and aspirations, and appropriate atti-
tudes about the'personal and social significance of work
and careers as a result of clarifying their values through
literature and other Eiiglish disciplines

(3) Have decision-making skills necessary for future long-
range career planning, particularly in English-related
careers and in other careers where linguistic ability is
an important skill

The following sample objectives and learning activities may
suggest to the English teacher how the content of the English
program can carry out these goals for career education.

GO
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Objectives for Goal One
In the following exercises, students will ardiscover what it is like

to work in various occupations related to English; (2).develop flexible
reading rates, according to the difficulty of the material "arid theT--ur
poses -IC reading, and will generalize this skill to specific Materials;
(3) recognise that different kinds of written-e190tMunication, ranging
from simple messages to technical reports, areifirp-oltant compdnents
in various careers; (4). use langtfage, spoken and written, in different
ways, depending upon' the purposes, situation, and audience; .(5) ex-
perience vicariously a variety of roles through literature which exem-
plifies different attitudes, values, and dilemmas of the human condi,
Lion; and Oil make 'careful observations and interpretations of the
content and language requirements of various communications media,
including films, audiotapes, television, magazines, newsletters, news-
papers, sales letters, posters and billboards, and public speeches.

Sample Exercise I, Various occupations.ielated to English .

a) Students will list the names of several people in literature or in
, real life who have been successful in different occupations re-

lated to-English. ly reading-biographies-,-newspapersmr-other
researeh sources, students will get information so that they
can describe some of the factors that fed to the success of
these persons.

b) Students will write essays on occupations related to English,
describing such characteristics as opportunities in those fields,
number of persons now employed in these occupations, requi-
site skills and personal characteristics, educational and training
requirements, pay, possibilities for promotion, adVantages and
disadvantages, work sites, degree oftsupervision add of hide -
pendence, and places in the community- where such workers
are employed.

.

c) Students will write essays illustrating the application of lair-'-

guage study to careers of their choice. These essays should also
include the reasons why they are interested in these careers,
their personal likes and dislikes which will affect their work
in that career, their pertinent skills, and in-depth information
on the characteristics and opportunities in the career field.

to.

Sample Exercise 2 Develo'pinkilexible reading rates a

a) Students will play roles itt job interviews and in other career-
oriented situations.

ti) Students will observe --- by audiotape, film, or television, in
officeA or through simulation various communication tech-
niques used by adults in their work, y, R °
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e) Students will discuss effective and ineffective uses of verbal
and nonverbal comniunication.

d) Students will collect experiences, through interviews and other
means, which show the variety in interpersonal communication
among workers in specific occupations.

SampV Exercise'i Recognizing many different kinds of written
communication

a) Students will study specific occupations to determine the
amount and the, kind of reading and writing skills which are
needed; if possilile, they should 'collect samples of Writing by
worktrs in these occupations,

b) Students will demonstrate an understanding* of a variety of
written communications in the world of work by producing an
array of these communications and identifying where they are
used and why they are needed.

$) Students will assemble and examine it. variety of written com-
munications from a single.. work site, such AS a business office.

d) Students will evaluate the written communications of their
peers as a means astre*ngthening their understanding of what
they and their fellow students know an what they still must
learn.

Sample Exercise 4 Using language, spoken and written, in different
ways

a) Students will play roles and compare language in the-following
situations: class discussions, peer group disCussions after school,
student-adult discussions in a civic situation, and peer group
interaction in a variety olsocial situations.

</sStudents will produce samples of written language which is
appropriate in several situations from one class to another
about a joint project, among peers abbut a social occasion,
from adult to student to adult' about a school issue. .

fr

Sample Exercise 5 Experiencing a variety of roles

a) Students will read fiction, essays, biographies, and autobiogra-
phies to determine how values and attitudes can shape decisions.

b) Students will analyze 'characters in their readings to illustrate
the components of individual personality, and the role that
these play in human interaction.
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Sample Exercise 6 English in the communications media
a) Students will analyze the communications media for use of '

persuasion devices.

b) Students will analyze political speeches that represent different
viewpoints. They will report the facts presented, the weight
given to various facts, and interpretation of facts

c) Students will participate in the filming or taping of commer-
cials or short narrative accounts of a football game, an accident,
an environmental hazard, a school election campaign, and the
like, and will adapt their presentation to the subjecrcontent,
media form, and audience.

10.

Objectives for Goal Two
In the five sample exercises below, students will (1) develop a

systematic method to clarify their values; (2) demonstrate how their
values, abilities, interests, aptitudes, and attitudes are.compatible
with a variety of occupations and careers; (3) become aware of thepersonal significance that work_and_ca.
(4) learn ways that theater, film, radio, and other communications
media offer a variety of experiences for personal growth, occupational
satisfaction, and recreation; and (5) try to determine which values
tend to be generative and to produce other values.

Sample Exercise I Systematic method of clarifying values

a) Students will study a value hierarchy and illustrate it, using
values discdvered in a novel or short story. (Use the following
format to show how values are built.)

values
concepts

facts

b) Students will apply a value hierarchy to the situations that
-follow:

1) A student-developed dialogue 4) A television program

2) A filmed or taped commercial 5) A magazine article

3) A magazine advertisement
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Sample Exercise 2 Values, abilities; interests, aptitudes, an&
attitudes,

a) Students will write essays illustrating the application of values;
abilities, interests, aptitudes, and attitudes to specific career
choices.

b) Each student wil..take an interest inven,tory,..structure a pro-
file, and analyze the profile for its accuracy in guiding him or
her toward a career choice.

e)--In a group effort, students will analyze the structure and con-
tent of an interest inventory.

Sample Exercise. Personal significance of work and careers
a) Students will analyze anecdotal accounts, such as newspaper

interviews with interesting persons, to learn the personal sig-
nificanee of work and careers for various people.

)-Students will explore, through interviews, differing values held
by individuals regarding their work;- and will invite guest

and the like.

c) Students will write essays.or participate in a panel discussion
on the role that a career plays in the development and nur-

"1/414iring of self-concepts.

Sample Exercise 4 Nonprint media and personal growth, occupa-
tional satisfaction, and recreation

a) Students will role play, construct dialogues, and film and tape
their dialogues, illustrating the value of nonprint media in_
personal growth and social diversion.

b) Students will explore facilities in the community, including an
educational television channel, different kinds of movie houses
and radio stations, and community theater groups.

Sample Exercise 5Values that produce other' values
Assess the following statements in terms of whether they generate

other values.

a) Seeking for goals and for answers to problems is a person's
destiny and should be construed as valuable and pleasurable in
and of itself.

b).Knowing about the world as realistically as possible is good.
c) Having the power to express oneself according to one's urges

and needs is self-enhancing.

( 3 4
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d) }laving the ability to project one's understanding into the liVes
of other creatures is powerfully liberating and self-sustaining.

e) Being able to absorb oneself imaginatively and sympathetically
with others and with their problems is revitalizing and Often
necessary.

f) Wanting and being able to communicate with others is sustain-
ing of one's own sense of worth and of one's assurance of place
in a community.

g) Haying a sense of security as a result of work, social place, and
communication with other people relieves one of fear and
alienation.

Objectives for Goal Three
The objectives for this goal are threefold: (1) to make and analyze

career decisions on the basis of a decision making model which in-
cludes consideration of rewards, costs, alternatives, and personal
values;_ (2) to be able to gather information regarding career choice
t roug rea ing, interviewing, o erving, a o e e ImunicatiVe
means; and (3) to be able to use knowledge of oneself and of careers
as one makes tentative carer choices.

San?ple Exercise 1 Making and analYzing career decisions
a) Students will choose occupations in which there are gener-

alists and specialists, interview these workers in terms of job
satisfactions and dissatisfactions, and write an analysis of their
findings.

b) Students will search for answers to such questions as:

1) What do newspaper reporters and printers do?
2) Flow do they write, edit, and print the news?

3) What do other staff members do?

e) Students,will visit a local newspaper establishment to talk to
workers, examine the newspaper, and produce a class paper
on careers in journalism.

S thVie Exercise 2 Gathering information on career choices

a) Students will interview adult workers and describe how life
experiences have affected their career development.

b) Students will locate sources of information regarding selected
careers, including the school library and school counseling
office, and sources in the community -- private and public
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employment agencies, computerized information -services,
vocational education centers, and community colleges.

Sample Exercise 3 Using knowledge of themselves and of careers
to make tentative career choices

a) Student's will prepare a resume and portfolio about themselves,
including creative or informative writing they have done and
other types of communications (photo essays, cartoons, graph.
ics) which may be useful in helping their parents, counselors,
vocational educators, prospective employers, college entrance
interviewers, and themselves to determine appropriate career
channels and choices,

b) Students will use language in classroom situations often enough
to gain experience in talking effectively about their career in-
terests and their personal strengths.

Implementation Strategies

How should the English teacher go about developing a
career-oriented curriculum of this kind? Of curse, the` teacher
may work apart from colleagues, incorporating ideas -gained
from this chapter and other materials into course plans. But
the going may be easier if the teacher works with colleagues
within the English department and across departmental lines,
particularly if the school has outside, consultation services,, a
library of resource materials, and other supports for a curricu-
lum development program. But whether the teacher works
alone or with others, the following steps are appropriate in
implementing career education goals in the. English classroom:

First, formulate goals, objectives, expected outcomes, and
evaluation plans. A number of resources may be drawn upon
guides from other schoolsbulletini developed in state depart-
ments of education and career education projects, articles in
the English Journal and other professional magazines, and
the like.

Second, identify instructiopal resources. The English
teacher may know the community served by the school and be
able to identify individuals, groups, businesses, industries, pro-
fessional and service organizations, and institutions that can
provide information useful to English students. There may be
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available a master list of community resources from which to ,

draw much of this information. Students themselves are an
important resource, and their involvement in planning, sh"aring,
and developing ideas on career education in the English class-
room should be used creatively.

Teachers in the school from vocational education, social
studies, fine arts, foreign languages, and other disciplines should
be added tw tile resource pool. Parents and other family mem-'
bers are also sources-of information on a wide variety of occu-
pations and on career values, aspirations, and decision-making
processes, All of these efforts may result not only in a good
career education programbut also in opening up good lines of
communications between the English classroom and other
departments in the school, And between the school and the
community.

Third, make decisions on program elements. Having estab-
lished goals, objectives, expected outcomes, and evaluation
plans for a career-oriented program, the English teacher
ready to decide on the changes needed in existing courses, their
organization, and their content. New courses may be needed,
although the infusion of career education concepts in all
courses, new or old, is more readily defensible than adding a
new course in the school curriculum and it p bably accom-
plishes more.

If the implementation effort includes the enti department,
the English teacher should assist in making decisions about
staffing a career-oriented program. Alternative staffing patterns
may build upon strengths and competencies of individual
teachers. Team teachin,g and cooperative arrangements cross-
ing departmental lines both for planning and teaching may
make the best use of competencies. Resource persons from the
community may further enrich the instructional plans. The
objective should be to seek out and find ways to use the best
possible persons to get a career education emphasis to supple-
ment the competencies of each English teacher, and to broaden
the perspective of students with real-life experiences relating
to careers, work-oriented values, and career decision making,

The English teacher engaged in the process of developing
a career-oriented program should also explore how a simple
broadening of perspective can help bring about a good career
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exlucation focus. For example, in connection with the various
strategies that the teacher already uses to explore a student's
interests, background of experience, values, attitudes, and com-
petence in the language arts, the teacher might also begin to
gather information,' observations, and impressions that are
important to career development. What work experience have
individual students had? What are their views of work? What
are their career aspirations at the moment? Answers to these
and other questions begin to round out for the English teacher
a better view of each student, which can serve as a basis for
individualizing plans for a career-oriented program.

In summary, even as the teaching of English undergoes
re finition, its inherent purpose is steadfast: to give students
the opportunity to achieve communications competeficies to
serve them as adults in seeking perspnal fulfillment mid service
to the common good, and in participating creatively and eec-
tively in the life of the community.

Carefit edootion, broadly detiped, C013 I)Plikrate thP con-
tent and the methodology of the high school English program
at a time when students are seeking clarification of their per-
sonal values and are facing the need to make career decisions:
The English classroom can become a laboratory in which to
explore cdmmunication in its many forms and to prepare for
effective and satisfying commdication with other people.
These are vital skills, whether they are used in work, in leisure,
or in both.
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5
Career Education
in the Social Studies Classroom

Social studies is the interdisciplinary study of people and
their society. As such, social studies focuses on the individual
as a solial being, on an analysis of society; and on the relation-
ship between the two. Drawing its material and methodology
from the social sciences, the humanities, and more recently the
physical sciences, social studies has three broad objectives:

(1) To acquaint students with the societal process-, most
often under the general-labehof "citizenship education"

(2) To teach the cognitive content, concept, skills, wo
approacbs5( attitudes, and values of the social studies
disciplines

(3) To help students grow and develop as individuals by
acquiring information, tools, and value systems through
their studies

The content of social studies. is becoming increasingly signifi-
cant at the high school level. In larart this is a result of the
rapid social and economic changes.taking place in society. To
deal with these changes, the individual whether as worker,
consumer, or voter must understand what is happening and
why. But what does social studies have to do with career
eitation?
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This question is often asked. It seems to stem from a mis-
conception that career education is simply another name for
vocational training. However, when career education is recog-
nizednized as a concept Aedicated to helping everyone learn "the
values of a work-oriented society, to integrate these values into
their personal value systems, and to implement these 'values
into their lives in such a way that work becomes possible,
meaningful, and satisfying to each individual" (Hoyt et al.,
1974 pp. 15, 100), some of the linkages between social studies,
and career education begin to appear.

In a broad and profound sense, social studies and career
education are intimately related. Both seek to prepare the
3toung for a way of life that is not only constructive but offers
personil fulfillment. A position statement in 1972 by the Na-
tional Council for the Social Studies said, "Social studies edu.
cation has a twofold purpose: The enhancement of human
dignity through learning, and a commitment to rational pixie-
esses as the principal means of attaining that end," Kenneth
B. Hoyt, who has written extensively on the subject of career
education, has described it in these terms: "Career education
is the totality of experiences through which onelearns about
and prepares to engage in work as part of her or his way of
living."

Both social studies and career education are concerned with
helping the young to become adults who can cope and who are
able to deal successfully with changing societal patterns and
requirements, able to exert freedom of choice, and able to accept
responsibility. Both recognize the importance of personal devel-
opment the need to arrive at an understanding of self and
a sense of personal worth which are grounded in the knowledge
that each individual is iltnportant to society and can conimand
the respect of his or her fellow humans.

The principles and. knowledge concerning human growth
and human relationships that the social sciences have built
as a result of extensive research in recent decades will enable
teachers to guide students through a gradual developmental
process. The teacher i% important in helping students achieve
insights about their abilities, limitations,attitudes, aspirations,
interests, and potential, and in helping students see the con-
gfueney of these personal characteristics with needs in various
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occupattms. Basic to all career education, the strengtheningof
skills rdernaking such assessments can be a major contribution
of social science teachers in. the career preparation of. their
students.

To be sure, social studies and-career education each has its
own areas of specialty. Career, education, for, example, is
primarily concerned with one portion of an individual's life --
the work segmerit and much of its content (the development
of work attitudes, specific abilities, and Skill levels) is, only
tangentially related to social studies. However, as social studies
and career education move toward their own_tkestives, they
tend to enhance one another.

-Social studies offers youth a broad background against
which to measure personal decisions on .occupational options
and the life-styles that these may entail, while career education
can introduce the relevancy of personal interest into the social
studies classroom. If teachers can show students that social
studies has something to do with the world the students per-
ceive if we can relate what we are teaching to the kinds of
problems they have, to the experiences they seek, to the-needs
they feel, and to some of their career options what we teach
has greater meaning. As Roy Price observed in the 1969 year-
book of the National Council for the Social Studies: "Learning
may be a matter of discovering a personal meaning, and teach-
ing may be a process of helping the individual develop personal
meaning."

Although career education is not the only way to help
students find personal meaning in social studies, it can indeed
be a major one, and Can reinforce student-interest in social

ti studies content. The remainder of this ,chapter gives social
studies teachers more detailed information on career education,
and it offers ideas and fools that will be useful in relating their
teaching to developing occupational knowledge and goals
among their students.

Contributions of Social Studies to Career Education

Does social studies have a payoff in dollars and cents? What
can one do with social studies aside from teaching? Are`there

(3
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any career implications for most students who take history,
economics, or other components of the social studies?

The real return to the student career interests is; less specific
than what students can learn in auto mechanics or computer
programming classes- - nevertheless, the return may be great.
Many of the attitudes, values, and cognitive knowledge and
skills that can be acquired in the social studies classroom are
extremely important in the occupational life of most workers,
as well as in their social, political, and family lives. This-is
because learning about work goes far beyond skills preparation
for a particular job. It involves intellectual strategies that are
a key part of the social studies approach inquiry, value clari-
fication, problem solving, and decision making. It involves
questions about how individuals relate to their job, what they
bring to it, what it does for them, what they see in it, and what
they take from it.

Some of the questions students must explore during their
consideration of adult careers are these:

(1) What is my quality of performance or level of produc-
tivity, and how d6eg this affect my potential for various
occupations?

(2) Am I satisfied with the" tasks called for in an occupa-
tion are they above oribelow my.ability and my
expectations?

(3) Can I handle the routine, monotonous, and demanding
tasks which are an element in most jobs, no matter how
attractive the jobs ROM to be?

(4) Do I know what it takes to get a promotion or to find
other ways of breaking out of a job that has lost its
challenge or its 9pportunities?

(5) Do I have-etiough-seif-assurance to take the risks or
make sacrifices in °Alex to retrain, move to another
community, of take othei'steps that may be necessary
to find a satisfying job in a particular field?

(6) Do :I haVe the hjama n relationgskills that may in neces-
sary for distinguished performance in a field that
interests me?
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(7) Would my job role interfere with my other roles (say,
as nether or father) or with my moral and ethical
values? Could I resolve such conflicts in a satisfactory
manner?

(8) Do I know enough about how the use of power by man-
agement, unions, government, and other sectors of
society affects the content of jobs and working condi-
tions in various occupations?

(9) Am I able to draw information from history and the
experience of others, or do I see a joh and job problems
as being unique and idiosyncratic`?

When one reflects on only a few of the factors that relate to a
person's job role, the importance of social studies in fortifying
certain fundamental, job-related skills is clear.

Knowledge

The study of history gives perspective to Keith Gold-
hammer's concept of career education as "... a means-of helping
youngsters discover what their ultimate destiny in.the world is."

The record of people living in past generations and varied
cultures reveals the story of ordinary people whose lives
revolved round what they did for a living. One can relate to
their failures and their triumphs, and see these in the context of
a social setting. In our own history, the student-can relate`to
the people who worked at crafts or were small shopkeepers and
can assess their work in rellition to the status and needs of the
society then and now. Learning about the Work roles of floods t

of immigrants and immigrant-employer relations early in this
century as well as learning about hazards in the mines, the
exploitation of workers, the kinds of jobs in which women and
children were employed, the turmoil and tragedy associated
with early efforts to unionize, inventions that have alter6d
industrial processes and consumer living standards, and the
development of modern business and industry can all become
part of a student's fund of knowledge about work. Understand-
ing the impact of social change is useful to students in ana-
lyzing the effect that changing roles and organizations may

4 have on their careers.
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Economics can help ,the student understand the impact
on the short- and long-term fiiture of specific jobs that is caused
by technological change, the availability of resources, supply
and demand factors, changing consumer preferences, savings
and investment, the relationship of the U.S. economy to foreign
economies, and the federal government's monetary and fiscal
policies.

Knowledge of sociology helps the student understand the
effects that social class, ethnos, race,.caste, and'sex have had
upon chances for'entry and advancement in all kinds of jobs.
Further, this knowledge provides insight into some of the
personal adjustments that must be made when limitations
imposed by social class or other factors are removed.

Knowledge of geography helps the student determine the
availability and'the lorig-term future of jobs in urban and rural
areas, in various regions of the country, and in other parts of
the world. Knowledge of political science helps build an under-
standing of how governmental policies can enhance or detract
`from the future of certain jobs in terms of income, attractive-
ness, peimanenee, number of job opportunities, and Access
to those jobs.

Values

The social sciences have become increasingly aware of the
responsibility to give students tools with which-to develop a
set of values that will be satisfying to them and that, it is
hoped, will strengthen our society at the same time. Many
values are expressed, and often value conflicts experienced,
in the course of selecting all occupation and carrying out work

_ assignments. The Watergate tragedy has taught our generation
how great an impact Value systems can have on the entire
social fabric as well as on individuals and their families.

The matter of life-style and the dedication one has to a
particular life-style inVolve important choices amonavalues.
A high position. in a prestigious profession may result from a
quest for status rather than the pursuit of intellectual or mana-.
gerial interests, and it may be the outgrowth of a value judg-
ment made by one's parents. Often, the choices people make
are ,welly considered and fruitful, but sometimes value choices
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result in unhappy, unproductive, incompetent workers who are
cut off froni job roles that would give them greater satisfaction
and that would have greater social benefit. Also, there are
people who do not prepare for a professional or executive posi-
tion, and subsequently yearn for it, who are equally unhappy.

Values clarification strategies in the social sciences do not
impose a set of values on the student. Students are expected to
do their own conscious selection of values through a careful
study of alternatives and of the experiences other people have
had. Generally, values selected in this manner will be well
thought out. They will have given satisfaction to many people,
and will have enlarged the contribution that people have made
to their society, whether they worked as plumbers, carpenters,
doctors, teachers' aides, printers, homemakers, or in some other
occupation.

Attitudes

While there is a large body of evidence to support the view
that most attitudes are established before a child enters school,
there is also evidence that attitudes can be altered by the
nature of a child's experience, including the school's instruc-
tiobal program. Attitudes toward work, and level of perform-
ance, toward personal responsibility, and toward other people
can be altered. Although for years social studies teachers have
been concerned about attitudes in these areas, the tools and
strategies for attitudinal change are of more recent origin.

Many attitudes that interfere with successful advancement
in a career, it is now apparent, are based on myths or beliefs
which at best are incomplete and at worst are totally erroneous,
Among such attitudes are those in the human relations sector,
where change involves coming to terms with one's feelings and
opinions about people who differ from oneself. The observation
of the anthropologist, the case studies of the sociologist, and
the analytical studies of the political scientist all transmitted
in the school by the social studies teacher are effective in
freeing students of the myths and beliefs on which many old
attitudes were based.

The current emphasis of the social studies on the richness
and variety that racial, ethnic, religious, and cultural diversity
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bring to our society also has repercussions in the world of work.
It is helping to alter attitudes that affect relationqbetween
workers and employers and to improve the quality f. equal
employment opportunity efforts.

Skills

Constructive attitudes in themselves do not necessarily
produce good human_ relations, or improve a worker's abilities
on the job. Skills are vital components of job success, and those
taught in the social studies classroom have immediate and
'direct application to a student's career. Among these are the
analytical skills that social scientists have developed to use in
examining social edifices and human relationships. These skills
can be applied to the selection 9f an occupation, and they
frequently are significant in the quality of work performed by
an individual in his or her job. Even in a depersonalized work
atmosphere (such as an old-fashioned assembly line), the
thoughtful and analytical worker often has been able to assess
functional requirements in such a way that job improvements
were made that resulted in savings to managenient, better
working conditions, and an advancement for the innovative
worker. In less structured work environments, such as that in
sales or in small entrepreneurship, analytical skills commonly
are indispensable to success on the job.

Human relations skills developed by the social sciences
also have provided many specific tools-used in employment.
These tools have been used in human resource programs for
the disadvantaged, in community programs for minority groups,
and in personnel practices of large business organizations
across the nation. Human relations skills not only can alter
the character of the workplace but also provide job oppor-
tunities, such as employment counselor and community worker,
which may have career interest for the social studies student.

Careers and Career-Ladders

In addition to offering students these broad skills, social
studies teachers also should infuse their teaching with an

7
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awareness of specific career possibilities for their students.
Content in the social studies provides many springboards to
develop career education units, and to relate subject matter to
the career interests of students. Some of the changes in our
society among them, a steady increase in the proportion of
workers in professional, technical, and service jobs and declines
in agriculture, manufacturing, and transportation jobs in-
crease the likelihood that students will benefit in their careers
from the social studies. Moreover, there are forecasts that shifts
in the society's job needs will mean that students will have not
a single career, but many different careers during their working
lives. Consequently, most of them will benefit from a broad
and flexible educational bakground in which social studies is

0,
a n jor component.

n helping students consider career possibilities, it may be
usef 1 to impress upon them the idea of career ladders. Many
occu ,ational areas 'offer opportunities for subprofessional
emploVient, generally at the entry level, as well as formal
educational or on-the-job training routes to higher paid jobs.
There are, for example, career possibilities as teacher's aide,
administrative trainee, nurse's aide, and. legal aide, all of which
can lead to further training and other work in the same general
field. Also, the teacher should make students aware that careers
related to the social studies tend to be far lesssubject to racist
and sexist stereotyping than many other careers. Large num-
bers of minority group and women workers and professionals
are found at every level in many of the social studies and
related careers:

Following are some of the career fields directly related to
social studies or in which a background of social studies makes
a special contribution. Obviously, the list can be made far
longer and would benefit by the addition of local employment
opportunities. The career fields are listed in four categories:
entry-level jobs, which usually involve no education after high
school other than on-the-job training, and three categories
which generally require additional formal education gener-
alized social studies and social science-related occupations,
specialized jobs related mainly to a single social science-disci-
pline, and occupations indirectly related to social studies to
which soci dies has much to contribute.
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Entry-Level Occupations

In this category, no formal education may be required after
high school. Examples of entry-level occupations are:

Police officer'
Postal clerk
Teacher's aide
Social service aide

Firefighter
Management trainee
Hospital aide
Library aide`

.Interdisciplinary Social Science Occupations

In the following .sample occupations, college is usually
required:

Social studies teacher
Urban planner
Edlicatibnal administrator
Politician
Public administrator
Social studies curriculum

specialist
Social studies media

specialist
Foreign service officer
Writer

Marketing researcher
Government researcher

-Psychiatrist
Psychologist
Social studies textbook

writer
Demography;
Lawyer
Judge
Accountant

Specialized Social Science Occupations
-

In this category, college is required, although on rare occa-
sions, some occupations have seen men and women who "came
up through the ranks."

Teacher
Writer
Administrator
Archivist

History

Researcher
Museum curator
Biographer
Oral historian

Economics

Teacher Business economist
Government economist Agriculture economist
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Writer
Investment counselor
Banker
Environmental economist

Political Science
14,

Labor economist
Stockbroker
Economic statistician

Teacher
Governmentadministra tor
Writer

Teacher
Writer
Family worker
Criminologist

Teacher
Ethnographer
Physical anthropologist
Social and cultural

anthropologist

Teacher
Cartographer
Urban planner
Writer

Politician
Researcher

Sociology

Researcher
Rural sociologist
Urban sociologist

Anthropology

Archeologist
Ethnologist
Urban anthropologist
Writer

Geography

Demographer
Urban biographer
Land use specialist

.0

Careers Benefiting from Social Studies

Some careers in this fourth category require college. How-
ever, on-the-job training has proved effective in many instances..
The first five occupations in the left-hand column are related
to journalism.
Reporter Internal revenue agent
Columnist Biographer
Editor Public relations specialist
Foreign correspondent Conservation specialist
News analyst Business executive
Home economist Advertising copywriter

8i
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Architect
Labor relations specialist
Camp director
Religious worker
Government administrator

Insurance agent
Personnel director
Playground worker
Counselor

Career Education's Contributions to
Social Studies

The primary goal of the social studies teacher is to enhance
the lifetime satisfactions and success of the.student. Second,
the teacher's goal is to, improve the gOciety through develop-
Ment of social awareness and understanding among its
members. The tool for accomplishing thek objectives is the
social studies, and the first obligation of the social studies
teacher is to teach social studies.

To contribute to career education, or anything else worth-
while, is admirable so long as this does not interfere with the
first obligation. Fortunately, there is no such conflict between
career education and the teaching of social studies, but it is
always desirable to keep priorities- clear. The social studies
can and should contribute to career education; it is more im-'
portant to recognize that career education can contribute to
social studies. This is the basic reason for using it.

As stated in a previous tiection, social studies not only con-
tributes to career education, but there are mutual benefits as
well. Career education offers the social studies motivation,
illustration, and commitment.

Social studies is usually a popular class because its rele-
vance to front-page news stories and television commentary is -
apparent to the alert student, who is "turned on" by increased
understanding of the factors underlying current issues. Thus
topical events are often used as a motivational device in the
social studies classroom. But many students have not yet
developed the self-assurance and maturity necessary to look
beyond themselves at the broader society. They are too caught
up in questions such as "Who am I?" and "Where do I fit into
the scheme of.things?" They are more likely to be motivated
by evidence Wherein the subject matter relates to them in
concrete and immediate ways. Few secondary students are far
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removed from the question "What am I going to do with my
life?" Subjects that can help them answer this question are
most likely to catch their attention. Therefore, relating social
studies to impending career choices can motivate students.

All youth are limited in exposure to the broad range of
issues they confront in social studies class. Yet each has some

of the working world and how this can be related
'to the subject matter. Knowledge of the ways in which climate,

terrain,: and natural resources relate to what people do for a
living in various parts of the world can help the teacher illus-
trate subject matter in geography. The causes of unemploy-
ment and shifts in the structure of employment by industry
and occupation can illustrate the effects of economic policies.
History can come alive around what common people have done
to earn their sustenance. The home, the school, and the work-
place are probably the most familiar settings to use in illus-
trating principles of human relations. The occupational world
cannot and should not provide all of the illustrations needed
to teach social studies, but its can provide many of them.

From motivation and illustration, commitment follows. If
students are excited by a subject and Understand it, enlighten-
ment and success stimulate them, and more intellectual intoxi-
cat' n is desired and sought. Anyone now happy in a career
proba this process by indulging in retrospection. And
what is more e ting to a teacher than to have a student
become so interes d in a course that it becomes the basis for
a career choice?

nal Strategies

How does a teacher in
room? Obviously, the tea
administrators, superviSo
in orientation meetings and w
between. social studies and ca
the specific responsibilities of a
material into the social studies .ulum.

Career education should not b' on" to social studies
courses. It should be fused into courses in such a way that
students can see the relationships between the subjects they

ce career education into a class-
cannot do this alone. School
teachers all should be involved
shops to learn the relationship

education and to establish
cerned for introducing this
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study and thp world of work. This requires the development of
a carefully designed plan, based on an analysis of each course'
component, and decisions as to where fusion is suitable and
how it is to be achieved,.

Teachers should have time to review existing course content
in order to identify Mevant career opportunities and to ready
plans which will enable students to explore the character of
various occupations. A career education coordinator might be
used to help the teacher develop these plans. Also, community
resources should be. identified during the planning process.. It
may be useful during this stage to enlist people outside the
school system as planning consultants who can explain the
operation of various, businesses, point out existing and future
job opportunities, arid identify the various kinds of skills needed
in different jobs. Later, the same resources can be drawn upon
to give students direct contacts with the world of work.

New materials that might be used in the classroom should
be .examined. Some of these, such as simulations and games
about employment, can be helpful in giving students safe ways
to experience aspects-of-work without the fear of making errors
that might be damaging in real life situations. Furthermore,
these materials can open new horizons and offer students
insights into potential careers they may never have considered.
Many of the new instructional materials Of this have been
piittogether so that the competent teacher can use theni with
little or no special instruction.

When social studies plans for career education are made,
it is important that they cover the development' of broad stu-
dent skills as well as the acquisition of detailed career infor-
mation. In order- to evaluate their career opportunities,
students must be abl. e to clarify their values, use research and
evaluation techniques observing, reading, interviewing, com-
paring, contrasting, categorizing, and generalizing and make
judgments based on what they ljarn about an occupation in
relation to what they know about themselves.

Goals for Career Education Planning

In shaping plans for the social studies classroom, a teacher
must establish the goals for infusing classroom work with career
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education, Any single list of goals may have to be adapted to
meet the needs of a particular school, social studies department,
or teacher. But in general the goals that are selected should
make it possible for students to:

(11 Develop positive self-concepts

(2) Develop attitudes and cognitiVe skills for successful and
continued employment

(3)- Learn the importance of making wise choices by sharing
in decision making' on matters that affect their school
life, such as curriculum, course goals and objectives,
kinds of larning activities, evaluation procedures, and
school activities outside the classroom--,,,-'

(4) Relate subject content and learning activities to occu-
pations that directly and indirectly benefit froin a
knowledge of social studies

Be exposed to workers and occupations representing a
wide range of job levels; from unskilled to professional

(5)

(6) Meet people working in social science and related occu-
pations and have an opportunity ,ti) learn from these
persons-about the nature of their work

(7) Learn how to use various media and other resources in
order to acquire information abput educational and
training requirements for entry-level jobs and employ-
ment at higher pay in other fields, the working conditions
in these occupations, and the economic implicationsof-
careers in which they are interested

(8) Be involved in exploring career situations through such
means as role playing

(9)' Learn the effect that certain occupations have on leisure
time activities, civic participation, family responqibil-
ities, and moral and ethicalbeliefs and values

(10) Have opportunities for paid or unpaid jobs, in c. eer
interest areas

(11) Realistically shape tentative career plans
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Using Classroom Opportunities
,,

To meet these goals, a teacher can use a number of strate-
gies to make career education a vital element in the .social
studies classrooni. The organization and function of the class
itself offers many opportunities for the development of such
lifelong skills as decision making, inquiry, and self-direction.
To make maximum use_ of these opportunities, the teacher
should alter the traditional role. Teachers who are comfortable
in the role of facilitator, consultant, and guide will allow their
students to experienci the establishment of purposes for a
social studies course and to set specific performance objectives,
learning activities, and evaluation procedures. Others may have
difficulty doing so and should seek alternative ways to reach
the same general goals.

In most cases, the best way to help youth gain a better
. understanding of themselves, perceive their potential, and

understand their work opp9rtunities is to draw information
from a subject, area and extend it to include related careers,
thus helping students examine many tile-styles and relate them
to specific occupations. Discussions about personal, group, and
societal values can help students make decisions. Also, a closer
look at occupations in which social studies information is a
necessary component can enrich student understanding of
relationships between what is learned in school and the world
outside the school. This broadening of the social studies will
require that some time be set aside in the classroom for stu-
dents to explor .areers. In the following paragraphs, some
ways that teach i can plan career-related experiences, in the
context of existing social studies programs, are presented.

History
One topic taugikiii-history courses that can be related to career

evaluation is technological change. From studying early history, the
teacher can find simple forms of technological invention to serve as
springboards for studying career implications `tools for gathering
and prOducing food, the wheel, fire, and writing. Inventions appearing
after the tenth century the modern form of the clock, the printing
press, the factory, system, the ball-point pen, automatic -weapons,
the telephpne, and the compdter can be used to continue student
awareness of careers. Students can examine the effects of these inven-
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tions on people's working lives and explore how such inventions
terminated certain kinds of jobs and created other kinds. "Lessons or
student projects could be developed to guide student study of an
undustry, of job clusters, of specific occupations, of career change
over a period of years, of social implications, and of cross-cultural
implications. The same approach can be used with history topics
such 418:

Topic Application.

Agricultural revolution

Emergence of complex living
patterns

Epidemics and catastrophes

Ethnic studies

Exploration and colonization

Lives of people

Preservatioh of artifacts,
akhitecture, institutions,
and values

State history

Use of scientific tools to
study the human experience

Wars

87

Food-related functions: growing,
processing, packaging, distrib-°
uting, preparing, wholesaling,
jobbing, warehousing, retailing,
and dietetic careers

Urban planning, 'development,
and rehabilitation; trade; social
work, occupational training;
government administration
careers

Health, land use and restoration,
fire protection, law enforce-
ment, and social service careers

Teaching; esthetic careers in
writing, art, and music

Space exploration, marine science,
aerospace industries, trade,
international economic develop-
ment careers

Biographer, leadership training,
administration, management,
human service, research,
invention

Archeologist, anthropologist,
architect, designer, planner
museum work

Careers related to the g graphy,
economics, and culture of the
state

Careers in historical. study arid
analysis

Weapons and ordnance manu-
facture, distribution, and
acquisition; Armed Forces and
military education career*
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Sample Exercise United States history,: "Wild West"
.This sample exercise shows how a single topic in a U.S. history

course can be adapted to career education concepts. The primary
career cluster assignments to be emphasized are public service careers.

a) Identify the common career goals that apply to this course.

b) Establish and write specific objectives to show what career
cluster information and experiences are sought. (This sliould
be,done for each goal listed.) The objectives might be to have
students select, explore, and work in an _occupational setting
to find: work activities and 'responsibilities; salary potential
and fringe benefits; congruency' with aptitudes abilities, in-
terests, values, and anticipated life-styles; °employment i)ppor-
tunities and, potential for advancement; education and skills
requirements; nature of the work (seasonal, regional, haz-
ardous, working with people); and the like.

c) List specific student experiences to reach these goals:

I) Identify the occupations of immigrants in the Old West and
compare them to the occupations of people in the modern-

,

day West.

2) Compare the role and responsibilities, of the "Indian agent"
during the Wild West period with those ofthe government
worker on today's Indian reservations.

3) Compare the role and responsibilities of marshals, deputies,
and sheriffs in those days with today's 'alit enforcement
officers.

4) Analyze the relationship of settlers in the early West to the
environment, recognizing that an abundance Of natural
resources tended to encourage waste and that what students
see in movie houseA and on television today is not neces-
sarily "the way it was." Identify the resulting problems and
attitudes today.

5) Role play a town meeting at which the problem of law and
order is being considered: A man has been accused of a brutal
murder and thrown in jail. Several people in the town have
differing and conflicting views about what should be done.
Roles to be played include: sheriff, judge, mayor, arresting
deputy, victim's relatives, prisoner, prisoner's relatives,
persons in favor of lynching, and those against. Follow with
a discussion of why a trial should be held and why early
Westerners sometimes took the law into their own hands,
and a discussion of mob behavior.
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daist resource needs materials, people, field trips, or other
items necessary to reach the goals of this course.

e) Evaluate the course by deciding how well it met its objectives:

Geography
Modern gebgraphy courses haVe, advanced beyond the "place"

geography that was once taught. Today, geography studies aid stu-
dents in developing thinking skills and in associating ideas, The study
of a region, for example, provides many opportunities to examine
spatial interaction and areal association. This can be an excellent
starting point for a social studies teacher to introduce career impli-
cations of subject content. in the urban region, interesting career
opportunities have emerged in urban planning, land use and resource
allocation, building inspectiontand rehabilitation, and mass transpor-
tation. Many students could' reinforce their understanding of geo-
graphic concepts while actively learning more about careers in these
fields. The career implications- of other topics in geography could be:

Topic Application
Adaptation tthe-environment Soil management and land

use careers
Economic geography Geographer doing plant site

study and analysis, inter-
national business

Energy Energy exploration, produc-,
tion, and management

Physical surface of the earth. Geologist, geographer, weather
researcher, and announcer

Population Demographer, population
planner

Urbanization Urban planning, development,
and rehabilitation

Economics
The teaching of economics offers many opportunities to stimulate

career exploration by students. For example, a significant topic in
many e,cgnomics courses is the concept of scarcity, followed by the
allocatioA of limited resources. Students exploring this topic lam
of the relationship between economic decisions that individuals and
society make and how these decisions affect the distribution, of limited
resources in the economic system. Whatever these resources, avenues
for career exploration are available.

Scarcity of iron ore and its allocation could lead to the study of
careers in the steel and alining industries-and in those industries that
produce metals that might serve as substitutes for iron and steel,
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A shortage of doctors with its consequent allocation of medical
services could lead to a study of the social and economic impli-
cations of health maintenance organizations, and then to 'a study
of the career opportunities in health-care professions. Career impli-
cations of other topics in economies are suggested as follows:

Topic
bapital goods

Distribution
DivisiCnis of labor

Employment

Input-output.

Personal and consumer
economies

Productivity
.

Savings and investment

Supply and demand

Trade and interdependence

Application
Machine tools careers, product

management, financial
careers

Transportation careers
Labor union careers, business

management careers
Employment agencies, social

service, personal careers
Economists, data processing

careers
Small business, consumer

protection, governmental
service careers

Engineering, systems analyses,
simervisory careers

Banking, security, and invest-
ment careers; insurance;
accounting careers

Wholesaling and retailing
careers

Import-export careers

Political, Science

Civics, government, and political science courses contain .a num-
ber of concepts useful in developing career interests. For example, the
concept of law the fact that every society has laws or, rules that
govern the conduct of its human behavior is common in.political
science. This concept enables the teacher to offer learning experiences
that open the eyes of students to a great many careers, including
those in law-making structures at local, county, state, and federal
levels, in legislative support, and lobbying. A number of other political
science topics and their suggested career applications are:

Topic Application
Citizenship aid the political Political party careers, lobby-

process ing, and government service
careers
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Enforcement of laws
International organizations

Interpretation of laws
National goals

Law enforcement careers
Trade, cultural exchange,

and government careers
Court-related careers
Government-related careers

Sociology and Anthropology
Human behavior in groups and institutions is a concern of these

two broad areas. However, abstract normative or functional concepts
often are studied in social studies classes without revealing ways that
students can gait' ev6n an elementary awareness of career oppor-
tunities related to the concepts that are presented.

One example of how relatively abstract concepts in these subjects
can be more readily understood in terms of careers is in the study of
social and technological change. If a teacher introduces the concept
of automation through discussion of the invention of the computer,
there is a good opportunity to analyze resulting social changes and
career implications. Other possible uses of sociology and anthropology
topics in career education are:

Topic
Conflict
Family
Huthan relationships

leisure

Racism
Religion
Sexism

Social structure

ItPhilosophy and Psycholo

Application
Crisis intervention careers
Family counseling careers
Child development, education,

personnel, psychology careers
Recreation, social service,

planning careers
Racexelations, teaching careers
Religious careers
Human development, educa-

tion, and antidiscrimination
enforcement careers

Organizational structure,
analysis, consulting careers

Although courses in phi ophy and psychology are not offered
universally, many schools now provide mini-courses or units in these
fields. Teachers have an excellent opportunity to develop student
interest in the improvement of the human condition through human
service occupatibns if career implications are studied when topics
such as interpersonal and intergroup -relationships are discussed.
Concepts of these relationships involve the study of conflict and
&inflict resolution (coping) skills. Careers in human relations, coun-
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seling, and psychiatric treatmeiit are natural avenues for career
exploration that can accompany the study of these concepts in a
philosophy or psychology course or unit.

In a philosophy course or unit, the study of the human search
for meaning in life also offers an oSortunity to bring career education
into the classroom. Other examples of the way that philosophy and
psychology topics can be related to career education are:

Topic Application
Attitudes and values Psychology, education,

philosophy, religious careers
Death Funeral service, medical,

religious careers
Learning and training

Mental health and illness
Religion

Self - development

Teaching, testing, personnel
development careers

Psychology, health careers
Religious education and

religious careers
Counseling, teaching,

psychology careers

Interdisciplinary Studies
Although many of the social science disciplines that have been

discussed imply interdisciplinary relationshipS, there are other possi-
bilities for career education in social science courses that concentrate
on human problems, such as environmental considerations, poverty,
crime, intergroup conflicts, and peace. All of these courses over the
opportunity to inquire into,careers that are emerging in these areas.
For example, a course on environmental problems can create aware-
ness of career implications in such sectors as environmental health,
problem detection, regulation, and law enforcement. Information
skills in this area a. interviewing, research, writing, and information,
retrieval offer other career possibilities.

Using Outside Resources

It is clear that one way social studies can be made far more
relevant to students is by giving students firsthand familiarity
with related careers. Getting to know people whose jobs are
enhanced in some way by a knowledge of social studies content
and a mastery of social studies skills adds the dimension of
many human responses to what otherwise might be a collection
of dull facts.
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The vast array of business, organizations, and institutions
in 'a community can be used to excellent advantage. A school
district or an individual school can organize a school-community
with major responsibilities for exploring ways of shaping a
partnership between the school and the world of work. This
committee could propose and expedite many opportunities for
school administrators, teachers, students, and parents to learn

' about the requirements, responsibilities, roles, values, and
needs in different occupations.

For ,example, the committee might sponsor'a career educa-
tion workshop for students at which working men and women
would describe occupations in their particular fields and answer
student questions about their jobs. The workshops might in-
clude demonstrations of specific occupations, such as tailoring,.
hairdressing, Small motor repair, drafting, and others. Visits to
businesses, sponsored by the school-community committee,
would enable students to see occupations in a natural setting.
Membeus of the local police department, for example, might
invite sothe students to visit police headquarters, where stu-
dents could get an insider's view of various careers and stages
of careers in laW enforcement. The .broad knbwledge now
required in this field may syrprise some students if their image
of police work is largely one of guns and sirens.

A visit to the office of city planners to discuss their work
will help students learn about the complex issues that planners
deal with and something of how they go about their jobs. A visit
to a large business or public institution for a Ordeal look at
employment from entry-level to top management can
clarify how each worker contributes to the operation and can
give students an overall picture of how a large business func-
tions. Later, students could explore in the classroom the role
that business plays in the economic life of the community.

Trips to a cluster of related businesses could give another
type of perspective. If sludents are studying the role of com-
.munications, for example, trips to the various media (radio,
television, newspaper, maga:if-ries, and the visual and perform-
ing arts) can give them clues into the myriad ways that people
communicate ideas. These trips can demonstrate the great
array of jobs in each field, as well as the similarities and differ-
ences among jobs in different, but 'elated, fields.
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After-school or summer jobs in the community also. can
open avenues for career thought. For-many students, such jobs
are an economic necessity and may be the first step into adult -
careers. However, students who can afford to wotk as volun-
teers may find it worthwhile simply to learn about all of the
opportunities there are to participate in the life of the com-
munity. Student internship,in political organizations, for
example, can stimttlat,kinterestin the voting process,--and lead.
to better understanding of the need fdr
in goVernment. Moreover, this work can helP students 'learn
about the skills and information politicians need to hold then.*
jobs.

Evaluating Results

The appraisal of individual student capabilities, interests,
and needs should be done several times during the year. In
making these assessments, attention *should be given to the
skills and knowledge in occupations related to the ocial studies
as well as in those that traditionally have .,been the responsi-
ability of the social studies.

Seveial kinds of evaluativetinstruments, formal and' in-
formal, and various procedures can be used to advantage. In
psychology and other behavioral science classes, pre- and post-
test interest, aptitude, and attitude tests can be given if the
tegeher is qualified to administer andinterpret the tests to each
student. In',any 'case, the classroom teacher' and the school
counselor can work as a team to help students make realistic
decisions,' based on sucj tests, plus achievement and intelli-
gence tests.

In- social studies classes outside the behavioral sciences,
"eValuation items can be developed from the specific,perfoim-
ance objectives for each eNtse. This that an adequate
number of realistic performance objectives his been established.

Simple questionnaires, developed by teachers of by teachers
and students working together, can help students make. self-
assessments. These questionnaires also can help teachers plan
what to emphasize in class content and can help them devise
instructional strategies to meet student needs. Questionnaires

4 can relate to a specific topic, such as "Individual Mastery of
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Skills." In this type of instrument, one item might be: How
well do I make up questions for interviews? Students would
evaluate their performance in terms of "poor," 'good.," or "very
good:" The students should be encouraged to keep personal
data notebooks, to be added to, each year, so that their persoii-.
inky profiles will be substantially accurate end consequently
more useful.

A number of PraesstonaIly developed inventories, designed
to help teachers and students get. at personal characteristics';
dre on the matket. In.addition, the professional literature con-
taihs informal instruments that can,be used with the permis-
sion of the'duthor. Of course, the ultimate measure of success
for a career education program is the proportipti of students
who attain personal fulfillment, andtbis cannot be determined
while students are still in school.
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Career Education
in the Visual Arts Classroom

To the art educator, art is a means to an end as well as an
end in itself. ItA forms, its creations, and its perceptions enrich
the lives of all humans, whether they make their living in he
arts or in other fields. At the same time, art constitutes ailKnd
in itself not only for artists but for people in a large number Of

occupations whose work calls for some art knowledge.
Art instruction in secondary schools generally has three

major components: (1) the development of perception, under-
standing, and appreciation, (2) a study of art history and of art
criticism and analysis, and (3) production. These are interwoven
studies. The history and analysis component, for example, deals
with the relevance of art in different periods, and this in turn
not only adds to the students' cognitive knowledge but enhances
their appreciation of such elements as line, form, color, and
design.

Running like a strong thread through all art instruction in
secondary schools is the idea that human responses are built
from feelings and emotions as well as from facts and informa-
tion, and that there are flexible, creative, and emotional re-
sponses which are uniquely_human. As a result, art instructors
try to develop in students not-only cognitive understanding
and specific skills but also their sensory, appreciative, and
creative abilities to use in all aspects of their lives.
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Beyond developing esthetic appreciation (an important
but fairly well-understood function of art), what can art add
to the education of most students? Is art production by stu-
dents who will become computer specialists, for example, an
activity that has only recreational potential for them? Actu-
ally,-art production' has many elements that have great rele-
vance and value in the work aspects of most people's,fives. This
is because it requires the manipulation of materials and forins
the organization of ideas, and creative approaches to new
kinds of problems. What is produced is not just art that can be
seen or heard but also many skills composed of sensitivities,
human understanding, and complex and creative problem-
solving strategies that are indispensable in trade and industry,
international affairs, and personal relationships, as well- as in
the various professional art fields.

Art also helps' people find satisfaction in whatever work
they .do. Theititure--mechaoic,learns through the study of art
to appreciate the tools and the tasks of the trade on an esthetic---

The future forester can learn to see all elements of the
forest, great and small, as well as the trees. The budding coin= ,

puter programmer can develop a pleasurable awareness of the
visual patterns of the machines, of the ordered data, and of
sound and movement in a computer center. To everyday tasks,
art adds a meaningful human dimension to the functional
requirements and satisfactions of jobs and helps make work of
all kinds more meaningful to the worker. All careers, whether
routine or .constantly in flux, can be more meaningful to the
individual in that'abstract but truly real way, in which partici-
pation in the environment is appreciated on the level of the
senses, emotions, and feelings.

But even though these contributions of art education are
well recognized in- principle, the art educator in practice often
is subject to a general field bias and is strongly committed to
the idea. of art for its own sake. Standing on this ground,
teachers often feel they can better maintain the integrity of
their discipline, serve students who are talented in art, and
resist pressures some of them imaginary, some of them real
to restructure art programs into mere training activities for
future sign painters, window dressers., or decorators for local
department stores. Because art classes are universally an
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elective, whereas other academic courses are required, the art
teacher can succeed in attracting or repelling a large segment
of the student body with the.approach taken to art instruction.
Serving large numbers of students well calls for a recognition
of the many opportunities for career involvement that exist in
art. Yet Some art may not necessarily be produced by the fine
artist, bbt the same methods and principles of work are em-
bodied in its production. It is mrticularly in this area that
career education can make a major contribution. to widening
the demand for art instruction in secondary schools.

The purpose of career education is not to put students in
some ready-made occupational slots, such as sign painter, and
then train them so that they fit. Rather, the thrust of career
education is wide, interdisciplinary, and responsive to a broad
band of student needs many of them, simply human needs
that impinge upon the occupational aspects of their lives. The
goal of career education is to help all students prepare for a
meaningful and satisfying life and livelihood as adults. It does
this by helping them become conscious of their own values and
options; explore the world-of work and themselves in relation
to it develop judgmental, decision-making, and organizational
skills; and h'elp them prepare for specific careers in broad, func-
tional ways so that as occupational requireinents change or as
they change, they can continue to respond successfully. This
is a major undertaking, and it requires that there be no little
slots or boxes to place ktudents in but that every element of the
school system be employed in an effort to prepare all students
to lead well-rounded lives.

Building meaningful programs which will identify impor-
tant relationships between the study and creation of art with
the world of work and its vast occupational potentials demands
that the teacher may have to alter any traditional field biases
that are present in the classroom. While the general field bias
toward art for its own sake, which tends to separate even col-
lege programs into distinct tracts, may remain as a personal
commitment on the part of the teacher, it is inappropriate for
most adolescents in secondary school art pyograms. It is the
responsibility of the art teacher to help students identify the
values and benefits of other approaches to the use of art as well
as those in art for its own sake. Then, students can decide for
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themselves the/directions in which they will go. This genei'al,
open approachiusually is favored even in the beginning stages
of art training at higher education levels.

The nature of the art discipline implies that individuals
and their personal expression are an integral part of the subject
matter. This content affects how the career opporttinities in
art are addressed and how they can be translated into occu-
pational categories. Often, the personal choice for a career in
art is one based on an inverse-ratio between the amount of
individual freedom or creative expression the individual
needs vs job security and income. Dorn, Hansen, and Madeja,
in their essay "The Arts and Work," said that in choosing
career direction in art, the individual's attitude toward indi-
vidual freedom is important:

If the individual considers that it is important to
have a great deal of freedom, he may sacrifice the secur-
ity of wages and income. This is not to say, however,
that a prominent artist in any of the arts is not com-
pensated well for his services; on the contrary, chances
of rewards are very great both monetarily and in status.
There is, however, a continuum of occupational choices
in the arts based on personal satisfaction. If the occu-
pation demands maximum audience acceptance, the
degrees,of personal freedom are reduced considerably,
whereas if in the occupation you are only responsible to
yourself to produce or create works of art, then the
degrees of freedom are greater and audience acceptance
needs are much less. For example, if one chooses to be a
poet, a creative writer, a sculptor, a painter, or a com-
poser of music, a great deal of freedom and personal
reward is offered to the individual; howel/er, the guar-
antee of a consistent wage per year is not as likely....
If an occupation such as designer or lighting technician
is chosen, the chances of a more stable income and posi-
tion are greater. A designer, say in the auto industry,
has another problem that of a mass audience to ap-
peal to; therefore his designs must be dictated to some
extent by this audience.... The poet has only himself to
satisfy, and he takes a chance whether or not the audi-
ence accepts it. The auto designer is not "successful" if
he does not obtain large audience acceptance. The poet
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may receive rejection instantly by a large audience but
over time gain a lasting reputation.
There are of course many variations that occur. There are

graphic designers who work in a design studio and are assigned
taskS; and -there ate free-lance designers who initiate their own
projects and accept oily design.problems that are akin to their
philosophy. There are painters who work without knowing
whether they vi11 be able to sell their paintings, and there are
those who function much the same as Velasquez who worked as
a court painter on subjects selected by his employer.

An important factor in occupational choice in art is talent.
Art has been consistently a subject matter only Mr the tal-
ented, with limited participation by others who are not gifted
in this area. But especially as it relates to occupational chokes,
the idiom, that the artist is born and that art is not learned is
suspect. Art can be learned, as can the ability to perceive as an
artist perceives. Obviously, natural talent _helps to achieve
success in art. Someone highly talented in drawing is likely to
be a better illustrator, or to become one with less effort, than
one who is not.But talent should not be the only criterion used
in determining whether students should pursue careers in art,
nor should it limit those who might enter allied occupations
in which art knowledge and training are useful.

Along with recognizing, encouraging, and developing stu-
dents who are likely to become professional artists, the art
instructor must identify ways to help other students mesh their
art education with their career education needs. For these
students and they are by far the majority in the art class-
room the teacher needs to make the art discipline relevant
to the individual both through vocational opportunities and
through many specific applications to all areas of human en-
deavor. By doing so, the teacher helps students make a tran-
sition from the abstract, the mystical, and the intangible
qualities of art to relevant and meaningful personal applica-
tions in the world in which most of them will work. This not
only makes art of interest to students who otherwise might not
have participated in it, it enhances the value of art in their
educational development and in society.

Questions about what is to be taught !become important
when the teacher starts to design classroom activities for career
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education in art. It should be helpful at this pint to examine
the U.S. Office of Educations fifteen career clusters. These
clusters meet four basic requirements: (1) they encompass all
types of jobs in the Labor Department's Dietionaty of Oeep-
pational Titles, (2) they include jobs at all levels, (3) they relate
to identifiable groups of employers, and (4) they are recurring
over time. Art falls in- the "tine arts and humanities" cluster.
Within this unit, the fine arts are subdivided into seven areas,
each with its own typical occupations:

(I) creating

) Painting

(b) Printmaking

(c) Sculpture.

44) Musical composition

(2) Performing

(a) Dance

(b) Dramatic arts
(c) Music

(d) Films, radio, television

(3) Performing arts design

(a) Stage set design

(b) Stage lighting design

(c) Costume design

(4) Performing arts production

(a) Stage set construction

(b) Stage lighting

(c) Costume production
(d) Stage equipment

(5) Artist management

(a) Human relations (performing
(b) Public relations

1O3

and nonperforming)
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(6) Visual and graphics design

(a) Illustration
(b) Industrial design

(c) Fashion design

(d) Environmental design

(7) Media
(a) FM) and tape editing

(b) Film processing
(c) Camera and recording operation

When a program to identify cogent relationships between
classroom activities and the world of work is conceptualized,
there are a number of things the art teacher should keep in
mind. First, an attempt to present the information, concepts,
and experiences relevant to careers in art implies some engage-
ment or simulation of the occupation in classroom activity.
But it does not require that preprofessional training in the
occupation should take place. In fact, even at the advanced
levels of training offered in art schools or universities, the
instructors often avoid specific work applications in favor of
teaching concepts that will provide insights on how to-solve- a--
multitude of specific job-related tasks. Moreover, the teacher
should recognize the limitations of the secondary school class-
room in preparing students to enter many of the technical and
highly skilled art occupations. There are fields which require
artists to undergo very strenuous and highly technical training
over a long period of time, often as much as six to eight years of
professional preparation in a specific area. The art teacher
should also keep in mind th'e fact that there can be direct carry-
over from one field to another for example, the visual artist
who specializes in printmaking is likely to know about com-
mercial printing and photographic techniques as well as the
traditional techniques used in lithography, serigraphy, etching,
(nd engraving.

What is needed in career education in,art is not vocational
education for art jobs. Indeed the most effective program
probably will emphasize the broad functions underlying success
in a wide variety of occupations, rather than emphasizing all
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possible art-related occupations and the spe ific art skills each
one requires. The chister approach, while use ul in determining
The kinds of jobs available in the art field ni4 not be so useful
in the classroom as would be the categorizat on of art careers
by occupational functions. In the visual arts, for example, there
are many differences among them in the nature of the art form
produced, but in a world-of-work sense, they also have some
striking similarities. For example, craftworkers, artisans, and
people Who work as fine artists perform many similar functions.
Though these functions are not identical in all visual arts fields,
or always permit immediate transfer, the functions are more
alike than different.

Analyzing Art Careers by Function.

The functions that applyto the visual arts generally can
be described as creative, re-creative, managerial, technically
supportive, and consumer related. These five functions can le
further delineated as

(1) Creative art: Generally applies to positions such as
painter, printmaker, sculptor, or craftworker in which
there is a relatively high degree of freedom. Some in this
category create works of art solely for artistic results.
There are others architects and industrial, graphics,
and interior designers who must work to a client's
specifications and may have to collaborate with workers
and management fr(gn other disciplines in order to do
their work.

Re-creative art: Covers activities that require a high
degree of skills in producing prototypes and multiple
reproductions of an artist's concept or model. Included
are production potters, jewelers, printing press oper-
ators, foundry workers, and others who have extensive
skills and sensitivity to works of.art but whose jobs do
not require the creation of original work. cereative art-
ists sometimes perform the re-creative function, making
copies of their own work.)

(3) Art management: Requires an organizing or collating
function but essentially managerial in character. These
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positions include museum, art, and dance directors,
production coordinatprs, film producers, and design
roordinators. Often these positions require the indi-
vidual to work under the supervision of a sCulptor,
architect, designer, or other creative artist in performing
a function that is largely organizational and supportive.
The skills required may be in the area of business or
financial support. At other times, these positions call for
highly creative skills (organizing major art shows, for
example), and in such gases the individual may need
thorough knowledge of the art.

(4) Technical support: Probably the function with the
largest number of positions in the arts which require
special expertise and training in one or more aspects of
an art form. In this general category are jobs such as
printer, foundry worker, draftsman or draftswoman,
and photographer. These people usually are highly
skilled and may work under the direction of a manager,
or in some eases directly with an individual performer.
The positions often do not require that the person be
familiar with a total operation or be responsible for the
final execution of a performance or craft.

(5) Consumer-related functions: Least common of all posi-
tions in the arts. In this category are persons who serve
as critics, reviewers,' editors, and curators. Generally
they make their living by writing, philosophizing, col-
lecting, or selling in the many ocopational fields of the
arts. Normally such persons must have broad expertise
in a specific art and must have been trained for spe-
cialized literary or curatorial capabilities.

It is evident that in the arts there are many educational
_opportunities which vary from those that are individualistic in
nature to those that are tied closely to various segments of
industry. Many jobs and many job functions are applicable to
more than one art area. Moreover, occupations in art are con-

. stantly changing. There is renewed interest, for example, in
handmade goods which are produced in limited quantities and
designed by good craftworkers. Modern technologies are also
opening up many new jobs for artists.
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" Various approaches to teaching the arts offer different
options. If a unit Iof study is specifically job centered, it may
be limited to a fe,' career discussions. If it involves many fields
and many levels of activity, it will provide a wide range of ca-
reers for examination. Optimum use of the potential for career
discussion that is inherent in art requires the exploration of
all available options.

Furthermoth, while recognition is given to occupations in /
art and its allied fields, the uses of art in nearly all occupations

in helping a mechanic or a forester be ereatiw, to see facets
of work that otherwise, might not be seen, to shape:ideas into
problem-solving patterns, and so forth should not be ne-
glected. Teachers of the arts unmst serve not only extremely
creative and talented students and those who come into the
classroom bearing some special kinds of technical proclivities
but also a large student population that is earnestly seeking "to
become." These students seek personal, work, and other sothetal
roles and too often are shunted aside. Serving a large student
group means that the art instructor must not simply point out
strongly art-oriented occupations that some students may
enterobut also the practicable uses of art in all occupations.

Classroom Strategies for Career Education

Thi is section is devoted to giving strategies that a teacher
could employ in the classroom to guide students in their explo-
ration of careers in the arts. Units are designed to den onstrate
teaching methods that use some current curriculum a proaches
and involve awareness of specific careers, exploration of poten-
tial careers% and hands-on experiential knowledge of careers.

Class projects may lead to awareness of careers through
content concerning the artist, designer, or architect who pro-
duces work in thea area studied. In addition to studying art
forms, the student should learn about individual artists and the
role of the artist in society.

Students can practice a career in the classroom through
simulation of specific functions. By doing so, the student learns
more about the career role involved. If the media or some other
broad area is the basis for the unit, students might observe and
try out a variety of roles.
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Unit One Specific. Careers Related Careers
Architect Highway designer
Urban planner Environmentalist

Landscape architect
Public planner
Politician

Architecture and urban planning have many career impli-
cations, and a wide variety of art' functions can be covered in
this unit. Highway design, public facilities planning, landscape
design, and environmental considerations, for example, are all
part of the work of urban planners. By studying the broadest
concepts of architecture and urban planning, students can
discuss a number of careers. After all, the functions involved in
an area as complex as urban development cover an enormous
range, from the architect whci is a creator to the manager and,
finally, to the consumer and the critic.

At the Awareness level, the art class might study visuals of
architecture shopping plazas, city design, and highway pro-
jections. Further exploration would include the history of urban
planning and architectural design and facts about individual
designers and architects. Hands-on experience might include
planning and constructing are architectuN1 model, planning
a shopping center, and designing a campus or a section of a city.
Field trips to architectural firms and to architectural sites and
important buildings might be components of the project. Com-
munity resources should be explored to emphasize the social
aspects of urban developMent and the related work that poli-
ticians do.

Unit Tvvo Specific Careers Related Careers
Systems designer Application in the fields
Product designer of each design, from

simple implements to
Graphic designer complex machines (the

automobile or jet
aircraft)

As part of the design projek, students might redesign
everyday objects. The product designer, students will learn,
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has the function of creator, is sensitive to the needs of society,
and must satisfy the consumer. Student awareness _can be
stimulated by selection of the product to be redesigned. Looking
at products is the beginning of design considerations. Rede-
signing a doorknob, a toaster, a tape player, or a service cart
leads to knowledge of Ifie designer's function. Outstanding
studios and designers should be studied, such as Charles Eames,
Herman Miller, and Bauhaus. Products should be discussed in
functional_ and esthetic terms, and students can construct
models of projected designs.

Unit Three Specific Careers Related Careers
Th'eater designer Set designer
Actor Audio 'expert
Filmmaker Lighting expert-.
Photographer Costume designer
Producer-director Animator
Television writer Makeup artist

Prompter
Musician

Nr

Filmmaking, a synthetic 'art form, offers many areas for
career consideration. Awareness begins with the viewing and
discussion of selected films in -terms .of art, film history, and
filming techniques. Printed materials on these subjects also
encourage further. exploration. Production of a film teaches
the student to identify needed for the production.

The organization and.cOoperative efforts needed to produce
a film would allow students- tAbserve many 'related career
options beyond those listed above. And they would' see the
manlier in which workers relate to one another. Field trips to
a film or television studio might be part of the .class study of
filmmaking, careers. Resource people, in talking to students,
may be helpful in suggeSting other specialties; such as the
artist who creates backgrOunds for filni animatioitAu the court-
room artist Who.does draWings of the judge, defendant, and jury
when cameras are not permitted in the courtroom.

S dents whdare seeking some degree of team activity and
the sa 'sfaction of grOup achievement in an arts environment,
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may want to consider options provided by this unit. The func-
tional range in filmmaking is broad and covers many interests,
including as it does the creative, re-creative, management,
technical support, and critical functions.

Unit Four Specific Careers
Painter
Interior designer
Textile-designer
Printer
Optician
Fashion designer

Related Careers
Fabric design
Printmaking
'Optics
Serigraphy
Graphic artist
Photographer

An established classroom unit of study on painting and
color offers many-career options. This unit may be part.ofan
advanced painting project or part of a basic design course.
The experience of using color and light to produce a painting
enables a student to explore the career of a painter. St Udy,
concerning the role of the painter and his or her expression and
techniques is essential to understanding the art of paintilag.
Slides and reproductions of paintings can also provide 'an
awareness of the art form and its functions. Visits to galleries
and art studios to see art and artists firsthand are desirable.

Class discussion of painting as a career might include the
value of this career to the individual and to society, and the
attitudes that society displays toward the painter. The discUs-
sion should also cover related career possibilities. While the
painter is a creator who works in terms of idiosyncratic expres-
sion, there are _many similar careers that involve other func-
tions. Students should be encouraged to identify alternate
career selections which are,similar in terms of skills, esthetics,
and background knowledge. Linking the painter's career with
these other careers allows the students to decide which area
might be most appropriate for his or her further investigation.

Students who do not want careers in art are often interested
in printing and its allied fields (such as printmaking) as
re-creational activities. For them, art expands the boundaries
of other careers by offering ways to achieve individual expres-
sion and a high degree of persona' satisfaction.
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Unit Five r Specific Careers d Related Careers
Exhibit designer Management.
Graphic designer Exhibitor
Illustrator Layout design
Cartoonist Color coordinator
Display artist
Scenic designer

These careers offer many satisfactions in discovering and
working out solutions to visual coinmunications problems.
-However, these career roles might not be evident in a studio
art course. It may be -necessary to engage in interdisciplinary
activities With the school tO,.defineL the various career roles in
this unit. These activities might include displays., bulletin
boards, exhibits, and showcases. In addition, there may be
many" areas in the school where the art department could
enhance the . environment. These might include courtyards,
entries, blank walls, poorly lit section of the school,,inadeqmate
signs, library stacks, or just plain eyesores,

Students could be asked to identify needs of these kinds
throughout the school. Sometimes this Tay involve anothet
content -area and will require understanding the concepts and.
needs in that area. In exploring solutions, students might study'
color 'and other design applications in commercial displays,
museum exhibits, and architectural -uper-graphics and place-
ment of sculpture. Then,, working if necessary -with other
departments in the school, students can change an area by
mounting an exhibit, designing builetin%oard, producing
sculpture, or redesigning the use of *we._

Students who work in these areas learn that- careers in this
field involve working with the variable of human idiosyncrasies.
The managerial function is necessarNt for these careers as well
as the creative functions,
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Unit Six Specific t'areers Related Careers
Sculptor Technician
IndustAal designer Management.

Aeronautical designer Sales representative
Automotive designer Jewelry artisan
Jewelry designer Pottery artist
Furniture designer
Pot ter

The study of form and sculpture in a studio course offers
tmany options for careers, and the practical aspects of a studio
course carer many avenues of career exploration. Students begin
by observing sculpture and three-dimensional design. Aware-
ness of the sculptor's unique problems occurs as students move
into designing their own projects. Study concerning well-known
sculptors and the way they work leads to further consideration
of techniques and esthetics. carrying out a full-scale sculpture
project enables students to play the role of a sculptor.

As tyiey work, other careers may become apparent. For
example, a sculptor may use a forge or work with neon light.
Each technique involves skills and careers in some other field.
Students maS; also learn.that while the sculptor's function is
primarily that of a creator, he or she may Work with modules
and become a re- 'creator as well. A sculptor often may nedd
technical support to produi2e a sculpture, and if so, this will
help students identify.these related functions. In addition, the
sculptor's efforts to sell the work are administratiye or man-
agerial -tasks. Knowing more about this aspect may be helpful
to students who are planning careers as agents or as sales
representatives.

Students who are planning careers in construction or its
related fields may find that many construction skills are similar
to those used in sculpture. They may also find that the role of
sculptor offers a satisfying means of personal expression.
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U it Se n Specific Careers Related Careers
Museum director Researcher
Gallery owner Writer
Curator Critic
,DOcentiguide Interpreter
.Exhibit designer Writer
Critic
Art historian
Education program

specialist

The function of critic and manager is vital to the majority
of careers in this area. Students can lean about many of these
art careers through field.trips to museums, .galleries, and art
centers that are offered in the program. Often students may
observe jobs that have never appeared within their range of
possibilities.

To get the greatest benefit from these trips, students should
visit behind the scenes in'addition to taking a tour of the col-
lection. There should be some 'discussion with professional
perSonnel such as the museum director, curator, gallery owner,
or docent. Other career opportunities that should be investi-
gated by the students are the direction of special activities
such as a aildren's program. ,Students who want to use verbal
skills and foreign language skills may be interested in research
jobs at an art 'institution, or in the production of educational
materials for a museum or gallery. Also the fact that many of
these art centers offer careers in criticism and art history should
be made evident to students.

Following a visit, students should identify tl numerou s
jobs involved in a museum or gallery. One exercise might be to
list the jobs. There might also be discussion of the career bine-
lions 'that ere turned up in interviews with museum and art
center personnel, supWen;ented by tapes and films about gal,
leries and museums, and by study of art criticism and art his-
tory. Students interested in .writing and history might obtain
bibliographies from the publications departoent of a large
gallery to guide them in their study of writing about art. Sonic
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students might benefit from working, possibly as volunteers, in
a good museum or gallery program

Specific Classroom Models

The suggested models below are not panaceas for all career
education in the art classroom. There are hundreds of ways
that art and art-related careers can be explored. The creative
teacher can think of many other approaches to hvfp, students
discover a future for themselves: occupationally or recreation-
ally, in the field of art.

The basic aim of each model is to help students develop
broad skills, knowledge, and understanding that are required
for success in a variety of occupations rather than in a specific
vocation. Even though there is some sense of chronology in the
activities listed under the aims of each model, a specific activity
might start at any level of the career development continuum.

Model A Commercial art and the world of work
One aim of this course is to develop an awareness of the world of

work' through connaercial'art
) Discussing with students the distinctions between film art and

commercial art
2) Explaining the Value of commercial art in the world of work

A second aim is to develop appreciation, knowledge, and-understand-
ing of the world of work through commercial art ISV:

1) Discussing with students the .functions of an artist which relate
to commercial art careers:
a) The acts of creating graphic designer, illustrator, display

technician
b) The acts of re-creating producti6'n potter, production

jeweler, production craftworlser, other
c) The acts of managing art .direefor, production coordinator,

art supervisor, other
.

d) Technical support printer, draftsman or draftswoman,
photographer, other:

e) Consumer criticism art director, buyer, other
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2.). Discussing with students specific commercial art careers in
many cases, these careers are not mutually exclusive):

Fashion designer Industrial designer
General illustrator4 Displ# technician
Interior designer Package designer
Magazine illustrator Photographer
Advertising artis6 Cartographer
Cartoonist. Toymaker
Editorial artist Sign painter
Manuscript artist Other
Medical illustrator

3) Having students bring to class, identify, and discuss sonic com-
mercial art commodities and relate them to thee artists who
created them:

Newspaper advertisements f' Clothing
Magazine advertisements Book illUstrations
Films Other
Package designs

A third aim is to explore some of the career Options in commercial
art by:

1) Discussing with students what information and skills indi-
viduals need to make wise choices in considering commercial
art careers

2) Reviewing the functions of the artist as they relate to com-
mercial art 3

3) Having an art directorfrum a local agency visit the classroom
and talk to students about the operation and'management
of a commercial art agency, or department and about careers
in an agency

4) Making available to students promotional materials pan-
, phlets, beochures. films, and filmstrips that have been

obtained from agencies which -produce them in their recruit -
.-!quent programs

5) Having staff artists' visit the classroom to show and discuss
commercial art models

6) Conducting a field trip to a commercial art agency, to an art
department on a local newspaper or magazine, or to an art
section of a government agency, and allowing students to
observe and talk to artists to, get behind-the-scenes views of
the work
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A fourth aim is to develop a. simulated commercial art agency or
department within the art classroom by:

1) Having students appoint a director and assistants in the class-
room-designed ageiky (number of directors or assistants largely
will be dependent upon how many different kinds of commer-
cial art jobs the classroom agency will sponsor)

21 Presenting a demonstration of art -materials and media used
to produce commercial art objects

3) Having each director select his or her staff artists and decide
on the-items they will produce (director will make certain that
each staff member follows the proper procedure for creating
hip or her art product)

41 Letting students develop fashion designs, brochures, book
jackets, newspaper advertisements, and the like

5) Installing an exhibition in the school art gallery or at some
other exhibition site of commercial art products ciyated in the
classroom simulation of an art agency

6) Conducting, with'students, an evaluation of the art work and
the entire experience

7) Finally, having students review and discuss points to consider
when applying for a job or preparing for post-high school edu-
cation (may take the form of a social drama, round-table
discussion, or role playing; points to consider: personal appear-
ance, command of subject matter, adequacy of skills, the
application form procedure, the art portfolio, and financial'
matters)

A fifth aim is to have students participate in a few "hands-on" expe-
riences in commercial art by:

1) Making personal contacts with commercial art firms or those
with related jobs in the community

2) Finding out what jobs are available to students op a part-time
basis

3) Planning a progom with a distributive. education teacher or
a work-study coordinator in your school

4) Encouraging students interested in on-the-job .experiences to
serve as helpers and apprentices in private or government art
depaitments

5) Having students interested in on-the-job experiences to serve
as summer workers or interns as paste-up artists, sign painters,
silk-screen apprentices, and the like
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Model B Careers' in visuql arts via cooperative museum and school
program

This model should be taught in an art history, painting, drawing,,_
or sculpture class. Precautions must be taken that art for its own sake
not be disregarded and art which is merely a tool to explore careers be
emphasized. Students should be involved in expressing their ideas
and emotions through the art media, not in just studying careers:
However, this type of unit would give them a realistic view of what
the artist does in performing as an artist.

The first aim of this model is to make students aware of the role
of the artist in the world of work by:

1) Discussing with Students the role of the artist in society as a
painter or sculptor who seeks only self-fultillmeit through
his or her medium

2) Discussing the role of the artist in society as a painter or sculp-
tor who creates works of art as a service for others

3) Having an artist discuss with students his or her attitudes
toward work and responsibilities to self, home, and society

A second aim is to make students aware of careers in the visual arts
through a study of five functions of the artist by performing the
activities below. None of these functions is mutually exclusive, for
artists may perform one or riiore while working at their profession.

1) Having students list as Many occupations as they can of artists
involved in the following careers:
a) Careers in creating

Painter
.Sculptor

Ceramist
Set designer
Interior decorator
Display technician

b) Careers in re-creating.
Production potter
Production jeweler
Production printmaker
Foundry worker

c) Careers in management
Artdirector.
Art teacher
Curator
Production coordinator
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Architect
City planner
Fashion designer
Industrial designer
Other

Production craftworker
Conservationist
Other

Small art gallery owner
Antique dealer
Gift and art shop owner
Other
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d) Careers in technical support
Printer Photographer
Foundry worker Draftsman or
Museum technologist draftswoman
Gallery staff Ot4r

el Careers in criticism on behalf of the consumer
Art director Fashion coordinator
Art critic Art teacher
Art historian Other

2) Having students discuss these occupations and how they
pertain to an agt4tt

A third aim in this model is to-have students create objects dart for
their own self-satilfaction, and to get a feel of what the artist expe-
riences when he or she is creating, by performing the activities listed
below. These activities can be shared by teachers of other* subject
matter in an interdisciplinary humanities program, thus showing
students in a drahmtie way how art relates to all disciplines and offers
a broad range of career options.

1) Having students express, through painting, their ideas and
emotions concerning humankind and nature, sui as:

a) Pondering the mysteriousness of nature

b) Celebrating the beauties of nature

c) Glorifying nature

di In conflict with nature

e) Being concerned about the perils of the environment

f) Considering one's relationship to nature

g) Searching nature for the ultimate truth

h) Considering one's relationship to animals

Deliberating the old saw, "man's inhumanity to man"

j) Searyhing oneself for an identity

k) Celebrating the achievements of humankind

2) Having students view and study some of the vairks of the
masters in art and sculpture that are centered round the above
ideas
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3) Contemplating the works of the following great artists:

Bosch Giotto Raphael
Boucher Goya Rembrandt
Brueghel Greco, El Renoir
Cezanne Hogarth Rubens
Cimabue Holbein Titian
Constable Ingres Turner
Da li Laurens Vasari
David Manet Velasquez
da Vinci Masacaio Vermeer
Degas Michelangelo Whistler
Lkiirer Millet Wood
Gauguin Picasso Wyeth

A fourth aim in this model is to have students, through museum field
trips and discussions with art specialists, study careers in an art
museum by:

1) Haying students explore careers involvt-RI in a work of art from
its creation to its acquisition by a museum ("occupational line-
age's of a work of art)

a) Artist creating the work of art

b) Critic analyzing the work of art

c) Historian analyzing, evaluating, and interpreting the work
of art

d) Museum director purchasing the work of art

el Curator storing thL, work of art

f) Exhibit specialist displaying the work of art

gi Cataloguer recording the work of art for publication
4

h) Docent explaining the work of art to the public

1) Education specialist designing programs for students round
the work of art

j) Teacher using t work of art as an original resource for
classroom activities

ki ConS'ervationist keeping the work of art in the proper envi-
ronment and keeping it clean

Guard protecting the work of art from damage and 'Theft

m) Gallery staff packing and shipping the work of art for other
exhibits
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2) Having artists, critics, historians, and curators visit the class-
room to discuss their speciitlist roles, preferably before the class
makes a museum visit

3). Having specialists, when possible, demonstrate their specialties

4) Providing opportunities in which students can observe spe-
cialists at work in their studios and museums

A fifth aim, is to provide students with on-the-kib experiences in
museums and other agencies by:

1) Making personal contacts with museums and.other agencies in
order to help students get jobs

2) Finding out what jobs are available to saidents on a part-time
basis

3) Planning a program with a distributive education teacher or
a work-study coordinator in your school

4) Encouraging students interested in on-the-job experience to
serve as apprentices, docents, student researchers, framers,
exhibit helpers, and the like

5) Encouraging students to participate in specially designed
educational programs:

a) Career day
b) Portfolio day
c) Summer internships
d) Museum media workshops

e) Museum training programs

f) Museum volunteer programs
g) Student art research

Model C Establishing an art resource center in the school
An art resource center can provide many useful materials and

facilities for student consideration of art and art-related careers.
Print and !imprint media pertaining to careers in art should be listed
in thiii center, as they have proved to be valuable in this field. The
materials should be available for use by students, parents, counselors,
community resource people, and other teaching staff for the explo-
ration of a variety of careers.

Exemplary models for career education programs in art can pro-
vide certain strategies through which to approach the problem.
Ultimately, the teacher must develop his or her own programs to deal
with specific situations.
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Conclusion

It is clear today that-tct careers, art-related careers, and
careers whiell are made more Meaningful by acquaintance with
art processes must be a significant focus of the art educator.
Painting, sculpture, and other art activities, while vital and
important in thqinselves, (mil be made far morelmktiningful to
students if the. Ltrt edm-firttyr-4$noitive to the needs all stu-
dents will have 44;lien they enter ...the working world beyond
the classroom.
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7.ii Career Education in the:
Foreign Language Classroom

"Language," Thomas Mann said, "is civilization itself."
But in recent years, the public school teaching of foreign lan-
guages modern as well as ancient has been subject to
declining enrollments accompanied by charges of irrelevance.
In a preliminary report on a survey of 1974 fall enrollments,
the Modern Language Association says that since 1965 the
proportion of colleges that require entering students to have
studied a foreign language dropped from '33.6 to 19.4 percent.
Only 56 percent of the colleges were making the study of a
foreign language a prerequisite for the bachelor's degree
down from 88.9 percent.

Why should foreign languages continue to be taught when
students and colleges alike apparently see less need for them?
An old argument, used with' secondary school students who
raised questions about the releiance of foreign language study
to, their lives, was That these languages are an indispensable
component of eollege preparation. Obviously, this argument no
longer has much validity. It is clear that foreign language
instruction like many things that have long been accepted

must readdress itself to modern needs. At the same time, it
must maintain its integrity as a discipline with vital functions:
to carry forward, from the human past, rich resources of knowl-
edge, understanding, and experience, and to serve as a unifying
force among peoples and nations.
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It is the public school sector of foreign language instruction
that is in trouble. Enr011ments are booming in private language
schools. Moreover, the sites, in which the study of languages
takes place Have spread in recent years throughout the com-
munity. It is not uncommon for classes to meet in church base-
thents, neighborhood centers, private homes, places of business,
and manpower training centers.

The 'need for language study in human resource training
for disadvantaged persons highlights some of the practical
considerations that those who teach foreign languages should
take into account. rn the mid-1960s, when the fed&al govern-
ment began to focus on the employment situation of the dis-
advantaged their lack of skills and of jobs skills training
programs were set up in an attempt to remedy the problem.
However, many disadvantaged persons could not benefit from
theSe programs because their capabilities in any language,
including their own, were so seriously deficient that they could
not deal with textbdok material or with later demands that
would be made of them in a job. One response-to these needs
was to set up English as a second language (ESL). training
courses, which have proved to be remarkably successful in
building language competencies in a relatively short time
among persons with little previous education or language. skills.
It is noteworthy that these courses have been largelY. Oriented
toward helping students meet a practical goal: getting a job in
which call make a living.

The questions remain whether public schools can meet
today's foreign language needs and whether the schools can
help students find viable relationships between foreign language
study and what it takes to function ably as an adult. Some
giant steps have already been taken toward providing answers
to these questions During the past fifteen yearsjoreign lan-
guage teaching in. public schools has undergone a revolution of
sorts. The earlier emphasis on teaching students to read and
write other languages has given way to 'an emphasis on oral
and .aural skills speaking and understanding a language with
the purpose of achieving first those -communications skills that
are most useful in everyday life. As students progress in the
study of a language; they build up their- reading and writing
skills, enabling them to explore in greater depth other models
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of thought and value systems and to learn more about the
roots and linkages of languages.

Career education and foreign' language instruction haVe
many significant mutual interests. While career edudation is
concerned with the total development of studentin their
preparation for adult working life, in the foreign language sec-
tor, it provides a way for students to relate their foreign lan-
guage learning to their growing awareness of their own career
goals and potential and all without altering the traditional
values of the discipline. Identification of learning goals with
career goals can strengthen motivation and achievement while
encouraging. students to select and evaluate their curriculum
on a rational basis. Career education also gives language edu-
cators an opportunity to reach ,a broader segment of the student
pdpulation thgn they have attracted in years past._

In most schools, foreign language instruction is elective and
. not generally available until the seventh or even the ninth

grade. By then, many Students have been conditioned to make
career choices sometimes extremely narrow ones that
relate to their perceptions of themselves and their perceptions
of what teachers and other people think of them. Because lan-
-guage study tias often been justified as an indispensable
cornponent of college preparation and its educational goals
(Voth its linguistic skills and its humanistic content) have been
seen in this context, the tendency has been to discourage large
numbers of students.

So far as linguistic skills are concerned, most students
even those who have never studied a foreign language can
readily come to understand the relevance of these skills to real
and potential careers. A substantial body of data has been
compiled to demonstrate the value of supportive language
skills in a wide variety of occupations. The humanistic Values
of language study are less obvions, and educators will need to
seek ways to present and explicate these values to their current
and potential students by providing a new rationale for lan-
guage study in terms of students' career goals and develop-
mental choices.

Career education is not synonymous with the dispensing
of occupational information. It is. not Intended to conflict with
other important educational objectives. Its proponents point
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out that the beneficiari6S of career education can still become
good citizens, parents, and cultivated and self-aware human
beings because career success can augment all other sound
educatiOnal objectives. These proponents recognize that an
academic discipline implies a basic core of knowledge, skills,
and attitudes which are'to be learned if one is to be conversant
with that discipline. The thrust of career education is totein-

z force this basic core in all disciplines. Dr. Kenneth Hoyt, who
has written extensively about career education, states that
"td bUild a career education learning experience without paying
careful attention to the academic skills to be mastered during
the project is to defeat one of the most important reasons for
the whole career education movement."

This position makes it clear that the aims of career educa-
tion are not at cross-purposes with the htimanistic aims of
foreign language study. ActuallY, the two parallel processes
converge in shaping self-fulfilled individuals people who
understand the relationships between education andwcareer
opportunities, and who are interested in their own and-'otlier
cultures and in all of the many heritages that make up the
humanities.

Indeed the study of foreign languages persists as a basic
tool for helping students expand their sensitivity to human
beings round the world, and to understand both the bonds that
unite, and the differences that separate them. Through lan-
guage study, students can acquire: (1) an increased awareness
of fanguage as a mode bf communication and as a system for
organizing thought, (2) a heightened sensitivity to linguistic
and cultural differences both within the United States and
globally, (3) an understanding of the principle that vultures
can be compared and contrasted with one another without
being ranked, (4) a recognition of the increasing internation-
alization of all aspects of contemporary life social,' economic,
political, scientific, and artistic, (5) an understanding and
appreciation of a specific target culture, aria (6) varying degrees
of competence in the skills of listening, speaking, reading, and
writing a second language. Essentially, the result is that the
study of foreign languages helps students define and pursue
their own life values, whether vocational' or avocational, or
both.

I
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The goals of career education-are to provide students with
Qpportunities for exploration, familiarization,-preparation, and
selection of a meaningful work role. These goals are concerned
with career development, skills development, motivation -for
learning, and the development of an understanding of the world
-Of work and an appreciation of the individual's place in that
world. In reaching these goals, career education is not another
study unit to be covered by a teacher during the school year
Rather, career education calls fot a refocusing of daily; course
content so that there is maintained a high degree of relevance
and stud ent.motivation in what the teacher presents.

Every academic discipline has career implications in its
substantive content for some students; The sequential stages
of career-education-are- awareness,-exploration,-decision
making, and preparation. Most of the goals inherent in these
stages are compatible with the substantive content of foreign
language learning. For example, the goals for the awareness
stage include an Understanding of the life-atyles, values, major
duties, and responsibilities involved in a broad range of career
areas, and the relationship of the acquisition of basic commu-
nications skills to many future roles. If foreign language study
'begins in elementary grades, the usual tune for awareness to
appear in the gamer development 'spectrum is at this level.
However, many' schools do not offer foreign language study
until the higt'school years. Then awareness must start with the
foreign language experience at that level;

Students are likely to enter their first foreign language class
with some experience iniexploring career options. This expe,
rience can be expanded and enhanced by the systematic
examination of the relationship of foreign language skills as
tools or as background in a wide variety of careers. It should
soon become apparent to them that foreign language study is
related both developmentally and attitudinally to the career
education process'. Indeed both career education and foreign
language learning are proces4 oriented. In the process of learn-
ing a foreign language, students can be 'exposed to work con-
cepts and work values as they exist both in the target culture
and, by comparison, in theirown culture.

As students progress in the foreign language sequence, they
should become more sophisticated about their knowledge of
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spec* language skills vis-it-via careers as they develop fluency'
and become better able to discuss these-matters-in-the-target
language. Some of these students may choose to emphasize one
or two foreign -language skills rather than all four (listening,
speaking, reading, and writing). The `relationship of foreign
language competency to careers may be viewed as a continuum,
_spanning the need for foreign languages as a primary skill, as

.* a coequal skill, as an adjunct skill, or as valuable background.
Students should be made aware of this, continuum through
direct teaching and through activities that enable them to
discover ihese relationships.

The goals of the investigative and decision-making stages
of career education.include a greater knowledge of self, plus
the in-depth study of a number-of career-possibilities -which
relates these possibilities to the individuals developing talents
and interests. Another dimension is added to possible, career
choices by their examining the world of Work as represented in
the fifteen occupational clusters that have been identified by
the U.S. Office of Education. These clusters and possible foreign
language-related occupations are as follows:

(1) Agri-busibess and,rattural, resources

Translator of technical Interpreter for export
writing and import films

Secretary 'Geologist

Peace Corps 'member

(2 ) Business and office

Foreign exchange clerk. Market specialist
Credit manager Lawyer
Receptionist Stenographer
Sales representative Teller
Certified public

accountant

(3) Communications and media

Actor Correspondent
Telephone operator Telegrapher
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(4) Consumer and, homemaking education

Dietician Consumer expert
Fashion buyer Tailor
Chef Wine expert

(5) Construction

Architect- Engineer
Supervisor Planner'
Translator Secretarial worker

(6) Environmental control

Translator- Technical writer
Researcher Interpreter

(7) Fine arts and humanities

Artist Actor

Curator
a

Archeologist

Cryptographer Librarian
Drama coach Teacher
Composer Author
Singer

(8) Health
Medical librarian X-ray technician
Medical secretary Physician
Lab te*chnicial Interpreter
Dentist Nurse*

Nurse's aide Hosi)ital orderly

(9) Hospitality and recreation

Travel guide Opera singer
Hotel worker Drama coach
Tour conductor Critic
Clerk Travel agency

secretary
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(10) Manufacturing

Buyer
Inspector
Technical writer

(111 Marine science

.,Merchant inarine
Radio operator

(12) Marketing land distribution

Buyer
Sales representative

Advertising specialist
Writer

(13) Personal services

Usher
Butler.
Missionlry
Cosmetologist
Interpreter
Receptionist

(14) Public services

Missionary
Foreign news interpreter
Firefighter
Lawyer

(15) Transportation

Guide
Purser
Stewardess
Ticket agent

13i
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Manager
Supervisor
Branch manager

Marine biologist
Oceanographer

Clerk
Secretary
Translator for import

and export firms
Printer

Barber
Beautician
Postal clerk
Travel companion
Translator
Secretary

FBI agent
Immigration
Diplomat

inspector

Flight attendant
Travel agent
Steward
Pilot
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These are but a few of the occupations found within these
fifteen clusters.; -sindents will-be-able-to-come -up-with-many
more during their career exploration of how career education
pertains to foreign languages. Students should also investigate
the world of work in the target culture, not only in the central
locations of that culture but also in other geographical lOca-
tigns, including ethnic communities the United States.

The goals'in the exploratiland decision-making stages of
,career education, are expanded considerably by the almost
limitless opportunities that the study of a modern or classical
language opens up, because it shapes a usable tool and a back-
ground for many jobs in business, health occupations, commu-
nications and media, social service occupations, voluntarism,

-and the like. Although career education is concerned with the
development of the total person within the work context, stu-
dents also should recognize the complementary functions that
knowing a foreign language and culture can serve in avocational
pursuits such as travel, reading, and appreciation of the arts,
and humanities.

The goals of the preparation stage of career education in
foreign languages can be implemented only partially in the
senior high school. However, possibilities for this should not be
overlooked.tin addition to the sequential program, in which
foreign languages and career development are related as an
ongoing process, a number of vocationally oriented mini-
courses can be set up to meet s dent needs and interests. A
few quality courses of this type a e recomme d rather than

t a proliferation of such courses. These.mini-c unes can also be
incorporated into advanced levels of the quential program,
but they need not and Drobably'should not constitute the
entire upper level program. What these mini-courses can add,
to the curriculum is a feature which Makes it possible for stu-
dents who are not planning to continue their formal education
after high school to use foreign language skills in entry-level
jobs.,

Relating Teaching to Career Education

HoW can the teacher who recognizes the importance of
career education in foreign, language implement this idea? First
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of. all, the teacher must be motivated to find ways to relate
is_going_on_in_his_orher _classroom,_and-on-Ahe-out side,

with the world of work that segtheilt of the world in which a
conscious effort is made to produce goods and services for the
benefit of oneself and of others. The teacher's motivation may
be a natural outcropping of the teacher's own explorations in
the world of work, whether through reearch, in- service study,
or employment in-a nonteaching position during the summer
months or other noncontract period. Once the classroom
teacher's own horizons have been broadened, resulting in a
desire to implement the comprehensive career education con-
cept, the task of motivating students becomes easier.

The role of the classroom teacher in the correlation of
foreign language study and its career implications consists of
the following:

(1) To devise and locate rnpthods and materials designed
to help students understand and appreciate the career
implications of foreign language study .

(2) To use career-oriented methods and materials in the
program, where appropriate, as a means to gain edu-
cational motivation,

() To identify occupations and match skills

(4) To relate regular classroom experiences and materials
to the career education activities in foreign language
studies

(5) To help students acquire and use good work habits

(6) To help students acquire decision-making skills

(7) To help students develop, clarify, and assimilate per-
Sonally meaningful sets of work values

(8) To integrate, as fully as possible, the programmati&
assumption of career education into language activities
and teacher-student relationships

(9) To highlight the world of work in the target culture as
well as within different ethnic groups in the United
States

13 ;j
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(1O) To provide students, if necessary, with specific voca-
tional- competencies at a level that will enable them
to get jobs

(11) To helpstudents, if necessa'r'y, acquire job seeking and
job acquisition skills

(12) To participate at times in the job placement process

Teaching Strategies

There are a number of ways to relate different stages of
career education to foreign-language studies. One of the most
useful is to correlate regular textbook materials and classroom
techniques with career development concepts. First, teachers
and students should be aware of the potential and the limita-
tions in careers for which ..knowledge of a second language is
a primary skill chiefly teaching, translating, and oral inter-
preting. In general, the job requirements for translating and
interpreting 'Careers are stringent; they are more demanding
than teaching; and positions in these fields are relatively
few. These occupations should not generally be recommended
to an average student of languages. Moreover, at present it
is unrealistic and misleading for teachers to suggest that there
are readily available translating or interpreting jobs available
in the U.S. government or in the United Nations.

What teachers should emphasize in discussing career uses
of language skills is the wide variety of positions for which
knowledge of a foreign language is an important ancillary or
supportive skill. The range of positions is so considerable that
these occupations can be found in any one of the fifteen U.S.
Office of Education career clusters. There is a useful listing of
such careers, accompanied by illustrations, anecdotes, and
statistics, in the pamphlet, "Foreign Languages and Careers,"
published by the Modern Language Association. The list of
pcisitions extends from the entry level to executive or profes-
sional status, and it covers such diverse fields as4,business and
industry (sales, engineering, banking, secretarial); civil service
(foreign service, Peace Corps, education, law, library science);
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media (radio, television, film, newspapers, and other types of
publishing); science, health skvicestdoctors,nursesFnurses'
aides, health advocates); academie social sciences; apd travel,
and" tourism. Examples of jobs range froni taxi driver or hotel
receptionist to foreign correspondents and executives in multi-
national corporations. In each ease, language skills enhance
and extend the job seeker's specialized preparation and enable -

apply for a wider range of positions. The job
options may include posts with U.S. firms overseas, with
branches of .foreign firms located in the US., and with urban
community groups that serve non-English--speaking peoples.

Teachers should make students aware that acquiring
second language skills will broaden their options in any of the
career areas mentioned and in many cases will increase their
earning capacity as well. A recent survey made by the Modern
Language Association found that more than 7Q percent of U.S.
bushiess firms report that second language skills are iniportant
in some way in their business operations. Some were actively
*seeking employees with functional language skills and semi;
tivity to social and cultural differences among peoples. World-
wide, English is the accepted language of the business world.
Wiwi) U.S. firms sedt* specialists out of the country, they select.
those who ()11 the basis of their expertise in a specialty, such
As' sales otrengineering, rather than for their language skills.
However, a survey being made for the U.S. Office of Education
is finding that businesses would prefer the people they send
to.bp able to,funetion well in the language of the host country.
Many firms express the view that when the sole reliance is on
Etiglish in business dealings, serious human relations barriers
exist which can be extremely diffictilt to overcome.

Startitig at the awareness stage orcareer education devel-
opment, the teacher should not only enhance students' knowl-
edge df career ihoices in which foreign languages are useful,
but Should also help students develop self-awareness-of their

-own interests and potential in terms of such careers; There are
. many elaSsroOrn, activities to help develop both self-awareness

and knowledge. df careers in which foreign language is an addi-
_ tional tool. The folloAing models are presented as examples of

career education 'exercises that can be done= in the foreign
language classroom.
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Mci.del A Career awareness
A twostage exercise can-help students examine their own inter-

ests and strong points and then relate what they learn to career
choices.

4.
icHave Ahe students list five things- they ihave d in school

be it elementary, junior high, er high school) or in their free
time of which they are proud. Next, have them list five things
that they. think-they do well. Notice that these are positive
items to help students feel good about themselves and begin
looking at their own' capabilities. When the list has been Join-
pleted, have the students go over it once more to number the
live items according to the following:

a) Place a "1" after any, item that required working with other
people.

Mice a "u" after any item that required working alone.
ei Place a "3" after any item that was more dependent upon

physical effort.

d) Place a "4" after any item that was more dependent upon
mental effort.

e) Place a "5" after any 'hen) in which the studept was
leader.

f) Place a "6" after'any item in which achievement involved
some sort of competition.

After the students hOve completed (A) through (f) above, have
them discuss what they haV'e discovered, for simply tell the class about
the item fault scored most often on their list).

2) Have the students list five jobs teat they might consider as
their adolt "career." After completing the list, the students
should answer. questions such as:
a) Does anyone' in my family wirl: in this career?
b) Do I know anyone in this,career?
c) Have I done any reading Abut this career?
d) Have I spoken to anyone about what the career is like?

e.) What is the approximate salary for this career choice?

fi Does the career require more use of head or of hoods?

.g) Is there special training required?

h) F college necessary?
0 48 this position available near my home?'
j) Will work more with people or with things?
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k) Will the work be done indoors or out-of-doors?
I) Will the work schedule be fixed or flexible?

m) Will I have a supervisor or will I be relatively independent
in my work?

n) Will I wear a uniform?
o) Is travel involved?

`The student will then .discuss their possible career choices and
the reasons for their preferences. Another follow-up activity would be
a discuSsion of what the student's learned about themselves and their
intereSts. They might complete the statement, "I was surprised to
learn or "I discovered that...." Depending upon the level of the
language course, these exercises will, be either in English or in the
target langulage.

After the students 'have completed all of the above, the teacher
will go round the room and check one of the five career selections
each student has made. The career should be one in which foreign
language is a major prerequisite or an adjunct tool. The teacher will
then write the title of that career in the foreign language for each
student. Students will then prepare at home, in the library, or in
class. (using resource materials) a brief job desdription in the target,
language. The description might include:

1) Place of work (institution)
2) Work hours

3) Probable salary
4) Major responsibilities

5) Skills needed other than foreign language
A These short descriptions may We presented orally to the class, and

the teacher can question the class about the information presented.
The descriptions also may be written-out with a picture of the job
attached, if possible, and placed on a bulletin board or displayed in
some other manner. Good resources that help students learn about
careers in the target culture are foreign language newspapers, maga-
zines, and foreign editions of telephOne direetories (yellow pageS).
The directories are available in public libraries or may be purchased
from the local telephone company.

The teacher can prepare a dialogue presentation which includes
several occupations. The class can discuss these occupations and
d-ecid-e-wh-ether the careers are closely assUciatedwith the target
culture or are universal occupations.

When concentrating on a specific unit, such as transportation,
sports, tourism, communications systems, buying or selling, and the
like, the teacher should build in activities that relate to the world of
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work. Through field trips, class visits by workers, student projects,
or role playing, the vocabulary units can also become career units.

Model B - .Career exploration
In orientation and exploration, the second stage of career edu-

cation development, each student should get a more comprehensive
treatment of the careers that involve knowledge of a second language
and that have been selected as interesting by the students and the
teacher. The following sample exercises encompass the career explo-
ration component of career education.

Sample Exercise 1 Exploring careers in foreign language

In this exercise, the teacher will guide the students in the following:

a) Bring in a resource person who can be interviewed by the
class and who will answer many specific questions about
particular career choice.

b) Show a film or a filmstrip that. relates foreign languages to
diffetent types of careers.

c) Visit a business or other organization in the community where
second language proficiency is required or useful.

.d) Have students choose different occupational clusters and in-
vestigate occupations within the clusters that can be related
to foreign language skills. (The students might prepare charts
with this information and discuss these in class. The charts an
eontinue to be useful if posted in classrooms or near the school's
guidanceroffices.)

Sample Exercise 2 Holding a foreign language career orientation
fair

Invite from ten to twenty people in the community to spend a
morning at your school. These guests will meet with students in small
groups to 'discus's informally their own occupations for about half an
hour. To give studentS a chance to explore at least three careers, three
consecutive sessions might be held. Afterwards, students and guests
could have a social periqd with refreshments and opportunity for
further career discussions:

ample-Exercise-3,±Listen and_ guess"
The teacher might prepare an audib cassette that lists job descrip-

tions in the target language Help in preparation of the cassette might
be obtained from other language tehhers and from native speakers
in the community. After the cassette is viewed, students aro asked
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to guess each profession that has been described, Flash cards picturing
various professions and giving job titles in a foreign language are
available from commercial firms in French, Spanish, and German.

Sample- Exercise 4 Role simulation mini-courses

Ten7week courses dealing with a specific career area in terms of
its foreign language needs. can be prepared so that students can move

..,:froin career exploration to role simulation. This will help them decide
if a specific job is suitable for them. Such a program was prepared by
Patricia, Breiner of Cincinnati, Ohio, on travel and trade careers.
A.group of careers in this category was'studied in depth, with students
watching actual job procedures on field trips and filling out various
job forms for practice Purposes. Students also simulated some of the
career roles. For example, they conducted tours in the target lan-
guage for other language students and called attention td points of
interest in the high school complex. Most of the materials used to
prepare this mini-course were obtained from ,go.verinoent agencies.
These materialtodwalt with immigration, passports, currency, rate of
exchange, and the like. Similar mini - courses in German 'are success-
fully being used at Ridgefield High School in ConnectiCut.

Sample .Exercise 5 Students teaching students
Another idea is to have advanced foreign language students put

together and run a mini-course for students irr other courses. For
example, they might. teach some functional vocabulary and language

'skills to students in vocational education courses such as food services,
cosmetology, and auto mechanics. This type of program is being used
by Iiiarbara Bigelow at Crossland High School in Prince George's
County, Maryland.

Sample Exercise 6 SurveYing for present and future needs
As students get ready to narrow down career opportunities to

specific jobs they find desirable, they must determine the current
level of demand for workers in these occupations and the entry-level
job requirements. They should ask :themselves whether they will need
to get some post-secondary education; whether their use of a foreign
lariguage in the occupation will be a primary, ancillary, or adjunct
skiil; and whether they will need to take more foreign language study.

Crossland Senior High School has also tried activities in some of
these areas Fa-04n language students have surveyed local bnsinesses
to find out present and'future needs for workers with a second lan-
guage. This survey information is useful to the entire school because,
in addition to turning up information on foreign language needs, the
survey provides a profile of business opportmlities in the area.
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-A typical survey, printed here to stimulate the teacher's and students'
imagination, is as follows:

a) Type of business

b) Number of employees

c) Location (local, state, or regional)
d) Do any of your customers or clients use or 'speak a foreign

language? (Leave room for "yes" and vno" boxes.)

e) Do you presently employ people with foreign language skills?
("Yes and "no" boxes.)

f) Are applicants with foreign language skills preferable? ("Yes"
and "no" boxes.)

g) What percentage of your employees have at least one foreign
languaget skill?

, less than 25% 26 to 50% T more than 50%

h) Please the foreign language skills that you .would con-
sider most important for employees of the following categories:

... Listening Speaking Reading "Writing

Clerical-secretarial
Sales
Technical
Managerial
Executive

i) In which of these employment areas do you expect a need 'to
arise (or increase) in the next two to three years. Please check.

Expect
need to

arise,

Expect
need to
increase

Estimated
number of

hew positions

Clerical-secretarial
Sales
Technical ,_,

Managerial
.

Executive
j) Please check the languages which would be beneficial to ern-

. ployees in your business setting. If more than one language,
please number hi the order of their importance (1 = most
important, and so forth).

Spanish Russiap Others (please specify)
French Japanese
German Korean
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k) Would anyone in your company be available to speak at a local
secondary school on the importance of foreign language skills
in your business? (: 'Yes'and "ne_boxes.)

1) Other comments.

m) Position of person completing surveys 2ptional :

Exercise '7 Foreign language and the communications
media

_ Still another exercise that can be integrated easily into the more
advanced level of a foreign language career emphasis is the preparation
of a biweekly or monthly newspaper by:all language classes in the
school. This can ',be done in cooperation with the journalism staff.
The newspaper articles can be done either on a voluntary basis or as
written class assignments, and they can recount current eventin
the school.

Another apprpach to have foreign language students present,
in the target language, once-a-week announcements Of major events
Over the school's loudspeaker systeth. The language used for-these,
announcements might change from week to week. These exercises are
particularly useful to students interested in nevvspaPei, radio, and
public relations jobs.

Sample Exercise 8,, Careers for Spanish-speaking Americans

One example of the way that an industrious teacher can help
students prepare for specific careers that reoire or benefit from
knowledge of a foreign language is the course in, career Spanish
prepared by Tony Tamarkin at Manchester Community College in
Connecticut. Although this program is considered a second -year
language course, it has many features which can be. adapted by the
secondary school- teacher.

Realizing the need for a more practical approach to language
learning in the Northeast, especially atthe community-college level,
Ms. Tamarkin prepared materials for an audiovisual itareer,Spanish"
course. She wanted to. draw from the community at large those
Vorkeravhose_ jobs. called for an understanding of Spanish as well Is
those students in the college enrolled irra specific program that would
place them in .contact with the Spanish-speaking community.

This course has three focal points: medical"careers, public Service
careers, and business careers. There are 24 lessons in all, which consist
of the following materials:-

a), Three- to four-minute television dialogue (often filmed on
location for better role simulation)

4-
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b) Overhead transparency containing thq written-` dialogue

c) Three-page student lesson:
1) Page 1, new vocabulary
2)- Page 2, grammatical review

3) Page 3, additional questions related to job procedures
td) Audio cassette:

1) Part 1, pronunciation practice with the dialogue and
vocabulary list

2) Part 2, grammatical exercises using, present, preterit, im-
perfect, and future tenses

3) Part 3, an oral practiceusing-the additional questions in the
student lesson - .

e} Mimeographed- materials welfai.e applications, charge ac-
count applications, hospital admissions questionnaires, and
so forth

For example,-lessons in the medical section include: emergency
situation 1 (possible appendicitis), emergency situation 2 (nausea and
fainting), hospital admissions ('personal and medical history), preg-
nancy, taking a blood test, taking an k ray, occupationahherapy,
dental hygiene, and the visiting nurse.

After representatives oVother colleges visited the program, it
received full transfer creditAponnecticut. Any student or member
of the community with two .years of high schodl Spanish or a year
of college Spanish may take the course, which is given in the evening
to accommodate everyone. At the end of two semesters, students and
wOrkerg in this program are able to understand and speak Spanish
within their chosen profesSions. They do not merely utter commands,
but can actively eommuniCate and handle their entire occupational
roles in the second language.

The results are directly related to the materials, which took three
years to prepare. These materials completely immerse the student in
the second lattguage. They bombard the student's senses sight,
sound; and even touch as the student handles the different instru-

. -metits necessary in an occupation .7- while simulating job procedures
in the classroom.

The students begin with a televised dialogue. They recognize the
type of job and the-essence of whid'is happening because television
uses a combination of sound and sight. The native speakers do not

Aslow their speech* O- all-extraneous -noises- on-the-job have--beren
retained.on the televiSion tape in order to keep the situation as close
as possible to real life. The teacher reviews the specific vocabulary

- with the student, acting out and gesturing to show word theanIng
whenever possible,,before the initial viewing of the televised dialogue.

t12
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The students know that only Spanish is spoken unless the teacher is
discussing some cultural aspect or a very difficult point in the lesson.

After the first viewing of the filiiied dialogue, the students see the
Script on an overhead transparency. The teacher asks simple questions
of all the students, who use the dialogue as an aid. The teacher points
to the answer so that the student is not at a loss for words. Then
students watch the dialogue on television a second time. This time
they understand a great deal more and again use the dialogue trans-
parency, although the teacher now discusses each question or bit of
information in a personalized manner. For example, "Did you ever
take a blood test?" "Where did you take it?" "Were you comfortable
in the office?" "Did you like it?" "Does it hurt?" "Why did you need
the test?"

At its next meeting, the clasithelitsthe teacher prepare a synthesis
of the job prot!edure which is shown on the overhead transparency.
Below is an example of such a synthesis in "Taking a Blood Test."
This particialar lesson is done in Spanish, but it could be done in any
other language as well. The English translation (in parentheses),
which can be transformed into other languages, is provided.

a) Identificacidn: "Buenos dias. Yo soy el tecnieo."
(Identification; "Good morning. I am the technician.")

b) Explicacidn de por que- el paciente esta aqui.
(Explanation of why the patient is here.)

c)'Explicacidn de la prueba de sangre: "No se ponga nervioso. '
.(Explanation of the blood test: "Don't be nervous.")

d) "z,Ha comido o bebido desde la mecliqnoche?"
("Have you eaten or drunk [anything] since midnight?")

e) La prueba: "Subs la manga; la banda apretada; haga un pufio;
guarde el brazo derecho; es solo un pequefio pinchazo; no le
dolerti. No se mueva."
(Thetest: "Roll up your sleeve; [I am making] the bandlight;
make a fist; keep your arm straight; it's only a small prick; it
will not hurt. Don't move.")

The synthesis is necessary to get the actual sequence of events
in a particular job in focus in both the instructor's and the students'
minds. The students work in groups of two or three, playing different
roles until they have mastered the lesson. When they are ready, they
tell the teacher and take an oral exam. Either the classroom teacher,
another foreign language speaker, or student will play the opposite-.
role (Patientrelientreustoiner).-The-burden-nf-getting
pertinent information rests with the students being tested.

The mg. ram has been so successful in reaching its major goal ,,
to build student flueney.in the chosen occupational situation that
these materials are being tried experimentally for persons in the corn-
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munity who. have never studied Spanish, and they also will be used
for an VI-service course' at Hartford Hospital.

Using tins type of material as d first approach to learning Sphnish
necessitates a much slower pate with each dialogue than is usually
the ease, and- thi; mugt be a specific lesson ,arrangement (beginning
with the shortest, grammatically easiest lesson, and progressing to the
more difficult unit). Although the beginning student cannot be
expected to be fluent in the language, he or she should be able to
master great deal of needed Iflocabulary,, basic verbs and pronouns,
and adequate pronunciation.

During one semester the teacher allowed students to choose the
* lessons they wanted to learn. Of necessity, no more than three dif-

ferent units could be studied at one time in the classroom. This
enabled the teacher to work with each of the three groups on the
overhead transparency during the class period. The teacher did not
allow this freedom of choke until students had worked together
tl-frOugh the first two units and understood !the methodology being
used and the routines involved in learning each lesson. The technique
is especially well suited to a classroom where a teacher's aide or
student helper is available.. G -

This is an exciting program, using all possible attention getter&
The teacher's reyvarded with appreciative students, happy tlmes'with

"fun" method, and concrete results in terms of job needs.

Sample Exercise 9 Foreign language in aviation

A good- example of how to gear career emphasis to local needs,is
a program at August' Martin High School in Jamaica, New York,
where many courses have emphasis on aviation. The school, located
one mile from Kennedy, International Airport, is a comprehensive
high school that offers a full academic curriculum as -well' as courses
related to aviation and the air transport industry. In language courses,
an aviation vocabulary, is integrated into regular lessons whenever
appropriate. For example, in a language unit on food, students might
simulate a dialogue between a steward and passengers who are having
an on-Ward meal. To give students in language classes' a firsthand
look at the target language being used in the`world of work, students
also visit the Air France and Iberian Airline terminals At Kennedy
Airport.

Other Teaching Strategies

As teachers of foreign languages begin to work into a pro-
gram that encompasses tamer 'education in, their classrooms,
they should -consider *participating in Any work experience or
job placement program that their schools offer. They can work

4 4
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along with vocational education placement teachers or with
guidance counselors in helping to place students who have had
a second language in a job or in an internship of some kind,
whethew paid or unpaid. Practice in the target laneuage in such
placements will greatly help students build language skills and
learn for themSelveS abourth-eifiliiiy community areas where
there are _jobs that are best Served by a person with a second
language. -

To help students forge.links with jobs, the foreign language
teacher might also prepare a small classroom unit on job appli-
cations, resumes, and job interviews which will give students
practice in emphasizing their ,skills in a target language. Em-
ployers who find it useful to have workers with second language
skills should know that these students have the sought-after
'skills, and the students must learn to give, these skills a promi-
nent mention when seeking employment.

As students proceed through, the language learning se-
queue, the teacher should continue to emphasize how the
,study of language, asoneeived in a liberal arts sense, results
in some practical skills that will, enable students to function
in particular occupations. Because students will be looking
more and more upon job options in terms of personal choices,
the need for individualized preparation becomes greater.

At the Live Oak High School in Morgan Hill, California,
instructor Gerald Logan individualizes language study by
offering his German students career -education in Mx general
areas: secretarial, stewardess, commercial employment, restau-
rant and motel work, scientific German, and home economics.
Each student selects one of these areas and works out a se-
mester contract with the teacher involving eighty hours of
work. Using an extensive collection ofsmaterials whiCh Logan
has amassed, the student builds a project which will use foreign
language skills as well as related skills. One student, who was
interested in home economies, used information in the German
magazines, Neue Mode, Brigitte, and Schemer Wohnen, to
rake clothingAle_readartkles in these magazines on clothing,
then selected some fashions from Neue Mode for detailed study,
mastered directions in German for making several dresses and
blouses, and used German patterns. During her home eco .
nomics period,' the student, with help from the teacher, made
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the clothes. She received a semester of credit ih German and
a-seniester of credit in home economics for her 160 hours of
work in both departments on this project.

In Dade County, Florida, a Title III grant Program fostered
the development of a highly individualized language program
that was geared t© career interests of students. The materials
prepared for this program cover five vocational areas: auto -'
motive services, barber and beauty shop work, food services;
radio and television repair, and retail sales. Students instruct
themselves with packages in which there are tapes, visual
materials, and printed materials. Teachers who use this program

,get special in-service training. The materials are intended to
serve students from the ninth grade through adult education.

Another approachis to give students a list of the various
kinds of occupations in each of the work clusters that have
been designated by the U.S. Office of Education and ask them
to decide which jobs specifically require proficiency in a second
language. This can be followed up by a student compilation of
tasks that must be performed by a person holding one of these
jobs. Now the student has enough information to write a dia-
logue or monologue in the target language; incorporating
characteristic situations on the job. The written material be-
comes a composition exercise to be corrected by the teacher.
Next, the student makes an oral presentation to the class. The
teacher's evaluation of student proficiency takes into account
mastery of the tasks heee*ary in the job as well as command
of vocabulary, grammatical structure, and pronunciation.

As `students begin to narrow their fields of interest and
competence, further specialization is possible. At this time,
questions are likely to come up that the teacher and a general
resource person may not be able to answer. This will require
personal contacts with people in the specific occupations. To
disseminate information gleaned in these contacts, these pro-
cedures might be useful:

interview, on audio or videotape, pPr4ong in various
fields who actively use foreign languages in the course
of their work: engineers, secretaries, hospital personnel,
construction workers, mechanics, hotel clerks, and air-
line personnel.

14
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(2) Interview native apeakers about their culture with.
regard to specific topics in the world of work. Write a
paper on-the interview for presentation-to the foreign
language class and for publication,in the school news-
paper or news bulletin.

Often, teachers will -find that students who enter foreign
language classes already have specific and fairly well-developed
s 111u..03 zed can be related "froth the outset to jobs in which
knowledge of a second language is an asset. In such cases, the
teacher's main task will-be to evaruate the skills that students
have learned in these corollary subject areas and relate them
to foreign language study. For example, those with clerical
skills might well enhance their opportunities for good jobs and
advancement if they have competence in a foreign language.

Teachers should not postpone offering career-oriented
instruction simply because few materials may have been pub-
lished for a foreign language program with a career education
focus. Start-with materials at hand, and find ways to use them
in the classroom" Materials needs should be discussed with
*ales representatives of publishing companies So, that they will
reconsider their textbook goals and develop appropriate ma-
terials. Meanwhile, an enthusiastic teacher probably will find
that students are willing to share the responsibility fof locating
respurces as part of their learning experience. Activities in
which students discover relationships for themselves and learn
to do other independent work are, after all, an important part
of education.

Career emphasis implies a new focus, some redirection in
the classroom, and greater integration with other disciplines.
Therefore the foreign language teacher must reevaluate tra-
ditional components of the language course and decide which'
terms are essential in meeting new goals., At times it may be
necessary to stress functional objectives at the expense of some
traditional tdpics. Fortunately., the current ernvhasis being
given in foreign language instruction to the teaching of liter-
ature and culture as a way of life allows for a here-and-now
approach, and, it is well suited to the purposes of career
'education. Using this approach, the foreign language teacher
can answer more adequately the questions that have been
raised by many students: "Why am I studying a foreign Ian-
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guage?" and "Where am I going to use my knowledge of a
foreign language?"

To be most effective in developing career education as a
component of foreign language instruction, teachers must keep
in close contact with guidance and administrative personnel in
the school. Sometimes, poor communication results in the
guidance counselor's directing all but the best students away
from foreign language study. Counselors, as well as school
administrators, must be fully aware of the philosophy of the
foreign language educator and how it is to be implemented.
Furthermore, they must see the 'results of success with many
different students in terms of student enthusiasm, lowered
attrition rates, and good parental response.

The elitist image of foreign language education will be
eliminated only as foreign language teachers concentrate and
coordinate their efforts by (1) providing foreign language cur-
ricular options, that serve the entire school population, and
(42) informing all sectors of the school and community of the
goaN and purposes of foreign language education:
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The (lag is past when the physical eduCation specialist
served as the school health educator, first-aid specialist, athletic
trainer, coach, recreation director, and teacher..of all sports,
games, and dance. Health, physical education, and recreation
are .recognized today as separate disciplines, and the profes-
sionals, because of their training, are becoming specialists who
serve the needs of people of all ages.

The evolution from the umbrella concept, which once in-
cluded a wide array of functions under the term "physical
education," is reflected in the reorganization of the national
professional association, the American Alliance for Health,
Physical Education, and Recreation. This body now has na-
tional associations serving each of the disciplines health
educators by thv Association for the Advancement- of Health
Education; recreation specialists_by the American Association
for Leisure and Recreation; and physical educators and sports
educators by the National Dance Association, National
Association for Girls and Women in Sport, and .-the National
Association for Sport and Physical Education. 'Outside the
Alliance, there are other professionalassociations serving
educators in these fields, among there'. The American School
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Health Association; the School Health Division of the Amer-
ican Public Health Association, the National Recreation and _

Park Association, .the. National College Physical Education
Association for Men, and the National Association of Physical
Education for College Women.

Despite differences in professional preparation and the
ways in which each discipline serves, there are many things in
comnion and pally close relationships. All of the disciplines
deal specifically with the human factors involved in movement,
well-being, and improving the quality of personal life. Because
these interdisciplinary relationships sometimes confuse profes-
sionals And lay persons alike as to the distinctive, functions of
each discipline, it may be helpful to say what these are.

Physical education is concerned with human movement
that deyelOps neuromuscular skills, physical fitness, and an
appreciation of bodily needs for physical development and
exercise. It covers such interests as the dance (which also has

tic athletics of all kindsarrd-plamted-exercise
programs to maintai good health or to restore health to per-
sons with medical problems.

Health education in schools has three components: health
instruction, health services, and the promotion of healthful
school living. In all components, a major function is to translate
scientific and medical information into layman's language in
order to promote optimum health and to improve the quality
of people's lives. Once, the primary concern in this discipline
was the prevention and control of disease. Modern life has
changed this emphasis, and today health education is focused
On a far wider area -- all of the physical, emotional, and even
spiritual problems that confront humankind in its natural
environment or which some persons have created for themselves.

Recreation as a discipline is moving toward use of the term
"leis re" to describe its functions and to define its field. "Recre-
ation" is a more limited term, because it implies a specific
experience that an individual selects to meet personal needs or
desires. The term "leisure" introduces an awareness of a long
span of time that large portion of human life in which people
can make choices of the ways in which they use nonworking
hours to enrich and broaden themselves and attain personal
fulfillment.
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Linkages with Career Education

Historically, career concerns have been an integral part of
education in-health, Physical education, and recreation. Stu-
dents have generally been attracted to these fields for two
reasons: because they found great pleasure in them, and
because they saw the-polential for a career. Those interested
in careers usually wanted to become health and physical edu-
cation teachers, coaches, recreation leaders, or professional
performers.

Students still are attracted to health, physical education,
and recreation programs for the enjoyment they offer and for
career reasons, but there are important changes: Increasingly,
the,focus in these programs is on improving the quality of life
for all students, not just those who are the most highly skilled.
Physical education, for example, now offers many individual
and dual sport activities such as tennis, golf, archery, bowling,
and cross-country skiing as well as team sports. Moreover,
the career possibilities for students with health, physical edu-
cation, and recreation knowledge have greatly expanded. The
kinds of jobs available. in the health field, for example, have
proliferated. The increasing complexity of life has escalated
demands for relief in the form of physical education and recre-
ation services.

These changes have opened promising areas for career
education in the three disciplined. There are many important
ways in which career education can continue to broaden the
appea1 of health, physical education, and recreation subjects
and link subject content to the growing awareness by students

oaf personal needs throughout their lives. First, there is the fact
that good mental and physical health, knowledge of bodily
functions, and wise use of leisure have much to do with career
success. In addition, the three disciplines now offer a wide
variety of direct and indirect routes into future careers. Each
discipline has its own career education potential, and it is
therefore discussed separately.

Career Options in health

Health education, like other parts of thv education system,
should seek opportunities to develop and reinforce' the indi-
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vidual's self-image and feelings of self-worth. Those who lack
positive self-concepts have little or no interest in futuristic
goals such as careers, and certainly not in careers which de-
mand a great deal of effort, time, and training cost.

Because any career choices that people make are influenced
heavily by their value systems, some of the content in health
education should help students examine their values as theSe
relate to their future work, their future lives, their community,
and their world. Do these values include the desire for economic
independence, _pride in accomplishment, and occupational
satisfaction and are these values supportive of good health?
This is well worth examining, because it has been demonstrated
repeatedly that students who can give correct answers in class
to questions about risk-taking in such as drug use, venereal
disease, smoking, and obesity still will use drugs, become obese, -

become infected with venereal disease, and smoke tobacco. It
is a clear indication that knowledge alone does not guarantee
positive life-enhancing behavior. Health education offers stu-
dents many opportunities to develop, clarify, and periodically
reassess these critical areas in career decision making and
career success.

Health education must also give them an opportunity to
examine their personal strengths and limitations in all aspects
of emotional and physical health and the influence these factors
may have on career choice. Obvious health considerations are
physiCal disabilities, such as blindness, deafness, and bodily
abnormality.

But it is not only what a person brings to a career that is
important; equally important is what a career may do to that
person. For this reason, a health education course should also
encourage students to consider the influence that different
careers might have on their health in terms of years of hard
physical labor or years of sedentary work. Information on the
stress associated with various careers should be included,
Physicians indicate that a great number of illnesses have some
psychosomatic origins and that the emotional response to the
stress of daily activities often results in physical problems
headaches, ulcers, heart attacks, and emotional breakdowns.
Another example of the impact that work may have on the
ind *dual is the heavy use of alcohol in certain occupations.
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Indeed, occupational drinking patterns should be included in
the information students seek when making career decisions.

Itea lth education must also deal with the unexpected. No
one expects an accident to happen, yet large numbers of people
are disabled each year from automobile, home, and work-related
accidents. This May force an individual to make a new career
decision one that makes allowances for disability, a particu-
larly painful experience when one's work is dependent upon
a specific physical skill. The loss of a hand or an arm may mean
that even with -a prosthesis, one can no longer perform the
physical tasks of a well-established career. Physical disability
resulting from a chronic disease Inv also forte an alternative
career decision. For example, a radio announcer who develops
throat cancer and has a laryngotomy will no longer be able to
perform in the same capacity. His whole personality and life-
style may have been built round his radio voice.

-Societal attitudes toward illness and toward any unusual
features of a rehabilitation or recovery period may influence
an individual's opportunity to choose a career. Often this is an
acute problem for persons who have suffered an emotional
breakdown, a problem from which no one is immune. With
mood stabilizing drugs and antidepressants, recovery may be
swift, and reentry into normal life, including return to work,
may occur, within a few weeks. Yet because of society's atti-
tudes toward "the mental patient," an individual may be
limited arbitrarily as a worker.

At each stage of life, there may be new limitations as a
result of the continuing process of physical aging. But there
may be new options as well. Knowing the role that good physi-
cal and mental health play as one grows older may motivate
students to maintain health so that future choices will not
be limited.

For young women, knowledge about health may mean
making immediate decisions on family planning as well as
career planning. Knowing more about pregnancy will help them

eke a li z e that there is an optimum period for childbearing and
that there may be a "too early" or "too late" time to have a
family. Consideration of the advantages and disadvantages of
early or late childbearing may well enter into decisions young
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women make about the timing and nature of their future
careers.

Expanding Careers in Health

The public's growing awareness of health problems and
vie* of 'health care as a right, rather than a privilege, have
increased the demands antl expectations for health services.
People have been educated to use preventive health measures
such as regillar immunizations, Pap smears, family planning,
dental checkups, eye examinations, multiphasic screening, and
health maintenance checkups. These increased demands, com-
bined with technological advances in health services, have
created an array of new career opportunities. Some require

, years of prolonged-training; others take a year or less of train-
ing; and" still others require short-term, on-the-job training.
These new careers cover an enormous ran e, from Those that
are in direct contact with patients to supportive services such
as laboratory work, medical supplies and equipment sales,
administration, advertising, and public relations.

The health care industry now employs more than 3.8 mil-
lion persons, ten times the total in 1900. At the turn of the
century, three out of five health workers were physicians.
Today only one in ten health workers is a physician because
new allied careers have extended the role of the physician, now
at the top of a large pyramid of workers who have taken over
many functions that only doctors and nurses were allowed to
perform in years past. There are now more than 200 health
careers listed by the National Health Council in its health
careers directory. These careers provide not only a way to earn
a living, but personal rewards from knowing that one's contri-
bution is in some way directly or indirectly made to people
who are in need of help. 'Stull careers can Otter great rewards
to young people who are searching for meaning and personal
satisfaction in their work.

Most people think of the traditional roles of doctor, dentist,
and nurse when they think of health careers. Teachers should
encourage students to investigate the entire range of health
opportunities. They should give students a chance visit and
talk to allied health professionals during 'career days or on
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field trips so that students can learn for themselves that there
are many health careers other than those 'most familiar to
them. They should learn that there now is a great world of

career opportunities in health. '

Among the careers that may need to be brought' to the
attention of students are those of medical engineering or elec-
tronic specialist who design, operate, or maintain medical tools
such as pacemakers, surgical equipment, life-support equip-
ment, automatic monitoring electrocardiograms and other
monitoring equipment, and automatic multitesting laboratory
equipment. Many of these 'careers call for mechanical and
engineering interests and abilities, but youth with such interests
often are not aware of these careers as good possibilities for
themselves. Students should also learn that today more women
are becoming doctors and more men are becoming nurses.
Moreover, the nurse's role has changed from doctor's helper
to_ specialized roles mob as nurse_administrator,_num prac-
titioner, nurse associate, and nurse midwife. Each has its own
defined area of responsibility, role, and function.

Exploring Health Careers

Students can learn firsthand about health careers through
school and health fairs to which health workers of many kinds
are invited to discuss and demonstrate their skills, Employment
after school or during the summer in a doctor's office, dentist's
office, hospital, or 'other health facility can greatly expand a
student's knowledge of the importance and range of health
occupation's.

Field trips, when they are planned round specific learning
objectives and do not attempt to serve too many students at
one time, can also provide a rich firsthand experience for glean-
ing information on health careers. Possible sites for field trips
include:

(1) Medical research center

(2) Public health department

(3) Physician's office
)

(4) Dentist's office

r
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(5) Water treatment plant

(6) Refitse disposal and sewage treatment plant

(7) Industrial safety office
L

(8) Stitellite or outreach health- tenter
c.

(9) Emergency information an referral center

(10) Emergency medical transportation center.

(11) Prosthetic limb manufacture -and fitting center

(12) Military hospital,

(13) Civilian hospital

(14) Private medical clinic'

-(15) Mental health center

(16) Voluntary health agency

(17), Nurses' training school °

(18) School nurse's.office

(19) Consumer protection office

(V) University eye bank (or kidney bank, and so forth)
facilities

Field trips can4easily 1;e4come exhausting for the teacher and
unproductive for students unless good plans are Made well in
,advance with the firm or industry to be visited' and with stu-
dents who are going on the field trip. Once at the work site,
students' must seize every opportunity' to survey the jobs and
assess them in terms of their difficulty, the skills required, the
academic preparation needed, the nature of the work site, and
the salary (optional) and job satisfactions inherent in the
occupations. .

For example, in a study of industrial safety, students might
visit a number of sites' and compare the kinds of jobs in the
safety field and any different requirements from one firm to
another. In addition,- they might visit industrial sites where
the nature of the work is such that many hazards would be
present if it were not for safety equipment on the machinery
and if worker's had not been trained in prevention of unsafe
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practices, such as leaving tools lying about, failure to use hard
hats or protective glasses, and the like. 9n a walk through an
industrial, plant, the teacher might point out potential hazards
or might solicit student ideas about such hazards. Studies of
industrial safety should also include learning about the require-
ments and enforcement of laws and ordinances that set occu-
pational safety standards. Among sources of information for
these studies are the Occupational Safety and Health Adminis-
tration in the U.S. Department of Labor, the Bureau of Mines
in the U.S. Department of the Interior, and state departments
of health and labor.

In a study of medical, laboratory services, studerkts might
visit an optical laboratory where lenses for eyeglasses are made,
a. dental laboratory, and a laboratory specializing in prostheses.
These visits offer not only an in-depth view of each work site,
but also an opportunity to compare tasks at each site and to
determine the relative degrees to which artistic skills, engi-
neering skills, knowledge'of anatolny, and-othei factois are
necessary.

Each unit of health education health instruction, health
services, and the promotion of healthful school living also
offers special opportunities for career development.

Health IttstruetioA

The entire health instruction curriculum is based on re-
search and the daily experience of hundreds of different
scientists, technicians, and practitioners. The curriculum is
dynamic and one whose content is changing constantly as a
result of new scientific discoveries and changing patterns of
service delivery in the health industry. All of this mean that
the health instructor has an excellent opportunity (as well as
an obligation toward increasing the human resource pool in
health occupations) to give students insights into the wide
variety of careers open to them. For example, in a single unit
such as that on the heart and cardiovascular system, the
teacher can heighten student interest in the studies by dis-
cussing a host of career options. In the study of anatomy and
physiology of the cardiovascular system, some of the discus-
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sion might center on the functions of the following occupations
in this field:

,Physiologist Hematologist
Exercise physiologist Electrocardiogram

(stress testing) technician
Lab technician Medical illustrator
Chine photographer Still photographer

in the unit study of heart disease, these occupations might also
be discussed in some detail:

Physician, general practice Physician, cardiologist
Physician, internist Physician, vascular surgeon
Physician, anesthesiologist Physician, cardiac surgeon
Nurse, intensive coronary Nurse, general duty

re unit inistprpd nurse
Nurse, operating room
Nurse, mobile emergency

coronary care unit
Nurse's aide
Psychologistipsychiatrist
Pharmacist
Medical electronics

engineer
Air ambulance pilot,

helicopter
Health educator, patient

education

Health Services

Nurse, emergency ward
Paramedic, mobile emer-

gency coronary care unit
Ambulance driver
Radiologist
Hospital administrator
Heart-lung machine

operator
Pharmacologist
Medical insurance agent
Consumer protection agent
Hospital orderly

Teachers should also consider the career learning oppor-.

tunities that are inherent in such school health services as
screenings, immunization, and physical examinations, Merely
explaining to students that they are "getting shots" to protect
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them against germs fails to present a total concept of public
health programs and career opportunities.

First of all, in the school health clinic, students can gain
personal information that is important in itheir consideration
of career possibilities. During vision and hdiring screening, for
example, a student can learn about any sight or hearing limita-
tions that might make it inadvisable to enter certain fields
(findings of this kind should of course be verified by a physi-A
cian). Sensitivity to immunizations given- at school may also
have implications for career planning.

Interest in health careers can be stimulated by telling stu-
dents about all of the tasks involved in planning and carrying
out immunization or screening programs. This will increase
their awareness of the range of possibilities in health and of the
fact that there are health specialists in public information and

Win the mass communicati6ns media as well as in program plan-
ning, health administration, public health nursing,"and other

dition iitTot .

Contacts with the school purse, physician, psychologist,
and health counselor may lead a student to become interested
in these fields as a career. To build on this interest, teachers
might ask students to serve as volunteer assistants to each of
the health professionals. The student assistants might run
information campaigns, keep records, or work as school health
room receptionists.

When students see first aid being given in a serious emer-
gency situation, teachers and counselors might build career
interest in civilian or military emergency care occupations.
In the civilian sector, there are likely to be many new job
opportunities in this field as a result of the 1973 emergency
Medical Services Systems Act, which authorizes federal grants
to help in the development of comprehensive emergency medi-
cal systems across the nation. It provides a wide array of career
opportunities, such as helicopter Medic, communications spe-
cialist, burn care technician, and area trauma care coordinator.
School activities d'ealing with emergency care and other health
care services should include related functions of the local fire
and police departments, as well as those of community leaders
and agency personnel who are involved with legislation, train-
ing, and administration in the health field.
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,Healthful School Living

One of the primary concerns of health education is the
promotion of a safe and healthful school environment. In this
area, career possibilities are numerous and far-ranging.
Whether the school is a new one with the finest of facilities,
or an old school with lighting or other structural problems,
students can explore the contributions that have been made
`or should be made to their environment by architects, sani-
tary engineers, sanitation inspectors, electrical wiring inspec-
tors, maintenance workers, and grounds' supervisors. They
might also examine the school setting, decide whether there is
noise or air pollution in this setting, and learn what city plan-
ners can do to help prevent or overcome such problems.

If the school has problems involving the security of persons
and property, students might examine these problems in the
light of architectural design the size and shape of school

heirftm etionsrand-the-kin
communications and security systems that are present- in the
buildings. Careers in law enforcement could also be explored
in connection with school, security problems. School exercises
in disaster, preparedness might be used as a starting point for
learning about careers in fire services, law enforcethent, radi-
ological monitoring, radio communications, and the like.

Students may become interested in careers through school
food services, including management, purchasing, nutrition,'
menu planning, and the storage, processing, preparation, and
distribution of food. A school health instructor can team nutri-
tion learning with career education by presenting a problem-
solving lesson to help students understand these various facets
of food service. If the cafeteria happens to be one that re-
sembles a battlefield, with food used as ammunition, or if there
are boycotts of the lunch line because students complain about
the food, the problem solving might focus on this. Students
could examine the tasks of each food service worker, the pay,
and any career ladder opportunities or lack of them in the
food service field. If students are dsatisfied with the food they
are offered, they might give special attention to the tasks in
menu selection, food purchase, and food preparation in terms
of the persons who are most responsible fors each of these ele.
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ments. Then, on the basis of their research; students might_
propose feasible changes to improve the school lunch menu
the lunchroom atmosphere.

Career Options in Physical Education

Traditionally, physical education in secondary schools has
been geared toward development of sports skills and physical
fitness. Only too often, performance standards have been im-
posed externally without recognition of an individual's personal
motivations and aspiration. While external performance
standards do motivate some students, they anise others to
withdraw from experiencing their own individual levels of
excellence. Whenever this has been the case, it has produced
some bitter fruit.-An article in the New York Times described
the point of view of a person not highly talented in sports but
who becomesa nonparticipant:

SportsWorld is a state of mind in which the winner
becomes good because he won; the loser, if not actually
bad, is at least reduced, and must prove himself over
again, thfough competitition....But for most Amer-
icans, the specialness of sport, the joyous, yes ennobling
quality that can lift us out of our lives toward new
standards of excellence, that can inspire us to stretch
our bodies and spirits, will still be out of reach.... Amer-
ican sports will still emphasize highly structured con-
tests for the talented elite, and most Americans will
still be discarded by so-called physical education
teachers, by recreation supervisors, and by coaches,
discarded to stand along gymnasium walls and cheer
for others, discarded to watch forever from the stands
or in front of the television set.

Awareness of this problem, and the desire to serve all stu-
dents well, is bringing change into physical education in our
secondary schools. The trend is toward enriching the curricu-
lum with a variety of one- and two-person sports, and the
adoption of a view of sport as many forms of movement rather
than as a contest to be won or lost. Career education has an
important place in this changing environment because it em-
phasizes the need of all student* for`eareer development in all
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areas of school instruction, and it helps to make physical edu-
cators aware of the rich resources they have to offer every
student who enters their classes.

Obviously, there still are certain career options related to
movement where knowledge and adherence to external, stand-
ards are essential for success. Anyone interested in pursuing a
professional career in sports must measure personal perform-
ance levels agaitst those needed by the professional athlete.
However, many other people in many other occupations also
benefit from participation in some sport, dance, or other form
of exercise. Movement-serves to fulfill the societal needs of man
by 4viding relief from other pursuits and by offering a
univeNal langtiage and common, point of communication.

The more complex' and industrial asociety becomes, and the
more remote the physical demands on the individual, the more
crucial and supportive the role of phySicak activity becomes.
The increasingly sedentary life-style by a large part of our
population often is attended by emotional and mental strain.
Thus voluntary and planned involvement in movement activ-
ities becomes an essential ingredient in maintaining a balance
in one's life.

Students' career education needs in relation to physical
education cover a range as broad as that displayed in individual
skills performance. Those who excel in selected skills may enter
the ranks of professionals; while others can use their knowledge
of movement in various forms of teaching, in allied areas, in
other fields requiring physical prowess, and in careers where
there is need to get some physical release or to maintain physi-
cal *vitality, such as occupations that may lead to intellectual
stress (scholar, researcher, accountant), and occupations in-
volving minute or taxing physical skills (dentistry, drafting,
-secretarial, assembly line, and production work).

The developMent of career awareness across this span of
student interests does not require the displacement of physical
education subject matter. Rather, career education is largely
a matter of focuS, and it enriches course content and increases
student interest by helping all students discover personal-
rewards that they can carry away from their physical education
classes.
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Students with Peripheral Interests

For those whose interest is faint in physical education for
its own sake, or in physical education and allied careers,, the
teacher could encourage an exploration of the many relation-
shipS between occupational ,demands in careers that interest
the students and some of the underlying concepts in physical
education the development of dependability, accuracy, time
liness, communication, and motor skills. For example, young
people who are eager to become doctors, engineers, electricians,
or artists could learn the importance of needs for fine motor
skills in these occupations and how such skills can be cultivated
in physical exercise and ganies..

Another area that might be explored is the degree of physi-
cal demand in various types of work. In the Dictionary of
Occupational Titles, tcie U.S. Department of Labor includes
in its occupational analyses the degree of physical demand
usually required -- sedentary, light, medium.: heavy, and very
heavy -- that are requisite in activities such as carrying, lifting,
pushing, and pulling. Students might check this dictionary for
physical demands and other content in occupations that
interest them and add it to whatever else they haie learned
about the occupation. Then they might analyze what can be
learned in the physical education,program. They are likely to
discover that even if they are not preparing for a physical
education career, they are preparing in physical education
classes for careers that they find interesting and potentially
satisfying. Through career education approaches of this kind;
the physical education teacher has an opportunity not only to

. motivate student interest in the physical education program,
but to contribute to the fund of realistic, factual knowledge
that students possess as they get ready to make important
occupational decisions.

Students Seeking Related Careers

At the opposite end of the spectrum in terms of student
interest in physicl education are the young people who seek
a career in physical education or a related field. This group, of
students also needs time in the classroom to learn about the
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underlying concepts of physical education. It is imperative that
these students understand not only the outcome of movement
in the form of a skill, but also learn about the structure of the
body as it applies to the end product. The concepts of biome-
chanics, exercise physiology, muscular kinesiology; and motor
learning should be an integral part, of the curriculum. By
spending a portion of the time now available for teaching
physical education on concept development, teachers will pro -
vide students with a basis for applying knowledge about move- ,

ment to various career options, including those that do not
involve movement per se but require an understanding of
movement.

Athletics and Sports Careers

Competitive: athletic programs in schools, colleges, -and'
profesional ranks demand talent on the playing fields as well
as knowledgeable coaches, athletic administrators, team man-

- agers, and athletic.trainers. Many young men and women have
---7-\193 en attracted to a career in athletics as a result of high school

sports participation, Some have risen to financial security and
levels of national admiration because of their athletic ability.
Not all professional players are outstanding perfOrmers, how-
ever, and those who achieve high performance levels may have
relatively short careers. But their advanced knowledge of cer-
tain skills often opens other career options to them. Amorm
these-occupational options are athletic coach, athletic adminis-
trator; and team manager.

The athletic coach uses his knowledge of training, sports
Skills, and strategies in Working with talented persons who seek
superior professional levels of skill performance. Coaching
opportunities range from the Little League level to the heights
of Olympic and various national championships levels. At all
levels there is an opportunity for a major role in the success
of individual players and teams.

. .

Students learn much about coaching as sports participants,
but .their experiences can be broadened through directed read-
ings and planned observations of coaching techniques and
behavior if they visit training camps a.rid practice sessions and
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participate in coaching clinics have conversations with 'suc-
cessful coaches and athletes, and watch a film review of a game,

-Certification of secondary school athic coaches seems
imminent: Such certification will be based on scientific col-
legiate preparation and practical experience, but it will still
keep the secondary school coaching field open to people whose
major field of training has been -in academic disciplines other,
than, physical education and sports. The purpose of certification

to assure competent coaching techniques while protecting
the health and safety of student participants.

Athletic administrative positions are part of both educa-
tional and professional sports. The administrator's tasks
include scheduling athletic events, planning tournaments and
transportation, making insurance' arrangethents, planning the
use of facilities, lining up game officials, purchasing equipment
and uniforms, developing and -Maintaining relationships with
sports organizations, serving as the official voice for the athletic
program, and finding sources of finance for athletics. Skills for.,
this occupation frequently are acquired during experience as
a player, coaching assistant, or student team manager.

The team manager in some ways is like an administrative
intern. The job calls for supervision of laundiy facilities, inven-
tories, and repair of equipment and uniforms. Daily preparation
for practices, scrimmage, roadtrips, and competitive play keeps
the .team manager in close touch with, administrative require-
ments of the team and offers invaluable experience for moving
up the administrative ladder.

Athletic trin444' also perform vital sports functions. Some-
what comparable to coaches, thgy supervise the preparation of
wrestlers for matches and the training of long-distance runners'
and other single competitofs in. sports. In the past, most ath-
letic trainers got their experience as interns to a respected
trainer; but in recent years, this occupation has become .a
significant part of high school athletic programs, and many
young people novy;begin learning the occupation through yol-
unteer work in the high school training room. In addition, there
are clinics and other training experiences offered to interested
higbiLthool students by companies that sell athletic equipment
an edical supplies. Later, high school graduates can continue
in this field as student trainers in college and with additional
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preparation in the field of physical therapy can gain certifi-
cation as athletic trainers. Those who do not eventually become
professional trainers often discover viable careers in physical
therapy and related, work in hospitals and private practice.

Careers in Teaching

Students interested in teaching physical educatioksiu____
discover that there are various skill levels at which they can
teach. If they want to become a college or public school teacher,
they will in all likelihood need formal college preparation. On
the other hand, there are positions as teachers' aides and teach-
ing posts irr adult education for example, the YMCA and com-
munity centers which require less formal preparation.
Whatever the job, teaching physical activities requires under-
standing the structure and function of the body as it relates to
movement forms, the learner, and the teaching-learning process.

A physical education teacher can encourage students to
enter this field through a planned program of observation and
assistance, Experience in high school as a gymnasium super:
visor, intramural assistant, equipMent manager, or leader. of
a sports club or other student group can help students learn
one important component of teathing how to organize and
handle administrative duties. Other ways to help students
explore the nature of the occupation is to give them respqnsi-
bility for locker room supervision, roll checks, equipment issue,
facility safety checks, instructional assistance, and athletic
team management. Not only do students greatly benefit from
these career exploration experiences, teachers get interested
helpers and feedback on their program from students who have
seen it from many different angles.

Students considering careers as physical education. teachers
. will find that they can widen their horizons on careers still

further by 6bserving physical. educators at various sites, such
as other schools, private clubs, and civic centers. Professional
teachers of sports and athletics include tennis, golf, archery,
and swimming instructors at resorts, hotels, health and exercise
clubs, swimming centers, and camps. Discugsions with many
different "on-line" practitioners, participation as volunteer
workers in different programs, and employment after school
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or in the summer can further expand the stuc nts' knowledge
of what it's like to be a physical educatio instructor.

Through these varied contacts, they will also learn that
teaching opens -the door to other professional opportunities.
Among these career possibilities are jobs as writers of instruc-
tional materials, researchers in various areas concerned with
physiological and psychological aspects of human performance,
and owners and managers of clubs and other sports-oriented
establishments.

Allied Career Options

-A great number of allied career areas develop from interests
in physical education and sports, ranging froth occupations that
have direct and obvious connections to. those with more subtle
connections. The design, production, and sales of sports equip-
ment and the design and improvement of facilities for many
different sports are fields open to persons with physical educa-
tioh and athletic interests. Moreover, the demand is brisk in
certain sectors. Industry seeks designs for more durable bad-
minton racquets, more protective football helmets, and safer
equipment. Women athletes have been instrumental in opening
new jobs in the design of tennis, golf, and ski apparel that is
both attractive and functional.

Interest in physical activity has encouraged expanded
building programs for school, college, agency; con-inutility, and
governmental facilities foi athletics and sports, and has optned
many new jobs for the sports professional. Working with archi-
tects and engineers, the sports expert can contribute to the
development of functiona land safe facilities. Many prbfessional
golf instructors now are golf coarse architects, able skiers
manage and develop ski resorts, and a:great many athletic
coaches serve as consultants to manufacturers of artificial turf
and other playing surfaces. Some dancers no conger perform;
-they use their talents and experienq in stage and set design.
At the sank time, directors of dance groups, choreographers,
and artistic production specialists are being-sought for high
school and c011ege proeams" in "the performing arts.

The wide4anging career interests bf physical 'educatiun
students are stimulated in a variety of ways. SZience classes
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may challenge them in their assessment of the physiological
parameters of an individual when exercising. The physical
education teacher may arrange visits to clinics and hospitals
so that students can observe the exercise and physical reha-
bilitation of patients; and, students may even become involved
in the physical rehabilitation of someone in their own family
be it an inherent disability or a postoperative recuperation
from surgery, or the healing 'a a broken bone or torn ligament.
The extent to which students choose careers in physical educa-
tion and related fields is a function of their desires and percep-
tions, plus the ability of the physical educator and other
teachers, to expand the perceptions of students and stimulate
their interests.

Two extensive allied fields offer some specific examples of
how the physical education teacher can use course content to
build bridges between physical education and the fulfillment
of students' occupational interests, These fields are sports
medicine and sports communications,

Sports Medicine

The emerging field of sports Juedic. ine fascinates many
young people. Using the expertise of physicians, physiologists,
psychologists, engineers, physical educators, and electronic
specialists, workers in this field are exploring many problems

- related to medical aspects of sports, games, and dance. Their
functions range from rehabilitation of persons with sports
injuries to -prediction of human responses to the stresses of
space exploration. To encourage student awareness and inter-
est in sports medicine, the physiCal education teacher might
encourage and help students get the following experiences
during the secondary school years

1) Work as a ylass -leader tn-an-;adaptive program for
youngsters with physicarlimitations

(2) Visit therapy centers to observe the work and discuss
the prograni IVith clinicians and their patients

(J) Plan and participate in a conditioning program in which
physiological changes in weight; rest, regular heart rate,

heart rate, blood-pressure, and .other physio--,
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logical data are noted and recorded (could be done
under the direction of the athletic trainer, school physi-
cian, or physical educator)

(4) Serve as a subject in the study of exercise stress at a
nearby university or hospital

(5) Volunteer services at a hospital in an exercise stress
laboratory or in a physical therapy unit

(6) Serve as a student assistant to the athletic trainer in
the high school's athletic program

(7) Attend professional conferences on rehabilitation and
sports therapy

(8) Elect high school courses focusing on human physiology
and human health

Sports Communications

In the communications field, there is increasing interest in
people who know sports and can communicate that knowledge
in an interesting and informed way as newspaper reporters or
as radio and television sportscasters. To stimulate student
interest in these career fields, physical education teachers
might do the following:

(I) Invite local reporters to class to talk about their profes-
sion, and schedule visits to the local newspaper, televi-
sion, and radio stations (in- many local communities,
there are cable television stations whit h are committed
to local coverage and might be willing to allow students
to develop local programming)

(2) Let local newspapers, television, and radio stations know
about students who are available for after-school work,
and provide placement information to students

(3) Have brochures prepared which describe new aspects of
school sports, dance, and related programs

(4) Provide bulletin boards, and snake students responsible
for keeping them current on information about class
tournaments, interscholastic sports, and newspaper
clippings
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(5) Encourage accurate and able. ;sports coverage in the
chool newspaper

(6) Encourage students to interview leading school athletes
and send press releases to local newspapers

(7) Start a camera club, or provide photographic Coverage
of sports events by students, and set up an appropriate
display area for phorographs

(8) Get students to help keep scores and other interscho-
.

lastie game statistics

(9) Give students a chance, to have a leadership role in
developing and selling advertising and putting together
programs,to hand out at sports events

(1 ) Let highly motivated students travel with coaches to
scout other teams in order to learn coaching techniques
and to enhance their understanding of interscholastic
sports

(11) Get permission for a regular morning homeroom period
of sports discussion or a lunch 1 hour sports synopsis to
be announced over the scho 's public address system

(12) Encourage students to work on the sports section of
the school yearbook

(13) Get a news exchange going between schools in the same
district or between sports rivals

These activities should not be limited to students whose
major interest is physical education. By calling upon students
whose chief interests are in other subjects to participate in
these events, physical education teachers can widen the scope

, of their teaching and help make all students aware of their life-
long needs for physical exercise and well-being.

Career Options in Recreation

There has been a massive surge in recentyears in the field
of discretionary time activities. Leisure and recreation now
constitute a $150 billion industry that has great potential for
continuing expansion. Contributing_ to this growth have been
(1) increases in the population, especially in urban areas where
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the pace and the compression of people into limited space
multiply the ecreational needs, (2) greater mobility, (3) earlier
retirement, (4) automation of work, (5) better education, ac-
companied by awareness of cultural resources and the impor-
tance of physical and mental fitness, (6) larger blocks of free
time on holiday weekends, (7) shorter workweeks, and (8)
changing value systems which place a higher premium on
personal development and interpersonal relationships and &
woniewbat lower value on the traditional ethic of work for
work's sake.

Occupational opportunities are broad in the field of leisure-%.
time purSuits. A 1967 human resources study predicted that
the 303,000 full-time jobs in parks, and recreation at that time
would climb to the equivalent of an estimated 1.2 million full-
time positions by 1980, using both full- and part-time jobs to
arrive at this total.

The National Recreation and Park Association has iden-
tified more than seven hundred kinds of occupations which call
for knowledge and skills in the area of leisure-time activities.
Some of them have other skills components, and some are new
jobs that have not yet Made their way into the Labor Depart-
ment's Dictionary of Occupational Titles. The occupations are
of an enormous variety because they are located in widely
varying places. Among these are urban parks, wilderness areas,
resorts, industrial and business sites, youth centers, commer-
cial recreation enterprises, religious centers, retirement centers,
h6spitals, mental institutions, prisons, stadiums, community
centers, zoos, acquariums, housing developments, environ-
mental control and other agencies at all levels of government,
and private clubs. The range of job opportunities runs from
positions requiring less than a high school diploma to those
requiring unique and highly specialized education. Many jobs
can be filled by handicapped persons.

Although the rapid emergence of the leisure industry has
made it hard to identify all of its potential employment oppor-
tunities, most of these fall under four occupational headings:

(1) Recreation services: Jobs that call for planning, cre-
ating, and supervising programs, and for providing
leadership. and instruction in recreatiow l activities.
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Careers in this field involve a large amount of personal
interaction

(2) Recreation resources: Jobs that include those related
ta the planning, development, maintenance, and protec-
tion of natural and synthetic resources used for leisure
purposes and the production, distribution, and sale of
recreation products. These jobs form a support system
for the recreation services group

(3) Tourism; Jobs that include publicizing tourist facilities;
making travel arrangements for tourists; providing
transportation,4housing, food, and services for tourists;
and offering activities for tourist participation'

(4) Amusement and entertainment: Jobs that are centered
round amusements such as skating rinks; live, filmed,
or broadcast performances; athleti contests; instruc-
tion in entertainment skills; trai ng of animals for
entertainment purposes; and pers( al services.in places
of entertainment

A career education program for these occupations will
greatly enhance a student's opportunities for entry-level em-
ployment during and after the high school years. However, it is
highly unlikely that a single secondary school discipline can
give adequate attention to a field so interdisciplinary in its
content. Every teacher and counselor in the school should be
a resource for career education in recreation and leisure occu-
pations. The physical education teacher has much to offer in
sports-oriented occupations. Art and music teachers can de-
velop important 'leisure-linked knowledge and skills in their
classrooms. The communicative arts a significant element
in a great many leisure and recreation jobs are the specialties
of English and foreign language teachers. Science teachers can
play a major role in the career education of students who want
to work in forests and other outdoor sites.

Teaching Models for Career education

To facilitate the integration of career education for the
leisure occupations into the school curriculum, the U.S. Office
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of Education-sponsored curriculum guidelines (Verhoven and
Vinton, 1972) give specific classroom activities in mathematics,
the language arts, the expressive arts, science, and social stud-
ies. The material covers the various career education levels
awareness, exploration, orientation, and skills development
and focuses on infusing career education into the various disci-
plines with no drastic changes required in the extant curricu-
lum. In the following two models (adapted from the USOE
publication), mathematics and the expressive arts are each
linked with leisure for a look at some of the types of occupa-
tions that can be found in these fields. The interdisciplinary
elements are strikingly obvious.

Model A Relating the fields of mathematics and leisure to careers
This odel contains four sample exercises wherein mathematics

and leisur occupations are linked to specific jobs.

Sample ExeAise 1 Broadcast program assistant
The program assistant at a local television station is arranging

rehearsal rooms for auditions being held for a new musical group to
consist of five guitars and two drums. The musicians who show up are
twelve guitarists and five drummers.

a) How many combinations of guitar players can be chosen?
b) How many combinations of drummers can be chosen?

c) How many different sets of musicians can be chosen for the
group?

d) How many audition rooms will be needed?

Sample Exercise 2 Roulette tourneur (dealer)
An American roulette wheel has 38 compartments round its rim.

Two of these are numbered "0" and "00" and are colored green. Of
the others numbers (1 through 36), half are colored red and half are
black. In order for the roulette dealerto have control of the game, he
or she needs to know the answers to the following questions:

a) What is the probability of the ball landing on "7"?
b) What is the probability that a black number will win?
c) What is the probability of each of the following coming up:

1) Any nom om "1" to "12"?._
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2) Either "0" or "00"?
3) A red number? -

4 ) A red number, if the previous 25 spins had resulted in a black
number coming up?

5) A number that is not red?

Sample Exercise 3 Billiards instructor
The billiards instructor wants to determine the path of the follow-

ing billiard balls. Complete the path of each, assuming that the ball
stops when it reaches a corner.

a

e,

I/

,40
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a) On which table does the ball have the simplest path? Can you
explain why?

b) What do you notice about the paths of the balls on tables e
and f? Can you explain?

c) Do. you think the ball will,,always end up in a corner? (Use
diagram g.)

d) If the ball starts from the lower left-hand corner, do you think
that it can end up in any of the four corners? If so, why? If not,
why? (Use diagram h.)

Sample Exercise 4 Craps table overseer
The dots on a single die range from one to six; thus the numbers

on a pair of dice can, be added together to make from two ("snake
eyes") to twelve ("boxcars"). In order for the table to "win for the
house," the overseer needs to know the "odds." In other words, he or
she must know the answers to such questions as the following:

a) What is the probability of throwing a double?

b) What is the probability of throwing a seven (two and five, six
and one, or four and three)?

c) What is the probability that one die will have -a number less
than three and the other die will have a number greater than
three?

d) What is the probability of throwing a ten? A twelve?

e) What is the probability of not throwing a double?

1. "
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Model Relating the fields of leisure and the expressive arts to
careers

Because children learn early in life from visual and tactile activ-
ities, the disciplines of the expressive arts dance, drama, music,
physical education, and athletics are excellent vehicles for career
education. When they are combined with an equally desirable disci-
pline such as "leisure," the teacher has a sure-fire course that will
attract many students.

The following sample exercise give the student an opportunity to
develop awareness of self while exploring occupations that are linked
with jobs in leisure-time pursuits. Although the arts are often seg-
mented by teachers into grade level, true student progress is based
upon the developmental levels of children and young adults, rather
than their age and grade revel.

Sample Exercise 1 Dance

Awareness

1) Have the class observe and report on rhythms they have
discovered outside the classroom (Movement of trees, ani-
mals, and 80, forth), recognizing that each student is unique
in his or her style of movement.

2) Have students associate rhythm and movements with mood
(use =Isle to create moods).

3) Have the students create interpretive movements for some
area of study in leisure occupations rain and wind, vol-
canoes erupting, a trip into the forest.

4) Conduct a folk dance festival with square dances, social
dances, and so forth.

5) Have the students read about famous dance entertainers
(ballet, tap, interpretive, and so on).

b) Exploration
1) Encourage long-range and cooperative projects related to

leisure occupations.

2) Observe and discuss line, color, texture in relation to projects.

3) Have students make a scrapbook of travel brochures. Have
them design such a brochure.

4) Have the students design an advertisement for a travel
magazine Or a theater performance.

5) Have students prepare for a sidewalk art show.

178
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c) Orientation and skills developinent
1) Work separately with students who are interested in sup-

portive roles for dance performers.
2) Encourage students to act as instructors of the dance.,
3) Involve interested student's in such things as costume design

king, set design and construction, makeup, and stage
lighting.

4) Have students write critiques of performances they wit-
nessed, plan programs that are similar to these performances,
and perform other suppotitive roles for performances.

5) Have students serve as a booking agent for performing
classmates.

6) Have students arrange programs for PTA, service clubs,
and elementary schools.

Sample Exercise 2 Drama

a) Awareness

1) Develop student self-awareness and self-confidence.

2) Encourage spontaneous, creative play.
3) Plan student pantomimes and creative dramatics.
4 Explain jobs and roles of supportive personnel.
5) nts studf how to write a play and then write one.

6) Make scrapb oks of lighting, stage sets, costuming, and
so forth.

7) Attend theatef rmances, visit television studios.

8) Exchange drama ntations with other schools.

b) Exploration
1) Have students use rol ving monologues and dialogues.

2) Encourage both sponta eo creative dramatics and play
writing.

3) Encourage improvement in le of oral and written critiques.

4) Help students learn the tee ues of videotaping.

5) Have them make and edit a of class performances.
r.

6) Encourage them to observe wo f supportive personnel
in theaters ushe!s, ticket takers, hting crews, and so on.

7) Visit a booking agency so that students can learn the film.-
- tic/3'1s of this occupation.

179
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c) Orientatibn and skills development
1) Encourage the reading of plays, operettas, and television

scripts.

2) Have students write critiques of selected televisibn dramas
or live theater peiformances.

3) Use tape recordings so that students can improve their skills
in pronunciation, enunciation, and interpretive - reading.

4) Have students write scenarios, first outlining the plot.
5) Have students desigp a set, sketch costumes, or demonstrate

character makeup.

6) Encourage them to work with the school publication to
advertise performances and to publish critiques on dramatic
productions.

7) Encourage _students to participate in supportive roles for
school productions on local tour.

Sample Exercise 3 Music

a) Awareness

1) Help students establish' a music center where they can
explore sounds of instruments.

2) Have them create rhythms with instruments to illustrate
circus animals walking.

3) Use singing rounds and conversational singing.

4) Have the class listen to different kinds of records and select
the appropriate music to accompany a series of pictures
or slides.

5) Take a field trip to a park or the zoo to make tape recordings
of sounds. Have the class' pinpoint any rhythmic passages.

6) Go to a concert _or a band practice.
b) Exploration

1) Have the class listen to selected music for mood and then
match the music to dance, art, or drama.

2) Have the students prepare a ,musical background for a
dramatic presentation.

3) Invite soloists and group performers to the classroom.
4) Give concerts in elemental schools.
5) Visit a television studio to learn about the use of music in

telecasts-of various kinds.
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6) Use excerpts of operettas, musicals, and familiar concert
themes as often as possible.

7) Encourage students to compose simple melodies, and allow
time for them to perform them.

6) Help students coordinate music for school dramas, dance,
gymnastics, and art exhibits.

9) Play music from different cultures and encourage the stu-
dents to prepare a musical travelogue.

10) Encourage students to visit and even serve an internship
in recording studios, music stores, music libraries, and
concert halls.

Summary

Implementation of career education in the health science
and recreation occupatioiis as in all other career fields
needs the support of the communifyIf it is to succeed. If school-
age youth are to explore careers-And develop skills -that are-
pertinent to real-life situations, many barriers between the
school and the community must be bridged by special efforts
to inform the community and gain-its support., Moreover, explo-
ration of careers in these fields Should be based, at least for a
starting point, on local or regional needs and conditions. The
access to information and jobs probably is better The nearer
home those jobs happen to be. .

Career* education in recreation and leisure-time areas
should not lose sight of the fact that it is important for -all .
'future adults to develop interests, skills, and awareness, of the
uses to which leisure time can, be put. ThiS is true whether
students become homeniAkers, lawyers, or construction
Workers, or whether they enter some occupation outside the
leisure field. Leisure is more than a host of occupations; it is
a resource that all students should learn to use well, and it is
the responsibility of the schools to prepare them to do so.
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